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Annihilating Eeply

to Ex-Gen-

Naglee,

BY 1VM. D. KELLEY.

The copperhead papers, the Argus among
the rest, are circulating a letter from Henry
M. Naglee, formerly a Brigadier General of
Volunteers, to Hon. Wm. D. Kelley, of Phila-

delphia,

but

of them, probably, wil]
to publish Mr. Kelley’s re-

none

deem it expedient

ply.
Mr.

Kelley made

speech in Philadelphia,
and it was a report of this speech in the PreBs
of that city which prompted Gen. Naglee’s
He makes the following quotation
letter.
a

from that report:
It got out that the President was determined to have the army moved, and it was found
that McClellan bad no plan; and here I may
state that we owe the Peninsula
campaign to
those distinguished Senators, Latham of California, Rice of Minnesota, and a brigadier in
the column of Joseph Hooker. Gen. McClellan’s plan was concocted by others, aud put
into his hands. It was agreed on iu a council
of war.
That plan was submitted to the
President. It was submitted iu the presence
of Secretary Stanton.
Stanton put them
through a strict course of examination. One,
Gen. Blenker, owned that he did not understand the plan, but would sustain it, as he
thought he had to obey the mandates of his
chief. Gen. Naglee was one of those present,
aud Stanton observed that he had but one
star.
Sir,” “said Mr, Stanton, you have no
I am representing Gen. Hookright here!”
er,” said he. It was afterwards found out
that Gen. Naglee was absent without leave,
and that Fighting Joe Hooker knew nothing
of the council. [Applause.]

Upon this paragraph Gen. Naglee says;
Now, my dear sir, this statement is simply
false, and on the part of your friend, Mr. Edwin Stanton, Secretary of War, maliciously

■

Wm. D. Kelly.
Very respectfully,
To Henry M. Naglee, late Brigadier General

It was then 1 said he had no plan, and
that when several of the promised ten days
bad passed he was still without a plan.
&t tttis point ot ttme, ray dear lieneral, you
come upon the scene, aud I reaffirm all that I
have said ol you. Without attempting to reproduce the language ol my address, I reaffirm tliis, not on the authority of one whom I
am proud to call my friend, Bon. E. M. Stanton, but of one whose word you ought to accent, as he was a graduate of West Point, a
brigadier-general of volunteers, and enjoyed,
in an eminent degree, the confidence of General McClellan, then Commander-in-Chief of
the armies of the United States.
Indeed, my dear General, he was commanding a brigade under General Hooker in lower
Maryland, which I think was your position
when you received a communication from a
Democratic Senator, Mr. {.“thaui of California, which, though I cannot give you its precise language, yet you know that General MeCielian was in danger of removal because he
bad stipulated to Bubmit a plan of campaign
within a certain number of days, aud would
be removed ll be did not, and
requested you
to haBten to Washington. I am
quite sure,
my dear General, that you will not deny Ibis
of
that
that
in
nor
pursuance
communication
you did not hasten to Washington, and were
Mr
at
that
Latham bad left
chagrined
finding

for New York.

Nor further, that you found a letter from
him awaiting you, in which he regretted that
duties in connection with the Pacific Mail service imperiously demanded his presence in
New York on that day. It, however, referred
you to another Democratic Senator, Mr. Hice
of Minnesota, and told you to confer free 13
with him, as you would have done with tilt
writer, as lie understood the delicacy of the
General’s situation, aud might be conferred
with frankly aud safely. Now I say again
that I am sure you will contradict none ol
these statements, and ask you how my valued
and honored friend, the Secretary of War
could have given me these facts which were
meant to be so confidential ? My other assertions of bow you proposed the plan of the Pe-

ninsula campaign, and, sis politicians
“packed” a council of war, are all equally

with semi annual intereet at the rate ot seven and
three-tenths per cent per annum,—principal and interest both to be paid in lawful money.
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and Latin
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Furnishing

han<i °r
the be8t

Groods,

GARDINF.Rj
At

Middle Street,
Opposite the Post Office.

HT Call and examine this Btock before purchasing elsewhere
sept23d6w

d2m

CUSTOM TAILOR!

to that date must pay

posit.
NEW HAMPS 3J IRE

of this Loan.

most thorough and extensive Commeroia
College in New England, presents unequalled
incilir.ee lor imparting to young men and ladies a

TUE

National Savings Bank, offering a higher
interest than any other, and the best security. Any savings bank which pays its depositors in
U. S. Notes, considers that it is paying in the beet
circulating medium of ihe country, and it cannot
pay in anything hotter, for its own assets are either
in Government securities or in notes or bonds payable in Government paper.
a

rate of

equally

convenient

temprary

as a

or

complete business education.
Send lor a circular containing

address

with

full information& WARNER,

WORTHINGTON

large

Embracing

THE

according

PORTLAND

the

IS

Municipal

link in

Store

Formerly Occupied by

Joslah

WE,

NOTICE.
undersigned, haring sold

MERCHANDISE.

_

While the Government offers the most liberal terms
New England,—purchased before the very great
advance m all kinds of material, are prepared to I for its loans, it believes that the very strongest apsell at
peal will be to the loyalty and patriotism of the peo-

at

propose to open

a
a

low rent, we

very

ple.
Up to

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,

Lower Than any Other Establishment i
in the

the 24th

city.

200
BBLS.
100

ONIONS.
BBLS. SWEE1' POTATOES.
For sale by
F. A. SMITH,
19 and 21 Silver Street,
sep28d4w

of September, tbe subscriptions to

this loan amounted to

over

$40,000,000.

The services of Mr H. Q. SMITH,
formerly of
Boston have been secured to superintend the

Apples

received by the Treasurer oi
the United States, at Washington, the several Assistant Treasurers and designated
Depositaries4 and
by the

Subscriptions

I

will be

First National Bank of

BBLS CHOICE JACKSON POTATOES.
For sale by
F. A. SMITH,
septa, d4w19 & 21 Silver Street.
100

Portland, Maine-

25

8cpt21 d4w19

Apples

Washington,

27 400
36 600
41 000
10 000
6 000
5 000
2 500

Papers,

nearly twenty years occupied by SAM BOB if
If CARTER, and recently by

Co.,

EZRA

CARTER,

Sept 80—dtf

be made in time for the certificates with the
offers to reach Washington not later than the morning of Uotober 14, as aforesaid. No offor, not accompaniod by its proper certificate of deposit, will be
considered.
The Coupon and Begistered Bonds, issued under

Cap and

Fur Store!

respectfully inform the citizens of Portand vicinity, that they havo this day

the store

No. 95 Middle

Street,

recently oocupied by Bolline fc Bond, for the purpose ol' carrying on the
Fur, Hat and Cap Business,
its varieties. Oijr stock will embrace all the
most Fashionable l'aris, London and
Now Vork Styles, of plain and lancy Hats and
in all

latest and

in

UilBRELLAS!

Great

Variety.

UMBRELLAS!!

ty Particular attention given to Repairing
FoRg, by our Mr. Coe, recently in charge of that
department at J. 1*. IS haw’s.
Our numerous friends will please call and see us
at 95 Middle street.
Alfred H. Coe
J. F. McCallar.
Portland, Sept 15,1804 -dlm

New Bedford Copper Comp’y.
undersigned, agents of the above Company,
*
THE prepared
furnish suits of
Yellow Metal & Copper
Sheathing,
to

Bolt

Copper,

Bolt Yellow
Metal,
Spikes, Nails, Ifc.,

at short notice and delivered at auy

8ept 5.—dtf

port required.
MoGILVERY, RYAN k DAV18.

Strcut,

late firm of Howard '> Btrout,

Attorney

and Counsellor at

Law,

105 Middle Street.
Opposite International Bank,.Portland.
Aug 12—d&w3m

First National Bank.
This Bank will convert the seven-thirty note s maturing Aug. 19, and Oct. l.into six per cent, bonds
of 1881, in all the denominations in which the note
were issued, viz:—850, 8100, 8600, and 81,000—at a
commission cf 1 per cent.
W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, July 80,1864.—oodtf

Billiard Table Tor

Sale.
first rate Billiard
Table, with marblobed; also
two sets
ivory balls and a set of points, and
everything pertaining to a well famished table.
Will be sold on liberal terms., Applv to
wm. j. McDonald,
No. 125 Federal Street, under U. 8. Hotel.
aept21 dtf

A

Boarding.

private boarding house No. 77 Free Street,
newly papered and painted. Boom, furnished
say, I and unfurnished, with board.
true I
OetB-dlw*

THE

Is under the

ISAAC EMERY, Head Long Whf.

j

j

Now

and for sale

The amount of accepted offers mu3t bo deposited
with the Treasurer, officer or bank authorized to act

by

undor this

notice, on advice of the acceptance of offers, as lollows: One halt on the 20.h October, and
the balance, (including the premium and oiiginal
two per oeut. deposit,) on the31st October.
The bonds will bear interest from November 1st.
Interest on deposits, from their date to Nov. 1, will
be paid by the Government in coin.
One-half of the first instalment, or twenty-five per
cent of accepted offers, may be paid, with accrued
interest to Oct. 14, in United States ‘‘Ceitificatcsof
Indebtedness," bat such certificates will be received
in part payment of the first installment only.
Offers under thi3 notice shoo'd be endorsed “Offer
for Loan," and addressed to the Secretary of the
Treasury. The right to decline all offers not considered advantageous to the Government, is reserved
to the Secretary.
W. T. FESSENDEN,
Oot5wlw&dtd
Secretary of the Treasury.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK.
ven-Thirty Notes for Sale.

Interest semi-annually, payable in paper at the
rate of seven and three
tenths per cent, per annum.
ontlB convurtable in
three years into six per cent
ve-twenty bonds, upon which the interest is payable in coin.
The notes will be delivered
here free of expense.
The purchaser will receive the
interest to August 16
if subscriptions are made before
that time.
One-eighth per cent, commission will be allowed
eubscribere at this Bank upon all amounts
o/*1,(100
and over.
w. E.
GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, July 80th, 1864.—d&wtr

33

© n Tx

Government 7 3-10 Loan.
This Bank is prepared to receive subscriptions to
the new 7 8-10 loan In sums of $60 and upwards,
paying interest from date of subscription to August
16th, the date of the new loan.
The notes are convertable at the end of three
years Into specie paying 6 per cent 6-20 bonds.
One-eighth per cent will be allowed oh allamounts
of $1000 and over.
B. C. SOMEKBY,
Cashier.

Portland, Aug. 1, ISM,—dtr

FRAMES
—

Oil

FOR

Photographs,

&

the

j

Looking Classes.

Manufacturers of all kinds ol

MOULDINGS
Looking

manufacturing facilities

furnish all articles in this line as low In
prices as out be found
elsewhere. We invite purchasers to call and examine our very fine Engravings of which we have a
enable

us

No.

Proposals
^LALED
until

L

O
—

T

H

Ever brought to tills city, consisting of

French, German, English and
Beavers, Pilots, Chinchillas.

Fur Beavers.
All of which bo will make
up in the neatest manner
at reduced prices. Call anu Examine.

Sept 29—eodtonov21

A

Winter

T_H

Fall and Winter
lIi'ii

Clothing!

and

Boys

IJ. S. marshal’s Sale.

ls/L.

SMITH’S,

Wo would inform
wo intend to
can sell at the

as

Cassimeres &

Nice Custom
keep

German

and

Doeskins,

Work.

firiends and the publiothat
best the market afioids, and

our

the

lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we
guarantee and warrant to
at all times. We would
also call attention to our
nice Custom

Ready-Made Overcoats,
Undercoats, Pants, Vests,
And

June 21.—dtf

Joss Blook.
F. BRADFORD,
Z- K- uakmon.

approved Sewing Machinee

and

see

are

the operation of two of the most important
of the day—

Furnishing Goods,

MANUFACTURER

preventing

have no trouble.
Portland, Aug. 10.1864.

dtf

Portland Army Committee
OF THB

-FOB SALB nr_

JAMES T. PATTEN A CO.

OLSAVKS.

Bath, Me.

2O0KiKgo^b*}

sratssE»j

OF

m do
800 do Navy Fine
Delivered in Portland or
Boitov.
Bath' April

WARE,

sn.isw_■

Congress St., Opp. Court House, Portland,Me.
W All kinds of Ware, sncta aa Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, kc., plated in the
fl

are.

Re-fiuishing

Silver
aug6d6m
Old

A. & S. SHURTLEFF &

MAKKa

C0~

Force

NOS. 54 A 56 MIDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND,

♦2»Vr'i;alya?e,.and

SEALED

Maine°ttrt°^

1864.

CHARLES CLARK,
D- S‘

Di«*: oi M»ine‘

(foundation now laid) on Congress St, near Central
Church, for .1. w. Lave, E:q.
Plans, fpecificatious, fcc may he examined at
the office of the Architect.
G. M. HAKD1NQ.
1 ortlaud, Oct 8,1864-dlwt

HAVE left

with Mr. W. D. James, No. 63 MidI dle street, Portland,
copies of the true science of

drafting gai ments.
theory and practice
municat

as

well

Mr. J. fu lv understands the
as well as I do. and can comto others.
OTIS MADISON.

Portland, Sept 16,1864.

from Mr. Madison, 1
am prepared to furnish all the necessary information, and supply those who may wish with the rules,
at Mr. N. 8 Gardiner’s, No. 62 Middle street.

Haring received authority

Sept 16—3m

W. D. JAMES.

Pumps

of

and Water

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

Closets,

STItEET,

Manufacturers and Dealers In

PORTLAND, ME.

Man’s Boys’ and Youth’s Thick, Kip
and Calf Boots,

Warm, Cold and Shower
Baths, Wash
Bowls, Brass A Silver Plated
Cocks>

Women’s Misses and Children's Qoat, Kid
and Cmlf Balmorals, Rubbers. Shoe
1
Stock, Findings, dec.

WITH
and

our

sss^isr *»«;*•

oVdi^rwVoVr
n'?
kindaofjobMn?n°,nJ?lTJ

superior facilities for manufacturing,

large experience in the business, w«
as low as in Boston or elsewhere.
Dealers are respectfully invited to call and examine oar stock before purchasing.
S^Orders by mail promptly attended to.
Portland. April 23.1864.
dflm

wo are

a

on

able to sell

The Cheapest
the

“MAINE WAR CLAIM

Hanafectarere and

Firmly Uni

J. P.

aml

Chambers

*awW

I

arriages!

H. J.

Libby

j' p Units.

Cloths,

tlLit,.)™.**'’9
Itanttal
minner.

A

Bond,

OF

Tailors’ Trimmings,
and FurnislilnifCoods,

mn(*

I

Co.,)

PORTLAND. ME.
jylldtf

Clothing

?

it

_

JOBBKH8

20 Preble St.,
at tis establishment. •
OFJ?.“S.1f0r,aleT*rle!j
ma,i® in the neatest andmo.tiutr

Free Strut Sloth.

Vos. 1 and 2

■

LIBBEY, No.

JxneSMtf

Whole**!* De*lo/8 in

Lewis, Rollins

NeatJjr pinched.

the assortment romprises all the
of Eight Carriages, and tbey-Hl be
u
intend,
sold
on the most
favorable terms. Persons
their inter
to purchase
lay
Carriages will And it for
eft to oall and examine before buying elsewhere.

A.'i

Conataaiir

FURNISHING GOODS,

AND

*

(Over

Oarrio ges, O

executed

READY-MADE clothing

ASSOCIATION

M,hru7e^8Irmr,re9con,roUed

»«“ ■s. «d :r,

faithfully

PAn^l»2'J>,17 *fended to.

J. T. Lewis <&• Co.,

Agency

b*

hand I

PW8^1DSSi“n LKAD.ndB£E»

collecting all classes of claims arising tram
war is that of the

____

To Merchant Tailors and Cutters.

coked if

WILLIAM A7PEARCEi
PLUMBE R!

manner.

U. S. Christian Commission.
Chairman, T. R. Hayes, reoeivee Stores at 118 Middle street.
Treasurer. Cyrus Sturdivant, reeei-es Money at 76
Commercial street.
Secretary, Henry H. Burgess, recedes Letters at
80 Commercial street.
Andre* J. Chase,
Dr. W. ».. Johnson,
junelodtr

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

mchlTdAwtf_Tbmflb Btbmmp.
Scotch Cauvasi,

238

Also, Repairing and

ANDERSON,
and Civil
Engineer,

Surveyor

M. PEARSON’
Silver Plater,

Attachment.

former places the control of the machino enunder f»e control of the feet of the operator,
all backward motion of tho wheel, allowing the freedom of both hands to handle the
work, and saving the breaking of needles and the
entangling of 1 he thread.
The latter will allow the free use of linen thread
or of inferior cotton, and entirely does
away with
the soaping of the cloth.
Call and see and you will not foil to have them applied to your machines. JOHN PORTER, Agcut.
Mr. Porter will put machines in order and teach
I the operators how to use them, so that they will

JOHN F.

ME.

NATHAN

improvements

Eyde’s

___septSdtf

Jyl8dkw3m

best

BLOCK,

ment..

J

Partnership.

SILVER
of

Dealers,

Office 91 Middle SU, over Casco Bank,

AND

ST.,

Manufacture, to order and In the beat
manner, MBitnry and Navy Uniform., and Bcya; Gar-

howardT cleaves.
Attorneys & Counsellors at Law,
JOSEPH HOWARD.

Draper,

08 EXCHANGE

_

t°l^rvnxt,at

OOtldtd

...

Law

h v-

The

Intel locutoiy Order ol Sale, to
me directed from the Ron. Ashur Ware, Judge
of the United States District Court, within and for
the District of Maine, 1 shall expose and Sell at Pub- ;
lie Vendue to the highest bidder therefor, the followin*? property and merchand^e at the time and place
within said District as follows, viz:—
At the Warehouse op the Montreal Ocean
All of which Will be fold low lor
Cash, at the old
8tkamship Company. Grand Trunk Wharf,
stand of Lewis fc Smith.
in Portland, on Fr
day, the fourtetnth day ff UcABIEL M. SMITH. 171 Fore St.
„„
10o'clock A At.:—
Sept 23—dtf
Locomotive Tire Irons, “Low Moor" Iron,
“liter Boiler iron—assorted sizes and
thicknisens, laved from the wreck of the Br.
steamship Bohemian ; the same hiving been Libe:lTo Contractors.
ordered to be sold by the Di6Proposals will be received bv the undertl10 ^cited States, for the District of
fUned nniil 12 o’cleck M. .'atniday, Oo’ 8lh,
1^64, for the erec'ion and completion 01 a four story
Terms qTSale-Cxbh.
brick block of
Dated at Portland thla 80th
Dwe'ling / ouses, proposed to be built
D.
A.
of
daj
Sept.

PURSUANT

Exchange street,

Tailor Ac

CO.,

STREET,

PORTLAND,

Government,

&

PORTLAND,.MM.
Js 18., 8m

and

tirely

nt

an

obtained.
Oihoe 88

William’s Patent Crank Motion, and

May be found at

-A-

Pay

0" All advice free. Terms as low as at any oth
er Agency, and no pay required until the claims are

NO. 11 CLAPP’S

For

or

ALL
invited to oall at

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OF

Beavers,

United States of America, 1
District of Maine, rb.
J

And all other claims against the
ing been duly licensed therefor.

owners

N<» 171 Fore Street.

CHARLF8 CLARK,
U. S.
arshal Dist. of Maine.

STILL

|

Agents,

devote their special and excluthe prosecution of Claims far

Bridge.

Hard-Ware

MIDDLE

Oata.

_____JuneleodSm
Alexander D. Beeves,

Safes \ \

BAILEY

OF

and

VCrts loaded with Cora In hoik free of
charge.
Warehouse No. 120 Commercial
Street,
And Crrr Mills, Deoring

FOR SALS AT

162

(Established In 1861.)

Pensions, Bounties, Arrears
Prize Money,

Sleighs, Barley, Bye

Sale Booms, 110 and 113 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.
juneltf

Saddlery

merchant

FOB PURCHABI AMD BALI

POBTLAND, ME.

H. S. EDWARDS,
Blook, Congress St.

continue to
sive attention to

Ground Bock 8alt.

Commission

MANUFACTCRKB OF

JAMES

BURGIN,

DUAL KB IV

Com, Meal aut\ Flour,
Also,

KIMBALL,

Safes \

!e2*tf

WHOLK8ALK

hand and made to

and

Pert lend. Me.

EDWARD H.

Preble (street, (Near Preble Houso,)

I N G ! Sewing Machine Improvements.

will be received at this oilice
the fif tenth day cf October
current, at noon, for lurnisbing the United Stages
Courts with Lebigh Furnace Coal for one tear from
the first day of October A. D. 1864. The Coal to be
,
Also a fine stock of Cloths, such
of the cen quality, free from slate and
dust, and to
bo put into the basement of the Cus om Rouse in I American Mos ;ow and Castor
in
such
Portland,
quantities and at tuch tfnus as the j
Marshal of the District ol Maine
may direct.
Proposals to be endorsjd “Proposals for Fuel for j
-FORthe U. S. Courts,” and addressed to the United
States Marshal tor the District ol Maine

to

Scotch

Esquimaux. Moscow and London

CIO

P.

Grain,

_

Portland, He.

Sleighs on

and

and

Ceuaerelel Street,*.

LEMON T,
•

COn

HEAD OP MERRILL’S
WHARF,

JuuelBdtf

C.

the best instruments of their class in the world.
Nearly all the most prominen* artists in the oouutry
have given written testimony to this effect, and these

,

Gentlemen’s Tall and Winter Wear,

Saturday,

ocf4dtd

S

SS^Carriages

order.

Organs

Pension and Claim

K.

*

DiiLi&e n-

Corn, Flour

jnneldOm

Carriages

_apr13dtf
BRADFORD & HARMON,

POE—

fall and

i

Are

Stewart’s

PBODUCE,

POBTLAND, MB.

Preble Stieet,

MASON & HAMLIN

No.849i

No. 16 Union Street.

ALBERT WEBB

Carriage Manulacturer,

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

Boston and New York

OF

marshal,

District of Maine.
1
Portland, October^, 1864.1

York,
Street,*

LARGEST AND BEST STOCKS

O

£.

Hoofing

HLRSEY, Asent,

^

MERCHANTS,

^Moody, }

Franklin

instruments are in constant use in the concerts ol
the most distinguished artists—as (iottschalk and
others—as well as in the >toras in the principal cities, whenever such instruments are required. Price
$36 to $500 each. These instruments may be found
at the Music Rooms of the subscriber, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers’ prices.

one

seplOdtf

Office of the IJ. S.

F.

104 Middle

ju9t returned from
HAS
with
of the

to

large variety.

“NET CASH.”

fflOODf,

No. 5 Galt Block, Commero'al St,

Manufactory

with

season.

Augustus

Glasses.

Tho Trade supplied with Black Walnut, Imitation
Rosewood and Ebony, and Gilt Oval Frames, Our

customers’

Gravel

ME.

——

Our Ladies’ work is from the celobrated Burti

WATER-PROOF

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

FLOUB, COBH AND

luneldtl

Portland, Aug 10,1S64.—dtf

-FOR-

Picture Frames and

Novelties of the

TERMS

—

Paintings, Engravings,

our

AND

FELT COMPOSITION,

holeeale Dealers In

And W

IMPORVED

WARREN’S
FIRE

GENERAL

COMMISSION

wood,

fcbl'dly

Commercial street,

DOLE Sc

McCarthy & berry,
No. 96 Exchange Street.

promptness, fidelity and despatch are unexoelled.
Our Stock is large and desirable, presenting all

CO.,

PORTLAND,

soft

delivered to any pert of the city.
Oppiob CoHHnnoiAL St., head of Franklin
Whwt
S. ROUNDS A SON.

Grocers, !

Peleg Barker,}
Tho§. Lynch ) Jnneldtf

and Children’s Wea
from New York and Boston markots

The Cabinet

hard and

luneldtf

Wholesale

Ladles, Gentlemen,

of New York.
For Gentlemen’s wear we have the best assortment
ever ofll-red for sale in this
city; such as tine Frenoh
Patent Leather Boots; Glove Call and Calf Congress for gentlemen’s wear; Patent Leather Congress, and Calf Congress Balmoral, and new Frenoh
Buckle Boots.
Have you seen the new style CRIMPED-FRONT
BUCKLE BOOT, now made by McCarthy & Berry T For neatness, comfort and beauty, it surpasses
anything ever got up in this city. Call and see it;
samples always on hand at the old stand of M. Mc-

I IE®®®
SUGAR

PORTLAND.

(Opposite bead Widgery Wharf,)
John Lynch, )

In all its branches, and having all the facilities for
getting up drst class work for gentlemen and ladies,
wear, are now ready to execute all orders with neat- !
ness and dispatch.
Our work will be made of the I
best
stock, by the best of workmen, and
warranted to give periect satisfaction. It is our aim
that our work shall not bo second to any in tho United States.
Wo have also completed a stock of ready-made
work of the drst quality, tor

Selected

CHEAP FOR CASH !

CO.,

)

Granite Stores,

the

Carthy.

Furnishing Goods,

facilities for supplying

on

WBOB AS« COA1,

AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Berry,

carrying

BOOT AND SHOE BUSINESS

8U
Our

&

1

bib

...

JOHN LYNCH &

the 7th day of May
under tho name of

on

copartnership

For the purpose of

No- S7 Middle 8tre«t.

R. J. D. LARRABEE & CO.,

accepted.

Gent’s

junel6dtf

19 TCS.
GAE.
)
371 HHDS Superior Muscovado, and
37 TCS Clayed Molasses,
il BBLS from sierra Morena,

landing

Tailors,

And Dealers in

Commercial Wharf.

j

Oana 1

Merchant

&

Sugar and Molasses.
MUSCOVADO

a

of his entirt interest In bit
FEKNALD, *rould cheerfully
reooommend him to hia tormer patients anil the
putt*
Ho. Dr. Fubnald, from long
saps' leuce, is proper*
ed to Insert Artificial Teeth on the Vulcanite Base "
end nil other methods known to the profession
Portland. Mav M. 188*
tj

DEALERS,

Jones, J

A.

ol'imported

CUTTER.

J. E. FEPJALD & SON,

TEEENAILS'fof
100,0000AK
S1MONTON
KNIGHT,

300 tlUUS') CU0ICE

as a

Grateful to our friends and the public for their
liberal patronage at our former places of business,
we still solicit their favors, and we
pledge to deal
with them on the square.
T. C. LEWIS.
N. C. ROLLINS,
W. M. BOND.
Sept 6—dim

Scotch Canvass.

j

direction of Mr. Bond, well known to

public

Henry

R. W. Gage.

BUSINESS ADVEBTISEMENT

THE
formed

Dr. J. H. HEAJ D
disposed
HAV1RQ
Offioe to Dr. 8. C

MOUNT AIR, LEHIGH, HKZILTON
LOAF, OLD COMPANY LEHIGH I
UUST MOUNTAIN. JOI1N8, DIAMOND WEBVvers of
TER and BLACK HEATH. These Coals are
oi the
quality, well screened end pioktd,
adian Produce,
an 1
F
I werrented to give setisfhction.
Granite Block,
Alto for sole best of

137 Commercial Street,
Charles Blake, )

Portland. June 13.—dlv

subscribers having

BENTISI,

No. 175 Middl. F treat.
Birisasox).Dn. Baco tend Bneeua,
Portland, Hay It, IMS.
„

XE

JOWES A

And Be
Western and C

-AND-

Bought

DR. S. C. FERHALD,

WHLMII, 11#
mayl8dtf

FLOUR & GRAIN

Copartnership Notice,

State.

or

FIRST CLASS

300
400
OOo Londres Fort Mahons.

48

City

the

THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
mayOti
Custom House Wharf.
proposal, will be of the denominations of 860, j
$100,8500, 81,00). Begistered Bonds of 85,COO and
Sierra morena molasses.
$10 00Q will be issued if requirod.
OOK HHDS
All offers received wi.l be opened on
Friday, OcCHOICE SIEEUa MOEENA
tober 14th. The awards Will be made by the SecreSO TIEKCES !i
MOLASSES,
>
10 BBLS
to
the
and
offerers,
notice
of
tary
highest
acceptance j Now
irom Brig ”C. H. Kennedy”
|
landing
or declination will be
immediately given to the reTHUS. ASENCIO fc CO.,
May 3.—tf
spective offerers. In oases of acceptance, bonds of
c. H. Wharf.
the description and denomination preferred will be
sent to the subscribers, at the cost of the
Department, on final payment oi instalment^. The deposit
of two per cent, will be reckoned in the last instalNo. 69 Exchange St.,
ments paid by successful offerers, and will be immeManufacturers of all kinds of
diateiy returned to those whose offers may not [be

8

Sew all C.
Of the

**
3d
Angelitas.
1st
Frinsados.
**
2d Reg Britanicas.
**
2d Britanicas
Eutrketus Galenas 1st.
*•
**
2d.
Angelitas 3d Londres Prinsados.
A C 2d Brevas.
A C 3d Londres.
A M London Flor.
A M Flor Frinsados.
A M London Cortes.
A M London Fmo.

Portland, June 13,1864.

Can be

A CARD.

Color Factory, Xo. 29 Munjoy St.,

BLAKE,

»

■LOhUtf

of

dhobi im

-•

WOODMAN, TRUE ft CO.,
AGENTS,
*••• •« “* *«.Hi Idle Sueat.
HeedieiandTrimBiingsaiwayi on hand.

Paints, Oils & Varnishes.

Hbert Q. Burgess,
Charles fa. Fuses.

Coal 1

Delivered to order in any part of the oity.
The former customers of Messra. Sawyer A Whitare
ney
respectfully invited to give us * call.
RANDALL, M0ALLI8TER A CO.

oiler to the public

as

Lorberry,

beet quality of

with the

ooSdti

SEWING MACKINE5I

OlSce & Salesroom*, 80 Commerelsl 8».,
I'neoKAg Block.)

Superior Coal for Blacksmiths.
Also, Hard and Soft Wood,

OUR CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

"

Treenails.

this

JR.

COE Sr McCALLAR

are

OOO
000
300

Low

as

Drugs Medicines,

DEALERS

Patterns and

--

S IJN «! K it

Japan, White Lead, Zinc, Paints,
And Ground Colors,

A

Business.

----

juneldtt

■AirurAOTtmans

Paint and

McCarthy

Designio 1st Londres
2d

Sept 12—lm

should

Is offered for sale on favorable terms. The stock is
in good order and well adapted to this market, and
ihe stand one 01 the most c esirablem New
Englapd,
commanding a l&r»e portion oi the trgde o> this
Slate and the Pro1 inpe-. Rent
store reasonable.
Those wishing to purchase will please communicate
early with

Goods

000

000

enabled to

are

In this

2Q8 000

burgh, Cincinnati, Louisville, Chicago, Detroit, or
Buffalo, or with any tsational Deposit Bank which
may consent to transact the business without charge
for which deposits duplicate certificates will b© issued to the do editors by the officer or bank
receiving
them—the originals 3f which must be
forwarded,
with the offers, to this department.
All deposits

For

WOULD
land
taken

5
5
10
20
32
25
7
33

own

Silver at.

BOLTS*©f “David Corear & Son’s” Leith,
a sail-cloth of superior
quality, just received direct ironi Liverpool, ard for sale Dy
|
Washington, or with the Assistant Treasurer at
MO'jlLVERY, RYAN & DAVIS,
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, or St. Louis, or
161 Commercial St.
Sept 24th—dtf
with ihe desiguated Depositary at Baltimore, Pitts-

In the Store 55 Excnange St, Portland,

New Hat

2 500

Goods

For Sale.
CIGARS of the following choice

HAVANA
brands:

Treasury

Sale.

O. L. Sanborn &

and Butter.
S3 Tubs choice Butter.
C. W. SMITH,

Heyt2titUiQ_G and 8

Looking-Glass

Room

tend to Onr

Applet.

5 iO BONDS.

AND

Goods

Orders for Machine Jobbing
Forgings, promptly eneoatod.

Work executed in every part of the State.

AMD

White and Red Ash,
Diamond and

We Buy and Sell for Cash and At-

F. A. SMITH,
& 21 Silver Street.

We

For sale by

Books, Stationery, j
I

John’s,

ES TABLISHMENT.

TUBS FAMILY £ UTTER,
CHEESE. For sale by

PROPOSALS for LOAN.

—OF—

_

Together

Furnishing

id ^ vis,

BURGESS, POBES, & CO.,

Hazelton Lehigh,
Locust Mountain.

Architectural sf'ork.

In connection with the above is as Iron Foonui v
with a large assortment of Pattern*, to which the
attention of Machinists,
Millwrights.^d Ship-Baildere is invited—and all kinds oi Cas
ings tarnished
at short notice.

and Retail.

juneltf

PICKED AND SCREENED

Cumberland

Gents’

I

kF

Company Lehigh,

CLOTHING,

Polleja. k

rOKTIMIOATIOMS.

No. 144 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

Wood, and taken the stand recontly
occupied by Messrs. Sawyer If Whitney, head of
Maine Wharf, are now prepared to supply their
former patrons and the public generally, with a

-AND-

1000 NICE

)
Department,
Dot 1,1864.J
Sealed offers will be received at this Department,
GILT FRAMES.
ur dt r the act ef Congress, approved June 80th,
1864,
constantly on hand.
until the noon of Friday, the 14th instant, for bonds
Places of all Siaes Ee-Set. of the United States,
to the amount of forty millions
They h*ve also a large variety of Photograph of dollars. The bonds offered will bear an interest
Stock and Chemicals, Cases, Camaras, ffc., ifc.
j
; of six
per centum, payable semi-annually, in ooin,
*** Mantle and Pier Glasses made to order.
on the first days of May and November, and will bo
With the facilities afforded them
they can get up I r< deemable at the pleasure of the Government,after I
any piece of work in their department of business
five years, and payable in twenty years trom Nov. 1, ;
as well and as cheap as can be done in Boston
or
1864.
New York. Liberal discount made to the trade.
Each offer must be for fifty or some multiple of i
Sept 27—dtl
fifty dollars, and must state the 'sum including premium offered for each hundred dollars, or for fifty
when the offer is for no more than fifty.
Two per !
cent, of the principal (excluding premium) of whole j
amount bid for, by each bidder, must be deposited, j
as a guaranty for the payment of subscriptions if acTHE BUSINESS AND STOCK
cepted, with the Treasurer of the United States at

For

Tailoring,

alxee and patterns,

Iron Stair* and other

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER^
Fresco and Banner Painter,

Sugar Loal Lehigh,

Baiter and Cheese.

respeotable Banks and Banker?, throughout
the country, will give further information and
afford every facility to subscribers.
Aug 20—d&w2m

!

FINE

and Potatoes.

500 BBLS APPLES,

All

Pictures,

First Class

ol v&rioua

and

1

Onions and Sweet Potatoes.

St.

tout fipe icd Fiitirei, Mill Gearing,
Shifting,

Street,

subscriber having purchased the Stock of

Old

Union

prepared to ftirnleh

STEAM EHGIBE8 and BOILERS,

IE

_

Coal and. Wood!

WELL

Having leased the above store

I*

PAPER HANGINGS.
No, S3 Exohange Street, Portland, Me.

fine assortment of

Burleigh.

Ttbsect,
Cigar*.

wnrar, Agent,

11

81I1C.

Premium Paged Account Books,
our

If jCo., do cheerfully recommend them to our
former customers.
All persons having demands
against us are requested to present them lor settlement, and all persons indebted to us are requested
to make immediate payment at the old stand where
one oi the undersigned may be found for the present,
8AWYEE A WHITNEY.
Portland, Jana 6,1S64.
;unel3d.3w

Coal
THE

Nuts,
Nuts, all kinds.
Raisins,

AMD MAMUFACTURER OF

Stock ot
Coal and Wood to Messrs. Randall, McAlis-

ter

Loaeagd
tin«lt«ii
Honey,
Finn*
Dates,

Cocoa

No.

Bookseller, Stationer,

Aug 27—dtf

LEWIS, ROLLINS £ BOND,
Nos. 141 & 143 Middle Street,

aug31 d&w3m

Xj.
I

8T0KY, No. 23 Exchange St.

J. K.

and VESTS,

Spruce Gum,
Canary Seed,
Cemoa Syrup,

IRA

juneld6m

DESCRIPTION,

So that Money can be Saved in these War Times.

At the lowest figure of which the times will
admit,
and in the latest style.
Just received a NKW STYLE of Cloths lor
LADIES’ CLOAKS.
septlfidlm

UP1 For further informations please call at tho
College, or send for Ciroular and College Monthly,
Inclosing letter stamp. Address
BRYANT STRATTON & GRAY,
Portland.
Maine.

iChM.B.Eo^en. j

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES’

the

Fruit!

POKTLAND, ME.

Repair Gentlemens’Garments Wholesale

QUALITY.

ltd b

Wholesale and Retail

& Groceries,

No. 61 Commercial

THE

PANTS,

A- M.,
RESIDENT PRINCIPAL.

Flour, Provisions

subscriber respectfully informs his friends
in general that be will

COATS,

L. A. GRAY,

to taxation in various

BEST

ecu,

largo and well

a

Domestic

and

__

DEALERS

c

a

ECONOMY IS WEALTH.

He is prepared to make
up to order

Bryant, Stratton & Co.’s chain of In.
ternational Business and Commereiai Colleges
established in twenty-'wo of tho leading commercial oitics in the United States and Canadas.
Tho object of these Colleges is to furnish yonng
men and lsdies the best facilities
for obtaining a
thorough Business Education.
Scholarships for full course of Bork-keeping, Commercial Law, Commercial Calculatious,
Spencerian
Penmanship, Correspondence, Lectures and Practical Exorcises, is good throughout the chain for an
unlimited period.
a

Salt,
M

WHOLESALE

formerly

a a w yer,

Turney taidlei •rail dcierlyUM.
ootfldtf

luneldtf

AMD

carr~& coT

Exchange hired,

Unu,
Prani,
Citron,
OUre.,
Sardines,

JOH % T. KOOEKS Ac
CO.,
Oommission Mnrohants,

1

have all orders

JAMES B. HACKLY FT.

all the most

I¥o. &

Portland,

Dana,

}
Woodbury Dana,J
John A. 8. Dana. )

HATS & BONNETS DYED.

OP EVERY

THE

Clapp’s Block, Ceugress Street,

Luther

may3dtf

Are prepared to offlir to the trade
•elected stock of

Co.

and

_

COLLEGE,

Located in

Fish

&

PORTLAAl), UK.

the k rait Store

a.

GOULD,

Dana

-A 1.60—

aug313m.

—AND OF—

annum.

annum,

ctedStock

Having taken

j

{

)

W. w.

i

I ers.
A good assortment of Cloths and
Trimmings
*
I oonutan ly on baud.
cy Particular attention given to cutting for
•
others
to
make.
;
Sept 12—ddm

MAINE.

exertir n will be made to
promptly attended to.

Moulton,

Merchant Tailor, Foreign
™m°Ted *° No. 161 Middle
street, where he
will be pleased t® meet bis ttriends
HA.m
vraagea.
and custom-

Bleached & Pressed at the Shortest Notice

Boston

FASHIONABLE STYLES,

premium on
six per oent. U. 8. stocks were over twenty percent.
It will be seen that the actual profit on this loan, at
the present market rate, is not less than ton percent,

er

NATHAN

Bleachery,

PORTLAND

M.

A.». boobbs.

j RE MOVAL !

Oongree Siroet,

308

eoekbt braley,

Goods,

septSdtt

hour.)

Provisions,

88 Commercial atreet, Thomaa block,

the Post Office,

site

GENTLEMEN’S HATS,

£

In addition to the very liberal interest on tbe
notes tt>r throe years, this privilege of oonversion is
now worth about three per cent, per annum, for the
ourrent rate for 6-20 Bonds is not less than nine per

or

Maine Bonnet

Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings,

perma-

Convertible into a 6 per cent. 5-20 Cold Bond.

from State

occupying

one

Furnishing

Grain and

Flour,

PORTLAND.Mill!.

Slate at PAINE'S Music Store, No. 1G3 Middie St.
Any information wanted concerning me, can be
had by inquiring at Paine’s Music Store.
Reference, H. Kotzschmas.
Sept 13—eod2m*

“OF—

erals for discounts.

per

each lesson

(24 lessons,

a

and Well Sele

■

investment. The notes can always be sold for
within a fraction of their face and accumulated interest, and are the best security with banks as collat-

war

and

Tailor,

No. 62 Middle St.,'comer qf Lime Street, oppo-

Quarter,

per

Every

nent

cent premium, and before the

respeotfully

WOULD

Gen s’

And

-AND-

Exchange StM

Having just returned from New York

A KotlllS
WlOWAll UkALIB# IN

Beady-Made Clotning,

PAINE,

announce to those -interested in Mnsio, in Portland and vicinity, that
he ia giving instruction on the Piano Forte, in thin
city, and respectfully solioits a liberal patronage.

Alexander D. Reeves,

Commercial College,
Central Hall,
No. 98
Concord, H- H.

oent.

It is

R.

Straw, Lace & Leghorn Bonnets

Parties depositing twbnty-flve thousand dollars
and upwards for these notes at any one time will be
allowed a commission ot one-qnarter of one per

It is

G.

Terms, $12,00

OX the best quality at the LOWEST PRICES
by

N. S.

BRADLEf, MOULTON

-AND DEALER IV—

MR.

703.

BUSINESS CARUS.

Gardiner,

Merchant

!

*n“

interest accrued from date of note to date of de-

Special Advantages

AT. 9.

Cheap

Cheapest

-MSSSfro 8b8** •»*9u»>«yon
in
Sanne? Al8oin,he Utt8t 8ty^e

LeProhon, Portland.

Dr. E. P.

\ Instruction in Wusic

of the

Ct.

Sept 6.

the

as

Hon. W. H. Seward, Secretary of State.
Rev. Bishop W. B. Stevens, D D of
Philadelphia.
Rov. A. Cleveland Coxe, of Baltimore.
Prof. C. D. Cleveland, of Philadelphia.
Prof. H.Coppie. of Pcnna University.
Geo. B. Emerson, Esq of Boston.
R. H. Dana, Esq., of Boston.
Epes Sargent, Esq., of Boston.
Rt. Rev. Bishop T. C. Brownell, D. D., Hartford,

prepared.
As the notes draw Interest from August 15, persons

Clothing \

As Good as the Best &

in schools and families, lectures in
in Frenoa Idioms
A naFrance, formerly instructor oi Khetorio and
one

\

BUSINESS CARDS.

Custom and Ready-Made!

French

the

BEFBRKHOKS.

transportation charges as soon after the reoeipt of
the original Certificates of Deposit as they can be

the

Clothing

Philadelphia,

Instructor in

the United States.'

In

of

first institutions in Paris.
For further paatioulars, apply at Messrs. Bailey &
Noyes' between 11 and 12 A. M., where information
as to term, &c, will be given.

parts of the country.
It is believed that no securities offer so great inducements to lenders a9 those issued by the GovernIn all other forms of indebtedness, the
ment.
fa«th or ability of private parties, or stock companies, or separate communities only, is pledged for payment, while the whole property of the country is
held to secure the discharge of all the obligations of

i

St.,

EVAN’S BLOCK,
Have on hand tBb largest assortment

Maaoe, A-. M•

Recently

Belles letters in Charlesmagne College,

gold bearing
bonds, payable not less than five nor more than
twenty years from their date, as the Government
may elect. They will be issued in denominations of
fifty, one hundred, five hundrtd, one thousand, and
five thousand dollars, and ali subscriptions must
be for fifty dollars, or some multiple of fifty dollars.
The notes will be transmitted to the owners free of

oent. i

OSGOOD,

Prof.

MISCELLANEOUS

=

LESSONS
sohooJs, explanation

These notes will be convertible at the option of the
holder at maturity, into six per cent,

making deposits subsequent

CLOTHING.

_EDUCATIONAL.

tive oi

But aside from all the advantages we have enumerated. a gpeoial Act of Congress exempts all bonds
On the
and treasury notes from local taxation.
average, this exemption is worth about two per

PICTURE FRAMES I

stock of patience; but tfigt he had, in the
kindness of his heart, determined to give Gen. !
Caps.
McClellan a chance to redeem himselt from
Far
utter ridicule, and had given him ten days in
which to propose a plausible plan of a cam-

paign.

The Secretary of the Treasury gives notice that
subscriptions will be received lor Coupon Treasury
Notes, payable three years from August 15, 1854,

Taxation.

Portraits &

extract
does not purport to be verbatim—nor was it
full. I have, however, no special exception to
take to the passage you quote. It embodies a
fair statement 01 my assertions as far as it
goes. It refers to what occurred duriug the
first week in March, 1802, and must follow in
the report, whichlhavenot read,my statement
of the disappointment well-informed men had
experienced in the last week of February.
I had told the audience of the hopes entertained by the President, the Secretary of
War, aud leading members of Congress, of the
success of Gen. McClellan’s proposed surprise
of the rebels on the line of Brentsville. You
doubtless remember that the success of that
promised movement was said by the General
to depend ou the lact that it was to be a surprise. That no suspicion of his contemplated
movement might be excited, he proposed that
instead of constructing pontoons or hauling
them thither, he would collect in the canal
canal-boats, of which to construct a bridge
This he did at his leiacross the Potomac.
Ail was now reaay.
it anytumg was
sure.
wanting, he had nobody but himself to blame,”
had
said.
The
as he himself
morning of the
eventful day arrived, and lo! a difficulty, and
to
which
the
eminent
a difficulty
engineer
commanding the army was insuperable.
It bad never occurred to him to measure
the out-lock through which the boats he had
provided were to pass, and now just at the
critical moment, as they were some feet wider
than the lock, they obstinately refused to pass
through I Was it not vexatious? I also told
the meeting of the puerile excuses for the
failure which he offered in the presence of
Hon. lluel Wade, of Ohio, and Andrew Johnson, then a senator irom Tennesee, and that
be in their presence proposed t» wake another effort to surprise the rebels over a bridge
which he thought could be built in ten days.
Those who heard me will remember ail this,
and I am quite sure that Gen. McClellan, infirm as his memory appears to be, can verify
all my statements.
I further said, iu substance, that this fact,
following the incident of the stove-pipe at
Munson’s Hill, and the wooden guns st Manpassas, had exhausted even the President’s

s: 7^30 LOAN"

U.

Its Exemption

DEPARTMENT,

adelphia Press, Mr, Kelley says:
The report from which you clip this

_

U. S. Volunteers.

The Peninsula campaign was not indicated by “Senators Latham, of California, and
GILDING
Rice, ol Minnesota, and a brigadier in the col- and they can assure their customers and the public
umn of Joseph Hooker,” as asserted by you. I
generally that all work will be done in tho NEATGen. Naglee was at Washington with proper 1 EST atul most
WORKMANLIKE MANNER.
leave, and with the full knowledge of General !
Hooker, and was a member of the council of
OLD FRAMES RE-GILT,
war by direction of General McClellan, to
represent the division of the army at Budd’s
To look equal to now.
ferry, in the absence of General Hooker, who
was too far removed from Washington to be
Cleaned and Varnished to the best
presents And unfortunately for the veracity
style.
of Mr. SwuiUm, Um uu^utiuout remarks
aiM roceived * fre,h
French
8uPP'y
which you ascribe to him could not have been ImitaUonof
made, lor there were no officers of the council EBONY AND ROSEWOOD
FRAMES,
of war entitled at that time to more than one
which they off.r at lowest rates.
star,
Iu his reply, which is published in the Phil- Robe wood, Black Walnut,and all Kinds ol
false.

FINANCIAL.

but.one

j

Advertising Z

a

BOT^ESsNOTioae,

and well known to you. You
cannot escape
i by artfully suggesting that each of the twelve
generals who attended that council was entistar. Eleven of tnem commanded divisions. It was called a
council of
division
commanders, yet Henry M. Naglee,
commander of a brigade, was there on the
tlimsy pretence that it was not as easy to summon his division
commander, General Hooker,
“ *t was to
communicate with him. Now, my
dear General, let me ask
you, in all candor,
were you not reported as absent without leave
on the day on which that council
met, or are
I the records in error?
Perhaps I have, by this time excited your
| curiosity as to the source from which 1 derived
such
;
minute and accurate information, If so,
I will gratify you. All this information came
to me, not, as you assume, from Hon. Edwin
M. Stanton, but from you, Henry M. Naglee,
late brigadier-general of U. S. Volunteers.
On the night of the 29th of March. 1862, you
went in the cars from Broad and Prime streets
to Washington. Do you not remember the
bouyancy with which you related all this, and
how you exulted in the success of the artiQce
in which you had been bo prominent an actor?
1
My dear General,your campaign had notthen
! been tested, but now that the result is before
us, do you not cower before the ghosts of the
brave thousands who were slowly murdered
by the malaria of the Chickahominy ?
I’he gentlemen to whom
you addressed your
conversation on the night of the 29th of Mar.
1862, were Messrs. George H. Moore and Geo.’
! W. Hacker of this city, and if you revealed
your secret* so publicly that others could not
avoid hearing them, yon mustnot wonder that
they have published them freely. I refer you,
and any who may doubt my
statement, to
Messrs. Moore and Hacker, both of whom are
well known in this city.
But, sir, you have boasted to others also of
; the success Messrs. Latham, Rice, and yourself had in constraining the President to retain Gen. McClellan in command. You know
Gen. Gilman Marston, and doubtless, remember the fact that you and he travelled some
time later from Fortress Monroe to
Washington together, he
being at the time in command of a regiment of New Hampshire volunteers. Do you not remember bow
fully
you detailed to him all the facts I have recited ? I do not doubt that you then
spoke the
truth; the collateral facts prove that you did.
But if error there be, it is you who are responsible. Gen. Marston is a brave and truthful
man.
I know him well, and cheerfully refer
any of our military friends to him for proof ;
that you are yourself the author of the story
you so wantonly ascribe to the Secretary of
War, and denounce as “maliciously false.”
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he’d be d—d if be would live under the preswas about the last
ent Administration; this
to the contemplaFriday in July; in respect he
said they exted assassination of Coffin,
at Hamilton, at the Yallanpected to find him
a
v/lth him, it'
digham meeting; pick quarrel
A letter was written
posable, and sbootblm.
and Riston, signed
to Dodd, Bowles
Dick,
supposed to be written by Dick Bright, warning them agaiust Coffin, saying that he was a
U. S.

all Fear Pace*.

an

plained t.h^
order was dilatory in their
believed
uprising against the Government;
that they had not arms enough to be or service ; Dodd said if they did not openly resist

did.

detective, and reported everything they

The witness gave the names of a large
number of persons, from different localities,
that he became acquainted with at a meeting
of the Sons of Liberty on the 14th of June.
He told the day on which he was elected a
member of the Supreme Council of the U. S.,
and his testimony continues:

John G. Davis

was

day ;

UNION NOMINATIONS.
ELECTION TUESDAY, NOV. Sth.

PRESIDENT,

FOB

ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
ILLINOIS.

OF

yOH

VICB'PR® WIDEST,

ANDREW JOHNSON,
TENNESSEE.

OF

For Elsotore.

BROWN,
JOHN
ABNER STETSON,
B.

o1

Portland,

ot

Damariscotta.

lit Dirt.—RICHARD M. CHAPMAN of Biddeford.
rtf Dirt.-TiiOMASA.D FKSSKNDEN of Auburn.
Vi Dirt —GOING I1ATHORN of Pitufleld.
itk Dirt -BENJ P. GILMAN, of Orono.
JOHN ». SVVaZKY of Buokaport.
WA Dirt
—

THE SONS OF LIBERTY IN COURT.
Trial of H B. Dodd for Treason.
PolitiGigantic Conspiracy of Jtemosratlc
cians, to seize the Federal Arsenals,
and Join hands with the Rebels
to subvert the Government.

The readers of the Press have not forgotten
the developments recently made at Indianap
of the purposes
oils, Indiana, disclosing
and acts of the Sons of Liberty, and the arresi
of ono of the principal actors—Harrison H.
Dodd, who has since been put upon trial besome

martial court, charged with treason
the Government, The Cincinnati Gazette contains full reports of the proceedings
of the court, which, but for their great length,
We shall
we would transfer to our columns.

fore a

against

be

obliged to give ouly an

abstract.

It will be seen that the Sous of Liberty is a
new order which has taken the place of tht
American Kuights of the Golden Circle, Is eu
gineered by the same officers, and made up oi
such of the same members as it has been deemed prudent to trust with the nefarious secrets,
which are to be kept under the most solemL
pledge, with no less a penalty than sudden anc
violent death. It will be further seen thatthi
head ol this new order is C. L. Vallaudigham ;
that his orders were to take precedence of al
civil laws; that a day ior public revolt had
been agreed upon, and nothing but the timely

discoveries of the Government has saved the
Northwest from being deluged with fratricidal
blood. We trust the loyal people will see and
appreciate this gigantic preparation of the
leadeis of the Democratic party—the men who
engineered the Chicago Convention—to seize
nr; D. a. ariJBQais

aaU

so

auU^cit tbo

Oovuro-

meat, and we ask them to consider whether ii
is probable that even the State of Maine is en
tirely free from sympathy with this infamous
design upon the temple of our liberties. We
that now. when the

danger seems
to be past, it is difficult appreciating the terrible wickedness of those engaged in this plot,
but we hope our people are not so inseusib e
to the presence oi a treasonable spirit iu their
midst that they will fail to notice the animus
of the party leaders of the opposition, as it ha9
been disclosed in the developments of the last
are aware

few months.
The examination of witnesses in the case oi
Dodd commenced at Indianapolis on the 27ih
of September, before the Military Commission
of which brevet Brig. Gen. Colgrove is President. We copy from the testimony:
Felix G. Stidger testified that Dr. Bowles
gave him the first information respecting the
order of the Sons of Liberty; he was sent by
Capt. S. E. Jones, Provost Marshal, to learn
the particulars oi the organization, and had another interview with Bowles about the 2fitb ol
January, 1804; was regularly initiated into the
order of lue Sjns of Liberty ; this was about
the 5ih or 0th of Juue; was instructed in the
third degree by Mr. Harrison, the Secretary ol
the Grand Council of this State; first met
Dodd in the office of Mr. Bingham, editor ot
The ludiauapolis Sentinel; had a letter of introduction to Dodd from Judge Bullitt; the
conversation witness had with Dodd related to
Mr. Coffin, a United States detective who was
to be assassinated; Dodd said that such men
would have to be disposed of; the persons
couuected in this matter at that lime were Mr.
D>dd, Harrison, Dr. Bowles, Milligan, Dr.
Humphrey, and R. G. Gatling. The Sons oi
Liberty was a military organization; it was in
this organization that Coffin’s murder was discussed, and it was decided emphatically that
it should be done; there was to he a meeting
at Hamilton on the occasion of Mr.
Vallandig
ham’s return, at which Coffin was expected to
be present; at the meeting referred
to, Dodd
called on those who wonld go with him to murder Ci ifflu; only one mau
responded—Me Bride,

from Evansville, Iud.—who thought he knew

Coffin; but Coffin could not be found. They
expected a definite time to be set for a general uprising, in which they were to seize the
United States Arsenals in Ohio,
Indiana, and
Illinois; the Rebel prisoners iu thu States were

be released and armed with arms seized
from the arsenals; the number in the Orderol
the Sons of Liberty was calculated to be 60,000
to 75,000 in lndiaua; Illinois was counted on
having a considerable juumber, and Missouri
was believed to be almost
unrnimous; Ohio
was not much counted on.
Bowles told the
witness that he had his command organized
into companies and regiments; saw Bowies at
Louisville; he was there experimenting with
II. C. Booking in the manufacture of hand
genades and Greek Are, which were to be used
in destroying Government property. Bowles
said that the Greek Are had been used for the
destruction of tbe Government warehouses ai
Louisville and of tbe Government steamers;
tbe programme of tho meeting of the Order in
Chicago in July was given by the witness, who
said Dodd told him that Chicagoans had agreed to seize the camps and depots of prison
ers in
Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois; seize Ihe
arsenals in those
Slates, arm the Rebel prisoners released, and
also the members of the Order, aid unite at
Louisville; the uprising was
to be general in those
States and in Missouri,
and as much of
Kentucky as possible; the date
was not fixed
dettniudy. At a conference with
Brwles, Milligan and Walker, it was determined to go ahead on the
15th or 17th of Au
gust, and carry out the plan agreed upon, and
at
mute
eventually
at the
Chicago
meeting of the Order, there were nreaent
Dr.
Bowles,
Bullitt,
Richard
Judge
Barrett of
St. Louis, Dodd, aud John 0. Walker;
they
agreed that the uprising was to take place
from the 3d to the 17th of August, as should
dually be determined by Vallandigham, thu
Supreme Commander of the Order, whom
they were sworn to obey; Dodd was Grand
Commander, and Walker, Bowles, Milligan
*nd Humphries
Major Generals for Indiana;
Bullitt had
attempted to communicate with
Ook Jesse,and a rebel Col.
Shiphert. on parole
in

Kentucky,

initiated iutotlie Order, and
attempted to get permission to go to Canada,
from whence he designed
going to Mexico
aud Into
was

the Confederacy; at
that the Ord-r waste Chicago

on

Mr. HedVen was a
Witness met him in Salem, Indiana twice,
ol the
ne was the Deputy Graud Commander
a LieuSlate of .Indiana; he was formerly
Regiment;
tenant Colouel of an Iudiaua
had the right
told witness that he and Dodd
at any time they
to call tbo Order together
said that the obuugnt think proper, and also
ol the organization was to
ject and interest
co-operate with the Confederate forces; the
drst time ho saw the witness he took him
.or a Commissioner from the Confederate
orces; told witness that there wtre seveu
regiments of Forrest's men disbanded in Kentucky to remain at home lor a time, and to
concentrate when necessary; he met a mau by
the name of Piper in Louisville who said he
resided in Springfield, lit; he was a member
of the Order, aud said he was on the staff of
Vallandigham; Piper was present at the
Grand Council in Kentucky, and assisted in
ipeuing the meeliug; Piper said he bad a
communication from Vallandigham to Bowles
giving him charge of the releasing of the
Rebel prisoners at Rock Island; Hines was
then in Canada waiting for the order to be
given and the time to come; Hines was afterward captured with John Morgan; Piper also
attended a meeting ol
said that he had
the Grand Council of Illinois: that they had
passed a resolution that if Kentucky considered it advisable to resist the enlistment 01
negroes, the members of the Order would
prevent the Illinois regiments, or Loyal
Leagues as they are called by the Copperheads,
trout being sent out of the State by the Government to enforce it; that the resolution
was unanimously passed by the Graud Coun
oil of Illinois. [ A conical shell about the
size of 32-puunder was here handed to the
witness.] He said he saw a similar shell to
that at Docking's room at the Louisville Hotel, about the 29th or 30ih of June; Bowles,
Collins, Charley Miller and others were there;
the lower part of the buttof the shell, which
>eiug unscrewed showed another, inside ot
which was an iron case to contain the powder,
around this was an aperatus to contain the
liquid Greek Are, and this inner Bhell being
loose aud furnished with a percussion cap,
caused an explosion on its striking or failing
many object; this infernal machine was inended to be used for the destruction of Government property; a sbperical hand grenade
about three inches in diameter was here produced, which being uusere wed in the cen er.
showed an inner shell furnished with st eral
nipples for percussion caps; the inner shell
and
was to contain the powder or powilei
millets, and the apperture between tli inner
he
aud outer shell the liquid Greek A
;
shell or hard grenade, on being
brown
it any object, would explode iinmedia sly it
loucoed any object; everything near it would
>e ignited; Bowles told the witness that Greek
Are had been used for the destruction of two
mats at Louisville in the Spring, and also for
number of boats down the river in April or
May; this Greek Are on breaking, he said,
would ignite Instantly, or it might be made to
The order
ignite some time afterward.
snowu as American Knights haH been changed, as Didd said, by Judge Bullit and Mr.
Oofus, to the Order of the Sous of Liberty
and Dodd wanted me to distribute a Dew
pamphlet or ritual of the Ordsr throughout the
slate, The commands of the chiels of the
>rder were paramount to all other laws or
irders, and were to be obeyed in opposition
>o any civil laws or orders of the Govern-

ment.
CROSS EXAMINED.
was

me cross examumuou

leugiuy.

ouu-

er’s testimony was strengthened, many new
joints against the prisoner and the Order

being developed. The witness had joined the
Order as a detective, but was supposed to be
bona fide member of the Order. He had
been assigned this work by Provost Marshal
tones, of Louisana; ho did not give any
ipiniou of his own as to Coffin’s assassination,
but Judge Bullitt’s opinion ; Dodd and others
concerned in that opinion; he never met
Coffin in lodges; he knew him, but did not
commuuicate anything to him.
In reference to the military character of
this Order, he tesitfled that he did not know,
personally, that they were armed or drilled,
out was told that at the West they were armtug, while from the Eist they expected
noney ; it extends over Ohio, Iudiana, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Missouri, Dellaware, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, New York and Kentucky;
Ujdd told him that he was at Chicago at the

we came to
neeting of July 30, and said
such conclusions thereDr. Anthon counseled caution; he was present at, the meeting
of the Grand Council, June 15; he advised
delay until they were more thoroughly organized, and till they could see what they could
do at the polls. The council asked the witness whether Athon did not council delay until they knew whether the election was to be
controlled by the bayonets. Witness replied;
He said they should use their military power
at the polls if the Government undertook to
control them, and that there would be a time
when it would lie proper to use their military
power against the Government, but it was best
to wait till after the election; Alton so stated
to me at his office; Judge Bullitt told me
Athon gave him the same opinion; before
that Mike Bright, Jesse D. Bright’s brother,
had given Bntler the same opinion; he thought
twenty thousand men could be raised in this
State for insurrectionary movements; Val-

iandigham

was

elected Supreme Commander

in Xew York, February 22d; the witness understood from Piper that Vallandigham had
knowledge of this insurrectionary movement,
had given his sanction to It, and had supreme
control; the particular day to rise was to
be designated by him. Dr. Bowles said he
knew of a man who would furnish arms of
any kind and quality at any time the order
would designate; the committee of thirteen
appointed on the 14th of July were’to »c' to the.
recess of the Grand Connell, and their acts in
he as legal as those of the Council itself;
Bowles, Dodd, Bullitt, and a chemist, experimented with Greek fire in a basement at In-

dianapolis

on

Sunday.

Without concluding the cross-examination,
the commission adjourned.
Further extracts from the testimony will be
given in another number.

The Armed

to

Louisville;

the same
member of the Order,

elected

Conspiracy

in the West.

In this paper we have partially lifted the
veil from the “Order of the Sons of Liberty!”

What

a

misnomer.

We ask all whose eyes

rest on this to examine

carefully

the sworn

testimony, evoked in open court, as to the
bloody purposes of that gigantic treason, that
has been arming in the dark throughout the
West, and working, with passwords and grips'
up to the nation’s throat. Read it—and then
reflect that the man whose finger moves this
conspiracy, and whose final order was to burst
it upon his country, is the

prime

minister of

McClellan’s political fortunes—and that he is
at this moment
stumping a Western State In
behalf of McClellan’s election.
We say, with the editor of the Tribune,
words are wanting suitably “ to express our

•‘sense of the

criminality

of this dark-lantern

■’conspiracy—for the shocked

of the audacious treason of the villain who leads it,
“and of his open, permitted, praised and ca“rcssed support of a candidate for the Presidency of the United States, we can And no
“words. The nation who votes for Vallandig“hatn’s candidate, is a nation that has already
sense

“perished.”
Will any loyal man, can any loyal man answer it to his own conscience and to his God*
if he allows himself to afllliato by his vote, or

by any other political act, with the men whose
hands arc red with this treason ? There can
be no doubt that
this bloody conspiracy had
its sympathisers
in every free State, Maine
not

excepted—men
loyal
peaceful streets.
the blood of

who would
men

rejoice to see
delugiug our own

they
And these men those who
agreed
would see remeet openly j
in Ihe mass Democratic
meetings, and on bellion brought borne to our own doors, who
the day of the uprising, August O
h, were to 1 would see this fair land reduced to
have a mass meeting at Indianapolis, and carof our fathers
out
th“ir
ry
despoiled
programme—the design of ihe and the inheritance
movement was to carry a portion of the States
by traitors—these men will vote for Geo. B.

vassa’llage

into the Confederacy.

McClellan! Can a loyal man co-operate with
them ? Can »uy man act with traitors withStidger continued his testimony:
out himself becoming contaminated with their
Saw Mr. Harrison at Dodd’s. He com- I treason 1
SECOND DAY.

The Horticultural Exhibition.
The Secretary of the Horticultural Society

has furnished us with the following official report of the awards made dt the late exhibition:
To the Misses Jones, Thos. Leonard,
gardener, for best 6 bunches of grapes,
different varieties, raised in a cold grapery, premium
To T. C. Hersey, Esq-, Peter Morribest 3 bunches do.,
son, gardener, for

$6,00

4,00

do., do.
To S. L.

Goodaie, Saco, for best

6

bunchesnative grapes, different varieties, openculture
To Miss Sarah Gardner, for best 3 do.,

6,00

do., do.

4,00

To Geo. W.

Woodman, Esq., for best
single variety, do., do., do., (Delaware,)

To Capt. J. B. Coyle, Pierce
Powers,
gardener, for best 3 bunches grapes,
raised by hear,
To Wm. Moulton, Esq., for best display pears
To George Jewett, Esq., for best 8 varieties pears
To T. C. Hersey, Esq., best 4 varieties
pears
To Jos. Walker, Esq., 3 do., do
To Geo. W. Woodman, Esq., best sin-

3,00

3,00
6,00
0,00
4,00
3,00

of an Agent of that Institution, and arrived
here the evening of the 3d of Sept., and died
the morning of the 4th.
After consultation with a majority of the

committee, and in consequence of being unable to ascertain with any degree of
certainty
the means of conveyance to his home, it was
deemed advisable to place his remains in the
city tomb. Appropriate funeral services
were held at the Home on Sunday
afternoon,
and the body under military escort detailed by
Maj. Rollins commanding at Camp Berry, followed by representatives of the Association,
was placed in the city tomb. On the day following the Agentof the Association ascertained that Mr. Rankins had a brother residing in
Biddeford, who on being notified came into

city, and with the Agent arranged to have
the body forwarded that evening by boat to
Bangor, to the care of the Mayor of that city,
and from thence to his family at Sebec.

the

Mrs. Eaton of the Executive

Committee, im-

mediately communicated

the tidings of his
wife, and a few days
after received a reply acknowledging the receipt of her lettr and stating that the body
had arrived and was in a state to be seen by
his family and friends. All the expenses of
his sickness, death and burial here, were assumed and paid by the Association.

sickness and death to his

In port, ihlps Alhambra. Alice Ball, Egofla ShamUnder Which Zing?
rook, George,, Helloe, Oracle, Sumatra, BGltldore,
and other*, uuo.
...
McClelto
Fernando
Wood,
referring
Says
NEW OrtLBANS—Below Mtb u.t.baroue Fanny
lion. James Brooks has been renominated
Perklui, from New kork; bnglda McLeod.
lan, “If elected, I am satisfied he will entertain Eater,
BALTIMORE—Ar 6th, brig W A Dresser, Hatch,
for Congress.
the views and execute the principles of the
Bangor icb S U Cady, Bath.
5tV soh Viotory, Harris, Waldoboro via HonjyHon. Henry Wilson is speaking in Pennwithout
will
represent,
regard gaCld
great party he
River. Md.
He will then
sylvania.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 5th. brig Marshal Dutch,
to those he may himseir possess.
Coombs. Boston.
GTA fair lately took place at London in aid be our
of our voice, and
Cld 6th, barque Cordelia, Roberts, Boston.
agent, the creation
of the Garibaldi Yacht Fund.
Ar 6th, brig Manzoni, tiinart, Matanzas.
if
would
and
not,
as such cannot, if be would,
men in Appleton and LinCld 5tb, brig Tempest, Wilson, Po t Royal 8C.
drafted
^■Several
than execute the
NEW TORE—Ar6tb, sells Julia Elizabeth, Merotherwise
do
he could,
colnville have skedaddled.
rill. Bluehill; Com Tucker, Loud, and Margaret.
the
with
which,
voice of the country,
Pendleton, Bangor; W II Sargent, Sargent, Sedgor panther has been seen republic
catamount
^"A
the commandwick; A Lawrence, 8tanley, liardiner; Waterloo.
constitution and laws, will be
of Weston, in this state.
Thompson, Rockland lor Philadelphia; Marv Loucently in the vicinity
with
supreme
clothed
S. Biohards, of Saco, of ing general over him,
isa, Guntill, Boston.
j^"Capt. Sumner
Ar 6th, brig Executive. Gorham, Grand Turk
have said this much on
I
on
the
front
for
friends,
left
Monday.
power.
My
the 17th Maine,
ArGtb.ship Win Ua’hbnrn. Pratt, Liverpool: bark
is opposed to
Bornsido.
Dolgar..o, Marseilles; M M Brett,Staples
in
the
McClellan,
that
arrived
and
wife
Washingassumption
^"Gen. Banks
Cientuegos; br.gs Executive, Gorham, Grand Turkhe is
peace. There are those who deny that
Sarah I’eters Lord, Cow Bay OB.
ton on Thursday evening.
leave New
Mary Cobb, Duncan, Port Royal SC'
opposed to peace. Many intelligent and hon- schCld 6th, brig
jg^-Gen. Tom Thumb and family
Emily Fisher, Coining, Bangor.
on a prion
the
29th
est
inst.,
PROVIDENCE—Ar Gtfi, soh Mary, Hallowcll fm
peace men do not concur iu the opinion
York for Liverpool
Dennysville.
that McClellan will continue the war if electvate tour of pleasure.
arrived
2^"The body of Gen. Burnham
en route for the residence
Bangor on Wednesday,
of his family in Cherryfield.
ggp'fhe Granite Railway Company’s large
stable in Quincy, Mass., was with its contents
burned on Wednesday night.
j^-Rev. J. C. Fletcher, the popular lecturer
on Brazil and Switzerland, will soon return fr#m
his fourth visit to the region of the Amazon.
jy Lieut. R. B. Marcy of the 15th Me., is
at

SPECIAL

gyjT Carriers of the Daily
to

Small, N. A. Foster, C. S. Clark, W.
L. Southard, S. C. Rand and C. H. Breed Esqrs
presented very line varieties of pears.
From the garden of Phinehas Barnes, Esq.,
was a good sample of broom corn,
showing
that the species can be brought to
maturity in
climate.
To Hon. John M. Wood, Pickard,
gardener, for best collection of plants,
not less than 2a in blossom
To Albert Dirwanger for best 12 in
blossom
To T. C. Hersey, for best 0 specimens in blossom
To Miss Frazer, for best single specimen do.
To Hon. J. M. Wood, Pickard gar-

4,00

dener,

1,00

our

display gladiolas
Hersey, Esq., Morrison gardener, best display stocks
To Hon. J. B. Brown, Duffle, gardener, for tine coxcombs and other thrifty
plants
To Hon. J. M. Wood, Pickard gardener, for best display of cut flowers
To Hon. J. B. Brown, Patrick Duffle,
gardener, for handsome display do.
To Albert Dirwanger, for best display of dahlias
To Edward Pennel, for best 12 variefor best

5,00

ties do.

To Hon. J. M. Wood, Pickard gar-

dener, for best parlor bouquet
To do., for best baud bouquet
To Albert Dirwanger, lor second best
parlor boquet.
To same for 2d best hand boquet,
To Hon. J. M. Wood, Pickard, gardener, for best basket cultivated flowers,
To A. Dirwangor, for fine basket cultivated flowers, embodying a floral de-

sign,

To Mrs. Fraser, for best floral wreath
and design,
To Misses Jones, Leonard, gardener,
for 2d best do. do.,
To A. Dirwanger, for best collection

petunias,

To Hon. J. B. Brown, Duffle, gardener, for best verbenas,
To Misses Jones, Leonard, gardener,
tine display pansies,
To Mrs. F. A. Quimby, handsome
bouquet Sweet Peas,
To Miss Croswell, for best basket
Wild Flowers,
To Miss Louise Andrews, for 2d best
do. do.,
To T. C. Hersey, Esq., Peter Morrison, gardener, for best display of veg-

etables,

To J, B. Coyle, Powers, gardener, for
best 12 stalks celery,
To Isaiah Vickery, for best 25 carrots
for table use,
To T. C. Hersey, Esq., best 25 parsnips, $1,00; best 6 heads cabbage, $1,00;
best 6 beads cauliflower, $2,00,
To Geo. W. Woodman, Esq., for best

tomatoes,
To T. C. Hersey, best 25 blood beets,
$1,00; best strawberry tomatoes, $1,00;
best 3 marrow squashes, $1,00; best 3
Hubbard squashes, $1,00,
To Isaiah Vickery, for best 3 citron

melons,

To Seth B. Hilborn, for best 12

Captain Coyle
vegetables.

1,00

3,00
5,00
3,00
3,00
2,00
3,00

2,00
2,00
1,00!
2,00)
2,00)
3,001
1,00I
1,00

50

2,00
1(00
4,00
2,00
1,00
4,00
1,00

4,00

i

18th Conn Vol.
9th N. H.
31st Me. died.

have received

lodging and
meals; 78 have received (250) meals; 6 transportation ; 1 sent to General Hospital at Augusta; 4 returned to Fort Preble; 65 to their
homes, and 11 to their regimental Hospitals.
Two have been furnished with clothing.
Contributions of food, clothing, aud delicacies have continued abundant, aud equal to the
demand.
The cost of malutainiug the Home for the
month of Sept. $207,18; iu items as follows,

viz:

$12,50
29,70

Provisions,
Salary of Matron at 3,60 per week
(Sick)
“
of Agent at 2,00 per day
60,00
22 00
Fuel,
Furniture,
6,25
Cash paid by Agent for hack fares,
Express, telegraphing, aud travelling expenses as per vouchers preseuted,
17.30
Mary A. Kilborn,
15,00
Carriages for Funeral, 2,00, 3,00
5,00
Coffin &c.; Sexton for interring
Charles F. Rankins,
15,50
10.57
Medicines,
Extra help,
7.36
6,00
Printing,
Total,

$207,18
foregoing, one

As will be noticed by the
death has occurred at the Home the past
month; that of Charles F. Hankins of Co. K,
•>lst Iteg. Me. Volunteers. The exhausted
state of the man, when he was received at the
Home, prevented the Agent or Matron from

obtaining, except to a limited extent, from
him, the particulars of his sickuess. So far
as could be learned however, it
appeared that

he received a sunstroke some time in the
month of June, while in service with his regiment in the army of the Potomac; :hat he was

hospital id Philadelphia, and from
furlough lor 20 days to
visit his home at Sebec, in this State. On his
may hither,he stopped at theroome of the Sanitary .Commission in Boston a day or two|,and
from there was forwarded to this
city in charge

seat to a

there he received a

To Maj. Gen. Dix:—
In a recent dispatch it was mentioned that
General Sherman was taking measures to protect his communications from the rebel forces
operating against them. Dispatches received
last night show the fulfillment of this expectation. Major Gen. George H. Thomas was
sent to Louisville to organize the troops in
his district and drive Forrest from our line,
while the attention of General Sherman was
directed to the movement on the main rebel
army in the vicinity of Atlanta.
On the 4th ol October the rebels had captured Big Shanty, but were closely followed
by Sherman. On the 9th a severe engagement
was (ought by our forces under Gen. John E.
Smith, aud the rebel forces under Gen.
French, in which the rebels were driven from
the field with heavy loss, leaving their dead and
wounded in our hands. The details are given
in the following dispatch from Gen. Thomas,
Nashville, Tenu.. Oct. 0.
lion. E. M. Stanton, Secretary of War.
The following telegram has just been received from Chattanooga:
Gen. Smith, who left here yesterday, 5th
inst., telegraphed that the enemy retreated
last evening from Altoona, moving in the direction of Dellas, leaving his dead and from
500 to 600 wounded in our hands. Our loss is
The
about 100 killed and 200 wounded.

Kingold railroad bridge

was

washed away

yesterday.
( Signed)

S. B. MOORE, A. A. G.
The Resaca bridge will be repaired by tomorrow, and the train will be able to run as
far as Altoona, going via Cleveland and Daliuriuer nas oeea neara irom

suer-

man

week.

Thomas, Maj. Gen.
unofficial dispatch reports as folGeo. H.

Another
lows :

Telegraph

to Altoona was

opened to-day.

The action yesterday was severe, French attacking with his division, 7000 strong and suflering heavily, leaving his killed and wounded
in our hands, to the number of 1000, while
The light lasted six hours
we lost ouiy 300.
From Florence we learn that Morgan has
Forrest cornered and has captured his transportation, and that the gunboats prevent all
retreat across the river.
Satisfactory reports of the operations in
progress before Richmond and Petersburg
have been received, but their details are not
at present for publication.
A dispatch from Gen. Stevenson, reports
that an officer ot Gen, Sheridan’s staff has just
arrived. Gen. Sheridau was still at Harrisonburg. His supply trains were going on ali
night, only occasionally interrupted by guerilla parties, the only rebel force on this road.
This officer brought in the remains of Lieut.
Jno. R. Meigs of the Engineer Corps, an only
son of Maj. Gen. Meigs. Quartermaster General, who was killed by bushwhackers on
Monday last, while making a military survey.
In the death of this gallant young officer
the Department has occasion to deplore no ordinary loss. Last year be graduated at the
military academy at West Point, with the
highest honors at the head of his class. He
was commissioned a Lieutenant of Engineers
and immediately sent into the field. He performed meritorious and distinguished services
during the campaign, on the fortifications at
Baltimore, Harper’s Ferry, and Cumberland,
and was made Chief Engineer in the army of
tj)e Shenandoah. In the campaigns he accom-

panied the army under-Gens. Sigel, Hunter,
and Sheridan,
(n every position he gave
proof of great professional pojtrage and patri
of the youngest and

otism.

He

brightest

ornaments oi the

was

one

military profession.

He has fallen an early victim to the murderrebel warfare.
(Jen. Rosecrans reports that Gen. Ewing
made a *W»d Retreat to Holla, losing only a
it-w stragglers and if died and wounded by the
way, wlt'ch were very few, The number of
not fail much short of
wounded rebels
Stanton.
1000, hors du combat.
Secretat7 of War.
ous

All

quiet

on

the 'Tawee— Our'f force
South aide Hailroad.

near

the

Washington, Oct. 7.
Intelligence from the at my of the Potomrc
to-day is that unuusal quiet prevails during
Wednesday night and yesterday morning up
to ten o’clock, when the mail boat left City
Point.

Our forces

the south side of James river
are within sound and sight of the South side
railroad, and in a strong position capable of
resisting any rebel assault. It appears that
the rebels are not using the railroad to
any
considerable extent.
Positive information has been received by
the Alexandria; Va., Journal that Mosby has
so far recovered from his wounds as to be able
to take the Held.
The Government continues official relations
with the liberal Government of Mexico, and
the President recently recognized Jose Site re
Pueto, as Consul of that Republic at the port
of San Francisco.
The North Atlantic blockading squadron
the 1st of August., 1803, to October 1st of the
present year, has captured or destroyed fifty

vessels.

a

I

ou

point'out

sumption Catarrh, Scrofula, Rheumatism, NeuralDisease* of the Eye and Ear
gia. Cancers, &c

treated successfully.
The sick of both sexes are respectfaliy invited to
visit the Doctor, at his rooms on the above meuti ned davs only, and consult with him, as all consultations are entirely free. Gentlemen received from 9
Patient*
to 12 a. m and Ladies from 2 to 6 p. x.
visited at thor own houses alter 5 P. x.

boptlft—dfcwSw
*cf”Epileptio Pita can be Cured.—Dr
Lock bow haying become eminently success* ul in
curing this terrible malady, invites ail similarly afflicted, to call O'* send tor circulars of references and

testimonials of numerous cases cured of frum oue to
twentv -four years *-tanding. He devotes his attention specially to diseases o* the Cerebro-Spiual Axis,
or Nervous system, and solicits an investigation ol
hta claim to the public confid -nee.
He may he consulted at hisp ivate residence No.
141 West42d street, daily from 10 a. m. to 2 p. m
except Saturday and &uudav. Address all letters to
Du. V B. LOCKKOW, New York.
octTdSm
Care of P. O. Box 5118-

Boston Stock List*
THE BROKERS' BOARD, Oof. 7.
2.000 American Gold,...
1 300 .do.
10.5u0.do..,,.,.
160.do(N. Y. Cheek),,,.
SALE AT

place Tues-

day last.
iy Hon. Edward Everett accepts the invita-

7.100 .do...

0.000 .do..
6.000 .do.

tion of Gov. Andrews and others to give publio
expression to his views on the issues involved in
the pending canvass, at Faneuil Hall on the

200 .do.

1.000 United States 7 3-lOths (Dot).
1.600 .do..
8.000 U 8 Five-Twenties (Coupons off).
2.000 .do.,.,,,,.
600 .do...
1,0:K).do (small)....,..,,.,,.
100 United States Ton-Forties.
15.000 United States Currency Certificate*.
l.OQO U S Coupon Sixes(1881)
4.000 .do....
500 Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.
7.000 Ogdensburg2d Mortgage Bonds.
4 Eastern Railroad.

19th instant.

Link,

one

of the revolutionary penfew days ago, in the 103d

a

probably one of the
revolutionary period

This is
year of his age.
last links connecting the

with the present.

gyThe Argus advises all those

._

ohine. With this Machine he can at once determine
what the disease is, and wnere located, and the prohout any guess
gress it has made upon the systtm wi
It matters not where the diswork or uncertainty.
ease is located, wnetheron the lungs, heart or liver,
or any other organ, this new machine will instantly
any pain or discomfiture to the pa tent.—
The Doctor will, after he has ascertained the disease
aud its location, prescribe the best remedies now
known for toe immediate cure of the patient, to
those who wish it. All female complainta especially
treated. Particular attorn ion paid to Paralysis, Con-

re-

who have oc-

write the soldiers in the field, to enclose
casion
a democratic [copperhead] ballot.
Isn’t it bad

enough

Brighton anti Cambridge Cattle Market.
WEDNESDAY, Oct 5, 1864.
At market 3682 beef eatiip,stores, 7114 sbeep
and lambs; 1615 swine.
The quality of cattle at market this week was better than that of last week, but the trade was dull
and prices remain unchanged. The market for hides,
skins, tallow, Ac. is dull, and prices have decliued.
Thicks—Beef Cattle— Extra »13 50@14 00; first
quality 11 50@12 00; second do 10 00@1100; third do
00 per 100 lbs.
f
The lollowiug salps were made at Brighton.
Number.
Price, Fr Ct Shrink. Av. Wt.
One lot. ..34.194.87.1557
do
.1368
do
40
3. 9
940
do
do
947
10.114.38

annoying them with rebel ballots ?
52TProfessor Agassiz proposes to g ive a course
of lectures on Fridays, beginning October 14, at
the Museum in Cambridge, onthe“Natural Hiswithout

tory of Domesticated Animals.” All farmers
and dairymen will be admitted free.
jjy Brignoli has returned to Europe and made
an engagement to sing at the Italian
Opera
House in Paris. He will sing seven months in
the year. The first year he will receive $1600 a
month, the second, $1800 a month, and the
third, $2000 a month.
jyThe sopperheads are quoting the Springfield Republican, a Union paper, to prove that

00(c£6

8.Til.35.,..1146
10.18}.36

They quote

a traitor !
Phunny, isn’t
opposition, probably, betestimony would not go down

their own

with the

people.

WAn anonymous correspondent sends us a
smutty piece of doggerel, aimed at certain institutions better, probably, than he has ever appreciated, and asks us to “pitch into them.” Can’t
do so, at any rate not till
pen for a manure fork.

we

have

exchanged

incurring no expense,
too, not perishable, of quick sale,
the street,

waste

and

and with

has thus been

Let
It affords

no one

an

Naglee

Mr.

Naglee, on the first page.
example of a Brigadier literally

was not

more

meat.

successful with

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

his

tU OM

Europe..

Liverpool.Boston.Oct
Kangaroo.Liverpool.,,..New York.,..Oct
Hecla.Liverpool.,, ,,New York.. ..Oct
Scotia.Liverpool.New York.,. Oct

within those counties, and the draft for Washis now preceding at Belfast. The
draft for llanoock eounty will fake place
early

28
29
1
1
4
8

Geo Cromwell.New York. .New Orleans. .Oct 8
Bremen.New York. .Bremen.Oct 8
North American. .Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 8
City of Baltimore. .New York. .Liverpool.Oct 8
Roanoke.New York.. Havana.Oct 10
Olympus.,,..Now York. .Liverpool.Oct 12
Asia.Ilogton.Liverpool.Oct 12
Nova Scotian.Quebec.Liverpool .Oct 15
Cbiua.New York. .Liverpool.« -ct 19
Peruvian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 22
Evening Star.New York. .New Orleans. Oct 22
Morning Star.New York. .New Orleans. .Oct 29

next week.
t# On account of the frequent attempts of
bounty jumpers to escape after getting their
bounties, Capt, Bean, Provost Marshal of the
Fifth District, before he will accept such characters, requires them to deposit their bounty
money with him, till they are sent to

headquar-

If they deters, when it is returned to them.
sert then, they will be minus their bounty.
0*The Chicago Tribune says, “Gen. Grant’s
father was an old Henry Clay Whig.
So was
Gen. Grant himself; but he did not lifee Fremont,

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

Saturday...October 8.
Sun rises.0.06 High
water.(p m).... 4.10
8un
sets.6 27

and refused to support him, and cast his vote
for Buchanan in 1856, and Douglas in 1860, |
while the ‘old man’ voted for Fremont and Lin-

jyOur up-country correspondent must pardon the typographical errors complained of.
When he has become as often mortified by suoh
blunders in his articles as we have been, his hide
will become as hard as that of a rhinoceros, and
will become as insensible to them as an ironclad is to the charge of a popgun. With our utbe

most anxiety we fail to get our own composition
or that of our correspondents, always reproat literati.’’

evening critic would

NEWS.

—

OF

_

PORTLAND.

-7—

Friday.October T.
ARRIVED.

laboring to accommodate.

au

....

PORT

Bufcfatbsr and s°B wifi both support the

as

Length of days.11 21

MARINE
—

ticket this 1011,”

jyThe Belfast Age says that on the 20th of
Sept, a boatman named Theodore S. Mitchell,
aged 26 years, unmarried, was capsized in his
boat and drowned in Grand Lake, ip the town of
Weston. He was on his way from forest fjity
(N. B.) to Weston to take an excursion party
from the latter to the former place, when the
accident occurred, in sight of the party he was

say, “verbatim

tlja

Flowering Plants, Ac.,
For

I*

Si

sale by

COODALfi.

Oct 8—d2w*

Ittfpr P.otQipwi, Shenvood, New York.
Steamer Montreal, night, Boston.
Steamnr New Brunswick, Winchester, St John

|

NB. for Boston.
Steamer Lady

Lang, Koijc, Bangor.
Steamer Scotia, Kimball, Augusta.
Sch Frances Harriot, (Br) Thomas, Cornwallis NS
8ch Fidelia, ( Br) Lovely. He. bert River NS.
Soh Albion, (Br) Hunt. Maitland NS.
Sch Susan k Thebe. Chafe, Machias
g°h E!,' ** Ji,S*W5:w-JK'?d.- Cala‘« 'Of Philadelphia
bph Eden. McFarland, Calais :or Philadelphia
V
Sell fjaipptpn, H^rt, (Calais for Boston.
Sch Julia A Kith, Eolacd,
for New York.
Jfaohias
Amorioan Chet,
Tlj<jroeaton for New

Preistfy,

Y8eh

CLEANED.
Fredericks, Cardenas—Thomas

Brig Wm H Parks,
Asencio & Co.

Brig Douglass.(Br) Bishop. Hillsboro NB—master.
Sch
Miller, Windsor NS—masl^oryinj
* Star, (Br)

ter.
k

SchPhenix, Honlpy, Wllnjinglog, P?l—R
Son.

G

York

Favorite: brigs OriSAILEp—w|nd NW—Br shipsobs
Hattie E
son
son,

aamp*
Adam*, Elmira, Douglass;
Ida, Phemi, and It large fleet of coasters.

DISASTERS.
Sch Planet. McDermott, from Bangor for N York,
arrived at Edgartown 4th inst. and reports, during
tho gale on the ild, broke main boom and split fly-

inscl|bi C

Herta. before reported aahpre at Cuttygot off on Wednesday and towed to New
Bedford. Sbe has loat rudder, fore toot, and false
keel, but is tight; threw overboard 600 buahela of
Will go on the railway for repairs.
coin.
hunk

NOT

!

J3ECEIVED

Life Insurance.
O
developements should lead every considXV era e man who purposes insuring his life, to infor
himselt the system or plans proposed,
vestigate
especially by strangers whom he has never seen before and may never see again.
EC ENT

If you want

Stability! Security!! Perpetuity!!!
Look into (he system ot tha

OF BB W

W. D.

Co.,

'YORK,

Little, _A.g’t,

ESTABLISHED IS 1843,
Which offers the following peculiar advantages:—
Its assets are larger than those of any Lite Insurance Company in the United tftatos, amounting

SAILS

FOB

Ilansa.Southampton.New York. .Sept
Jura,....Liverpool.Quebec.Sept

ington county

living ex-Presidents who, during
their terms of office were completely in subjection to the slave-power, Pierce and Buohanan,
are now the supporters of McClellan.
So, too,
is Filmore, who proved to be a mere thing of
—<tty in the hands of skilfql njaifipulators. Mcare welcome to all tha
Clellan’s
glory or
capital they can make! °ut of such support.

Grape-Vines,

Currants, R.osos,

ELEVEN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS,

City of Limerick..Liverpool.Now York.. .Sept 17
fc’-dinburg.Liverpool.....New York...Sept 28

service any too soon.
O^Tlie Board of Enrollment for the Fifth
District has changed its purpose to draft for
Hancock and Washington counties, at points

two

St.

to

■*TBAMHa

sword than with his pen, he did uot leave the

SyThe

Exchange

Mutual Life Insurance

CORNWALLIS NS. Sch Frances Harriet-1035
busuels potatoes, to Thos Paddock.
HERBERT RIVER NS. Sch Fidelia-94 tons coal
to J B Knight
MAITLAND NS. Sch Albion—25 tons plaster, 24
cords wood, 2o bushels potatoes, to master.

fail to read the withering reply

“chawed up,” and converted into mince

duced,

Pear Trees

BE

IMPORTS.

tember very nearly seven thousand four hundred passengers,and has been a great convenience

Judge Kelley to

Please

Style,

vory sma’l advance from
cal) and examine.

a

P. B. FROST, 94
Portland, Oct 8—ecd3m
ITT*Argus copy.

In Bath, Oct 6, Isadore. only daughter of John C
and Sarah B Harris, aged 10 vears 22 days.
In Augusta, Sept 11, Mr Frederick 1 Grant, aged
33 yoars.
In Augusta, Sept U, Leander N Mank. of Warren,
aged 26 years—member 20th $Je Reg; 18th, Nahum
Stack pole, aged 48 years—member Olst Me Reg.
Id Whitetield, Sept 14. Mr Martin Doyle, aged 04;
Oct 2, Mr John Dunn, aged 62 years.
In Kast Keadfield, Sept 8, Mrs Dorothy Brown,
aged 77 years 11 months.

jS^The Augusta Journal says that the Fly
Train of a single car with an engine in one end
of it, which has run this season between that
city and Gardiner,carried in the month of Sep-

same

and at short notice, at

former prices.

DIED.

ture in the Lincoln Mutual.

of

manufactured In the very best

Chapman.

pretty nearly destroyed by Are. It
was a story and a half house.
There was $400
insurance on the bouse, and $100 on the furni-

businesspeople.

Ac

Ac.

good assortment of

Latest

B, daughter of Thos P<att, of Yarmouth.
lu Batb, Oct 3, by Rev Mr Matthews, Wm Craig
and Mrs ( atharine McKenzie.
In Newcastle. Oet 4. Capt Wm Newhall. of Washington, and Miss Martha J, daughter ot Hon ED
Robinson, of N.
lu Biddeford, Sept 29, Forrest Johnson and Miss
Julia A Smith.
lu Biddeford, Oct 4, Fred’k D Lunt and Mary I

was

coln.

Garments or suits
manner,

*'

to

a

waa

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRAN CISC!)—Ar 8th ult, abip Oracle,

Wood, Liverpool.

(Br)

and

are

exclusively

cash.

The Dividends f..r the past five years ($3 000,000)
larger in auoupt and propoitiun to premium*
paid, than wore ever declared in the same sp&oe of
time by any company in tLu world. The
business 01
this oompany is conducted on the Mutual
principle
in the bti iciest sense ot the term, the entire
surplus,
deducting neoes^ry e*pons*s alone, being equitadivided
among the reared.
bly
Its rUea qf premium ar* tourer than thpre of the
majority ofothor Lite Iusurauee Companies, yet i s
are

dividends h*ve been greater; the result ot a most
oaretul and judicioas self clion 01 lives and the favorable rate of interest on its investments,
being 7 per
oeut.
The mortality among its members has been proportionately less than iba-of any other Lifj Insurance Company in either America or Europe wtn sh
experience ha* been made known—a result in the
highest degree f ivorabie to policy-holders.
The amount insured iu this company exceeds that
of anv other i.ifeluau. auo* Company in the United
States, thus affording gr ater secuiity—the nece sary law of average having more soope for operation.
The aside of the Company are invested exclu-.ively ou bonds gnd Mortgage 0n lfeai Kstate, worth
in each case at least double tbp amount loaned and
in State and City Stocks: the
►olidity and reouritv
of which will be conceded, with no
premium notes
to eat out its vitals and the profits ot its n embtrs.
Security is, ia Litis Assurance, the aramoant con
slderation; and ail other circums'arc» s biing equal
that company is the safest
having the largest setumulatious and in which the
largest number is assured
Its expenses are less than most a 1 othere mpa: ies.
Its System of NON-tfOKPEiTjuu Policies Also
Endowment Foucifca, Vavabie on attaining a
certain age. say 10, 46, 60. 55 or 6$ years, oy in case
of death before arriving at tnar age, and its payments in giVB, tbn or more annual iurtalmeni", is
much more advantageous than that of any other

|
1

constitution
Given at the Council Chamber,

n
Iiy

No person who has insused with this great Comin
pany during the 31 years I have bo'tn is agent
this city, has ever withdrawn or disooniibaed his
Polio? from any dissatisfaction or mi*underftt<inding as to the operation ot the system, while hundreds

companies

have done

&/%. 78^,

insured

for

§5000

#8000—ino-ease
7767. insured for 44000 is
912,001—increase 94'JOO,

Policy No.

Having

ruu

but Ilttlo

more

than

now
now

twelve

—

well

arranged

Ihe above

of State.

a

bargain

and Store f

aud very convenient.

1

he

store

are also
are well

is in

a

number

of

two large ,heds adjoining.
adapted for a hotel and stable.
goo 1 shape, aud theieis no but er

for trado in C imbenaud County.
Thp ah’vo r roperty is situated in »he plasaot vilol
Upper Gloue»*ter, twenty mile* from Portlage
land aod within two miles of three Depots on the
Grand Trunk Railroad.
bEWALL G<>SS,
Upper Gloucester.
Commercial
Inquire of 8HAS. 8. GR08S, at
street, Portland.
oc:8dtf

place

php
uk?H„afir uh!_
'r£rtlia'

FOR SALE.
MODERN built
story brick Foust, 97
A State
street iexfenaion).
The hou«e Is
good
three

m

A L Hwbenn,
ReY * *®Ber, ®nd many
others.

wJtf
T**
Jurbish,
W. D. LITTLE, Agent, 31 Exohange 8t.

Sccr,t#rjr

The stable is large and flashed for

hoises; thero

Documents *nd all needful information cheerfully tarnished »* the °®{*® ®r by ma|I to remote parr
ties and inquirers.
POETLAXD RBViagXcSS.
Hon. J B, Cfhoon,
Woodbury 8 Dan* *
Rev. A. Bam'",
J. B F llebrown
Win- W Woodbury,
Lewis PUroe,
Char es Davis.
8 R. Lea-itt
Cwrl« MoLiughliu,
*
Ch»fle< Stgor.
h‘ ‘P
A1
bl-n Tucker,
,James
a. ^ DeunisoB.
EA0**tor,
hoorge A Wright,
Jos Hobson,

Hh

jR

very best de•cript on The boas* is 24 stories with % piasza.it
oontaine ten largo finished rooms.
Also a large Eli

fully.

H
H.H.

Governor:
»«•*»
Opt 8, dfiw

House, Stable, out-buildings
AfUo, 40 ACRES OF LAND of the

wogtfo

Many other instance* with similar results ean he
shown to any who will call on me. and maDy interesting facts of great value will be furnished cheer-

SahAw’

eighty-ninth.
SA\iUKL CQIfT.

..

the

?f my health-1 will .oil atof
0Na?~»“‘
tfce following
property, consisting

worth

years

thlg sixth day

A Rare Chance for Business.”

so.

Many Policies now outstanding at my agency have
increired morethad HO pee cent, on the sum in stired, and much more than the ameunt qf premium
is

Augusta,

of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
hundred aud sixty-four, and of the
Independence of the United States of America the

eight

Company in tips country.

insured with other

i'he supervisors of elections shall prepare a ballot-box
other suitab e receptacle for the ballots. Upon one
side of every ballot shall ho printed or writtpu the name
of the county, and also of the
city, town or pl^ntatidn of
this state, in which is the icaiocuce or iu« person pro peeing to vote. Upon the other side shall be the name or
names of the persons to be voted for. and the office or
offices which he or they are intended to fill
And before
receiving any vote, the supervisors, or a majority of them,
must be satisfied of the age and citueuship of the person
claiming to vote, and that be has in fact a residence in
the county, city, town or plantation which is printed or
written on the vote offered to him- If his right to voe#
is challenged, they may require him to make true *uawera, upon oath, to all interrogatories touching his sgu,
citizenship, residence and right to vote, and shall hear
any other evidence offered by him or by those who challenge his right They shall keep correct poll-lists of the
names of all persons allowed to vote, and of their respective places of residence in this state, apd also the number
of tbe regiment and company or battery to which they
belong; which lists shall be certified by them, or by a
majority ofthein, to be correct, and that such residence
is in accordance with the indorsement of the residence of
each voter en his vote. They shall check the name of every person before he is allowed to vote, and the check
mark shall be plainly made against his name on the polllists. They sha 1 sorf, count, and publicly declare M}#
votes at the head of their respective commands, on
day of the election, unless prevented by the public enemy, and in that case, as soon thereafter as may be; and
on the tamo day of said declaration they shall form a list
of the persons vot< d for, with the number of votes for
each person against his name, and the office which he was
intended to fill, and shall sigu and seal up such list and
cause the same together with the poll-lists aforesaid, to
be delivered into the office of the secretary of state albres aid on or before the first day of
ffooember, In the year on#
thousand eight huudred and sixty^four, and on or befor#
the fifteenth day offSovtinbor annually thereafter forever.
Tne legislature or this state may pass any law additional to fhe foregoing provisions, if any shall, in practise, be
found necessary, in order moie fully to carry into effect
the p. rpose therm f
Sectiou five of article four, part first. Is amended by Inserting after the word ‘meetings” in the first line, the
words, within this state. The same section is also amended by striking out all after the words “town meeting’’ in
the tenth liue, as printed in the revised statutes of 1867,
to and including the word‘ election,” In the thirteenth
line. The same section is also amended by striking oat
all after the word cousti ution” in the twenty-first line,
and inserting in the place thereof the following provision
And fair copies of the lists of voters shall be attested by the selectmen and town clerks of towns, and the assessors of plantations, and sealed up in open town and
plantation meetings, and thp tpwp and plantation clerks
respectively shall cause the same to be delivered into the
secretary's office thirty days a', least before the first Wednesday of January annually
And the governor and
council shall examine the returned copies of such lists,
and also all lists of votes of citizens in the military service, returned to the secretary s office, as p ovided In the
amendment to article second, section tour of the constitution, and twenty days before the said first Wednesday of
Jauuary annually, shall issue a summons to suoh persons as shall appear to be elec ed by a plurality of all the
votes returned, to attend and take their seats, But all
such lists shall be laid before ihe house of representatives
on the first Wednesday of January annually, and they
shall finally detenniue who are elected.
Section three, of aiticle four, part second, is amended
by insertingafter the word “meetings" In the first line,
the words whhin this state.
Section four of article four, part second, is amended
by adding after Mm wojrd “lists1’ in the second Unp. the
words aud also the lists of votes of c tucus in the milita
ry service, returned into the secretary’s office. The same
section Is also amended in the last line, by striking out
the word^in,' and inserting in place thereof the word, for.
Section three,of aiticle five, part first, is amended by
adding after the words “senate and house of representatives,” the words and also the lists of votes ef citisen* in
the military service, returned into the secretary's office
Article first of the amendments to the constitution of
thin state, heretofore adopted, is amended by striking out
all after the word ‘polls" in the thirteenth line to aud including the word “election” in the twenty-first line.
Aiticle ninth of said amendments is amended by adding at the eud therpof the foljowjng provision*.
Sect. 11. But citizens #f th)* state, absent therefrom
in the military service of the United States or of this s ate,
and not in the regular army of tbe United States, being
otherwise qualified electors, shall be ailowed to vote ior
ail other counjudges and registers of probate, sheriffs andfirst
Monday in
ty officers on the Tuesday next af er the
and
November, in the year one thousand eight hundred
and »l owed
counted
be
votes
shall
iheir
and
sixty-four,
as
same
effect
If
given
in the same manner and with the
that year. And
on tbe second Monday in September in
officers on the
they shall be allowed to vote for ail suchthereafter
forever.
second Monday in gepteinberannually
And the votes’shall be given at the same time and in the
same manner, and the names of the several candidates
shall be printed or written on the saino ballots w th those
for governor, senators and representatives, as provided in
the amendment to seetio four, of article second of tbit
or

SUITS,

CLOTHS for the ARMY and NAVY.

In Westbrook, Oot 4, by Rev Franois Southworth,
William N Goold and Miss Mary E Hopkins, both ol

no

ed.

VESTINGS,
▲Iso

IfiABBIED.

The Bath Times says that on Thursday
afternoon, the house of Emmons Fisher in that

If

WINTER 0TERC0AT8.

..

Westbrog*.
In Yarmouth, Pet 6, by Rev J Q Bittinger, (.'apt
Joseph F Loud, of the 2<>th Me Vol, and Miss Thebe

part

TKjigiujen

PALL OVERCOATS,

the

tyHon. H. E. Prentiss, of Bangor, one of
the proprietors of Topsfield, has recently donated to that town a valuable library.
Nearly
every town and plantation in which Mr. P. is

oity,

roturned frrm purchuein/r eood-', la
a FKI MrC LOT of CLOTHS for

HAVING
ready exhibit

15..18.36 .1002
931
9.104-......,. 87

p lb.
Tallow—l()c

?

pecuniarily interested in Maine,
generously remembered by him.

Exchange Street,

04

BUSINESS

Hides-9c

articles,

Tailor,

Is/ler chant

Fat

STIsn’t it rather steep for grocer? and provision dealers to put a net profit of 50 per cent,
upon articles bought in their own shops or in

FROSTj

B.

P.

21.13.001.1412
962
18...,..104.37

$1 60@1 76.

eho-en shall be supervisors of elections. All supervisors shall be first sworn to support the constitution
ot the United btates and of his state, aud faithluily
and impartially to perform the duties or supervisor*
ofelectton*. Each is autuoiized to administer the
necessary oath to tbe others, and certifl ates thereof
shall be annexed to the lis s of votes by tbem tp be
made ana returned into the office of tbe secretary of
sta’o of this state as here'natter rovid d. The polls
shall be opened aud closed at such hours as tbe supervisors, or a majority of them shall direct, provide
d, hotcevcr, that due notice and sufficient time ahull
bo given for all voters in the regiui' ut, battalion,
of eithor, m
battery, detachment, oompany or
the case may b>, to vqte.
ai and fie d ollG
cers shall be euti led to vote with their respective
command'. When notiuao ual command such officers. and also ail general and staff officers, and all
surge >os and assistant surgeon* and cdapl iins, shall
iv< entitled to vote at any place where polls are open-

FAIL AND WINTER GOODS!

DftESS SUITS,

per lb.
Lamb skins,

ieuato^. sndTouu!

day

21.13.46.11-0

Hogs—ll£@!2c.
Calf Skins from 16 to 17c
Sht-ep Skins—1 o0@*l 76;

BY THE GOVERNOR.

EE?.?*providing ltlPa« cmzee.o*
tbl L-nde^Htam,h"„'*fraiu

do
do
do
do

$25 to 40; Three years old, 50 to 65.
Working Oxenr-UaU#, $120,146, 150, 150,175,190.
200, 22$, 250.
Sales $35, 40. 45, 60, 56. 60, 6$. 75.
.sheep and Lambs—Sales of Lambs at $8 60, 8 75
4 60, 5 26, 6 5u; Old Sheep 5 to 3c per lb.

the

PROCLAMATION,

«>

15.13.OO4....1288
Stores—Yearlings from ff 4 to 20; Two years old

their candidate is not
it?

Gin.

do

do

MAINE.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

to

to expose the soldiers to rebel bullets

A

OF

Jfuitod ctstos/for

the
Dr P will receive patients at his Kooms during
day and evening, when and where he willexamineaJi
Macases oi" disease by bis new Electric Magnetic

about midway across the Atlantic, but since
that time nothing has been heard of her.
BT Mr. Wm. Condon, Postmaster at Saco
during theadministration of Van Buren, and,
fora number of years previous to that, Editor

Adam

EL K CTRIOITY

professionally

Gen. Sheridan’s army.
jgrThe miniature brig which left New York
on the 20th June, was spoken July 20 when

sioners, died in Ohio,

mayl2d6m

Mouday Sept
Three weeks only

Treasury, has been ordered to active service in

of the Maine Democrat, died at that

Proprietor,

A member of the New York Electrical Institute,
N. Y
Noa. 212, 244 and 246 Fulton St.. Brooklyn,
welt
will (providence permitting)
on
Portland, and take Rooms at ine Ehn House,
17.
Oct
until
Monday,
28, and remain

J. D.
of the

Jgr'fhe Boston Advertiser says Gen.
Fessenden, eldest son of the Secretary

allowed

not

PORTER,

DR.

fund.

serve

are

Good News lor the Sick!

well as in the Ex-

ded 40 per cent, and carried 8 per cent, to the

DAVIS,

MEDICAL

the 29th ult.

on

8.

A.

lyThe Manchester (N. H.) Print Works, on
capital of $1,800,000, have the last year divi-

cause

altogether.

Eeport-

ing the month 82 soldiers as follows, viz:
75 belonging to Malae Volunteer regiments.
“
4
17th U. S. Infantry.
“

House rent (one month,)

Sherman’s

1,00

There have been received at the Home dur-

“

Dispatch—Gen.

War

movement—Gen. Thomas’ Official Report.—
Severe Rebel Defeat.
1
War Department,
Washington, Oct. 7,10.40 A. M. (

since my dispatch of yesterday, but the
retreat of the enemy toward D alias indicates
that he was close in ibeii rear near Altoona.
Have not heard from Kosseau or Washburn
to day, but presume, they are pursuing Forrest as rapidly as the condition of the roads
will admit. We have had heavy and conti
uous rains for the last five days, rendering the
roads and streams almost impassable.
Have just received the following dispatch
from Gen. Granger dated Huntsville Oct. 0.
The courier reported drowned in crossing the
Elk river is in. He lost tile dispatch while
crossing the river. He reports that two rebels were captured yesterday who say they left
Forrest at Lawreusburg the night
before
crossing south.
Gen. Morgan’s advance was skirmishing
with the enemy this morning on Shaw’s Creek
he being unable to cross the creek on account
of high water. He hopes to be able to cross
by to-morrow morning, when he will push the
rebels still further on. The Alabama R. R.
will be repaired from here to Pulaski in one

Sept. 30th.

Of these 71

—--

jxotnmg

Portland, Sept, 30 1864.)
The “Executive Committee’’ of the Portland “Soldier’s Association,’’ submit the following as their Report for the month ending

1
1
1

papers.

evening

ton.

1,00
display of

Office of Soldier’s Home,

THE-

Congress as

Press
their routes.

Portland. May 12,1864

ecutive chair.

iu the

1,00

The thanks of the Society are tendered to
W. W. Stevens, Esq., for his interesting show
of fancy pigeons.

Soldiers Home—Official

now

BY TELEGRAPH

Official

1(00

had a very line

balance of $8,91

replenish it.
By the Executive Committee.

to

adopted

be

ears

corn,

a

In view of the above state of the Treasury
the Committee suggest that some measures

3,00

To T. C.

•

$638,03, leaving
Treasury.

-TO

1,00

residence in Lancaster, N. H.,

He had served in

on

MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, Me.,

SO

Washington.
jy The Connecticut town elections thus tar
reported in the Hartford Press stand: Union, 69;
Democratic, 45; comprising three Democratic

has received in contributions of money to date
$640,94; and there has been expended to date

sell papers

Portland Photographic Gallery,

at
among the wounded officers who have arrived

Dr. Thos. A. Foster has continued his effi-

NOTICKS.

STATE

iff Geo Amos, Conner. Pictou.
FALL RIVER—Ar Oth. sobs Essex, Post, ElizaWhebbas, in pursuance of the fourth section of
bethport; Fail Held. Tirrell, Calais.
the tenth article of tne
original constitution, twoNEWPORT—Ar 6th, sch Fairfield, Tirrell. Calais
:
thirds
ot both branches ot the
for Fall River; Expre*’, Dix.Hillsboro NB for Phil:
legislature, on the
1
fuurh
of
twenty
in ihe year of cur Lord
McClure,
and
A
Su^an
Albion.
March,
Mary, Hall, one
adelphia.
day
thousand eight hundred and rixty-four, parsed
Kookiaud for New York; Fanny Kea.lng, Ricb. irn
1
resolves
entitled" Kesolves providing for an amendBoston for Fortress Mource; Ocean Herald. Tlbbets,
uuut ot the constitution to as
to allow soldi rs abBath lor do; Mars Hill. Orcntt. and B L Condon.
voto for governor, senators,
Tantamount
New
Davis
tor
Yoik;
Gott, Bangor
V^e •**KU>
*lid couu,y ottcers," and the inhuband Garland. Horton, Boston for Philadelphia; Ida
*^Uvt*
to*"“ »“« plantation. ot
Norton. Buckminster, ViualUaveu tor New York;
tutaamw!!! “veri^ tlt;e,,i“°«tinK
on Ihe twallih
Lizzie Gnptill. Guptiil, Rookland; Hosannah Rose,
nay
ofs.ni.'.vi V6*"”1*11
llu'ir *<•*■» *“ the
giv<,u
Burgess, Bangor.
manner
,be loll"*iu« que.tion,
b)r *‘w
DIG U TON—Ar otb, brig Delmont Locke,Cochran,
or
.aid reyolve, viz:thwaljf
Z£Xt£V.0Bangor.
dbah the oonatituuou l>«
amended a. proto.- d by a
EL»(iARTOWN—Ar 2d. schs S R Jameson, Jameson, Rockland for Philadelphia; Hiawatha, Ingra<»>e milii.ry rervice of
ham, Vinalhaven for New York.
mo L-niieu otate',or of
ihis state -hall not badetm.
HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 6th, barque Laura Russ,
ed to have lost their reoidonce
in’ tins state by reaBrow*, New York for Cow Bay CB
son ot suoh absence, but
sball be &iluwf>d
v. t«
Ar Gth, sobs Martha Maria. Spraguo, and John
wheievor they may be, uuIcm in vli« iPBui»r«rn.v «r
for
Ida
MorCalais
Reed,
Philadelphia;
Boynton,
tue
^rnor.
ton, Buckmaster, Vinalhaven for New York; Sarah
on the lue.d.y next
alter the brat Moniy oflicer.,
Buck, Grover, Belfast for do; Stephen G Hart. Daot November, lu tne
year
thou-and eight
vis. fm Glace Bay CB lor do; Volant, Wescott, Cow
hundred and aixiy-iour. and their
vutea .hall be
CB
for
for
CB
do; Constitution, Strout, Lingau
Bay
counted and allowed iu the yam, ni inner
and with
do; W II Mailer, Arey. from Bangor for Baltimore;
the same elloet at it given on th wound
Monday of
Idah >, Wescott. do for Hartford.
BOSTON —Ar 6th, barque Mary Riohards, (Br) | Septembertu that jean and .hall be al oweo to
vote;for governor, .enators, reprewntalivr. and
Scott, Leghorn; brig U II McGilverv, Gi.key,Portscounty c Dicers on tue s ooud Monday ot September
mouth; schs Adeline Hamliu, Lansin, Bangor; O E
annually
ihereaiteg,forever, in the manner and unBristol.
Dodge, Lewis
der the regulations in saij resolve* providedand
Ar 7th, schs Billow, Emory, New York; Rocket,
loo of the J. st of votes ther«on maue
cop
by tbe aiderDix, aud NiettHia,Cp’tiell, alais; Woodcock,Moon,
men, selectmen, and assessors, and clerks of the levSullivau; Velocity, Rein&k, Ellsworth; Oroutes,
e'al cities and towns and plantations having been
Whitmore, Bangor; Ousel, Cud worth, do; Balloon,
returned to the cilice of secretary of ttate, aud the
Arey, Frankfort.
same having been examined and counted by the
Cld 7th, brig Jas Divio. Clough, Stockton; sob
governor and council, aud it appearing tbar a majorGrace, Wall*. Lepreaux NB.
ity of the inhabitants voting on said question were
SALEM—Cld otb, sch Mary Patten, Phillips. Banin favor or said amendment;
gor, and sailed.
Now therefore, I, 8A M UKL CONY. Governor
SALEM—Ar 6th, schs Mary Jane, from Calais for
oltlie state oi Maine, in obedience to a requirement
New York; Tyrone, oo ior Mott Haven: Bernard,
ot said resolves, do issuo this my prooiam tou, defrom Trenton; Atlantic, fm burry for Boston; Ruth
claring aud making known that the constitution of
Thomas, fm Bangor tor Providence; Accommodamis state is amended agreeably to the provisions of
ti in, fm Bangor; Savenpah, and Sparta. Frankfort:
said resolves, as follows;
Waldoboro;
and
both
A
William,
Frederick Hahn,
Sec ion one of artio'eiwo is amended
by adding
Americas. Gardirer.
thereto the following words; No person,
however,
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 6th inst, sch Pranofs Ellen,
snail be deemed to have lost his residence
by reason
Brown. Bangor.
of his absence from the state in the
aervios
Conmilitary
Chas
schs
Carroll,
Ellery, Rockland;
Sid 4th,
of the United btates, or of this state.
cordia. Flint, do; il Clark, Blake, Bangor.
fo ir of article two is amended by
Section
from
adding
Kate
Aubrey, Jacobs,
BANGOR-^Ar 6th, sch
thereto the following provisions: Hut citizens of the
Portland.
state absent therefrom in the military service of the
BELFAST—Sid 4th inst, sch 4.1onso Austin, (new)
United btates or of this state, and no- in the regu ar
Smalley, Portland.
array of the United btates. being otherwise qualified
elector.*, shal be allowed to vote on the Tuesday
foreign ports.
uext alter the first Monday ot November, in
theyew
At Gibraltar 17th u’t, ba»quo W Hallett, Smith,
of oar Lord one thousand eight huuared and aiktjrior Malaga 20th, to load for Boston
four, for governor aud senators, and their votes shall
Passed to E 4ih, barquo Faunjr Hamilton, Dyer,
be couutcd aud allowed in the same manner, aud
from for Venice.
with the same effect, as If given on the seoond MonAr at Callao Sept 12, barque S II Waterman, Elday ot September in that year. Ano they shall be alliot, Now York.
lowed to vote for governor, senators aud >eprei«nAt do Sept 13th, ships Caledonia, Andrews, from
tatives on the second Monday of September auuuulRio Janeiro, ar 9th, for Chinches; barque Wm Mothereafter forever, in the manner hereto providlt i'vnrv. Nickels, from Chiuchas, ar 2th, and others,
ed.
oa the day of election the poll shall be opened at
M before.
suNuuvitas 22d ult, brig Poinsett, Cousins, for
•very p ace without this state whfrea regiment, batNew York, lew day*.
talion,
battery, company or detachment of not ipsa
At Monrovia Aug 6, barque Groyhound, Yates, fm
than twenty soldier* from the tatc of Main*-, may
Bangor, disg, for Coast of Africa.
be touud or stationed, and every citizen of said state,
bid fm Havana20th ult, barque Northern Light,
of the age of tweuiy-oae years, in such military sor(Br) Auderson. Sagua. and a port North of ilatteras.
vice, shall be entitled to vote as a oresaid; an 1 he
Cld 1st inst, brig P R Curtis. Stevens, Portland;
shall be considered as voting in the city, town, plain
sch Atlantic, Heyripian. Cardenas.
cation aud county in this state where he resided when
In port 1st lost, barqqes Sarah L Bryant, Lane;
he entered the servioo. The vo e shall be taken by
Ellen Stevens. H-untlorf. and lonip, Stevens, uno;
regimeuts when it can conveniently be done; whin
brig Nancy N Locke, Hill, do, and the above arri- not ao convenient, any detachment or part of a regvals.
iment. uot Jess than fwouty iq numcer, and auy batAr at Matanzas Sept 4, brig* Snow Bird. (Br) Gup
tery or part thereof, numbering twenty pr more,
till. Portland.
mail be eutitled to vo e wherever they may be. 'lb*
Sid 29th, brig Monticello. Moon, Philadelphia.
thres ranking officers of suoh regiment, battalion,
Me
LeiSid tm Cardenas 26th ult, brig Scotland,
battery, company, or paat of either, a» tbe case may
lan, Bostop.
be, acting as such on the day of election, shall be
supervisors of ejections. If no officer.*, then three
SPOKEN.'
no i-oommissioned offi.era, according to tbeto seniJune 19, lat 14 55 S, Ion 36 21, ship Merrimac, from
ority, shall be such supervisors. If any officerornonBoston for San t rancisco.
commissioned officer shall neglect or refuse 10 act.
the noxr in rank shall takp hi- place
In carp thorn
are no officers, or qon-commjs-ioued officers present,
or if they or either of thorn refuse to act, the electors
pre ent, not loss than twenty, may cnoose by written ballot enough of their own number, not exceeding three, to fill the vacadcie*. ami ths persona so
ar

ed.”

2,00
gle variety, (Flemish Beauty,)
cient and valuable services in attendance on
To Hon. J. B. Brown, P. Duffle, garthe sick and wounded gratuitously, as in the
for
best
dishes
and nine Union gains.
dener,
3,00 month of
peaches
August; and VV. F. Phillips, Apoth- gains Parties ordering transient copies of the
To do., for best dish nectarines
1,00
ecary No. 149 Middle St. has luruished the
To Misses Jones, for best dish plums
Press should enclose stamps for postage. Tran2,00 medicine for the month Without
charge. The sient papers sent from the office require prepayTo Capt. J. B. Coyle, Powers, garCommittee fully appreciating these services,
ment the same as if sent by other parties.
dener, for best display of apples
6,00
beg here to express their thanks in behalf of
To Hon. J. B. Brown, for best 3 variegp-The decapitated and dismembered body of
the Association to these gentlemen for bea man tied up in a bundle and freighted with
ties apples
2,00
stowing them.
iron, was pulled ashore at Brooklyn Navy Yard
To Mary P. Richardson,for 3 varieties
Capt. Henry Inman, A. A. Q. M. U. S A.. on Monday.
grapes, gratuity
1,00 has
recently fitted up a House on Chatham St.,
j£yA modest clergyman requested accommoTo Charles Richardson,'for best samNo. 9, for the reception of such soldiers as dations for himself, wife, and six children only,
sweet
water
2,00
ple
grapes
may be temporarily iu the city needing food
during the sessions of the American Board in
C. E. Bailey, of Westbrook, Gilbert L. Baiand lodging-, so that the Home will only be Worcester.
and
Chas.
F.
Crosman
of
ley
Portland, preeg'"The City Hall of Lynn, containing the
required to provide in future, for those needsented handsome specimens of the Isabella
To him
and
attention
medical
nursing.
offices, was destroyed by fire on
municipal
ing
grape.
also the committee express their thanks for Thursday morning. A man named Bond, who
S. L. Goodaie, Saco, presented a new seedwas in the lock-up, perished in the flames.
favors received at his hands.
ling pear, largo and line looking, and said to repeated
are informed by the Treasurer, that he
jCg*Ei-Qov. Jared W. Williams died at his
We
be of line flavor in its season.
Samuel

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

and immediate possession oau be given
For sale low aud term* reasonable Applv to
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Oct 8—dlw
Lime street.

order

I

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
Sow Advertisement. To-Day.
Proclamation—Samuel Cony.
Auction Sales—Hen’jr Bailey i Co.
Hou*e tor Sale—John C. Procter.
Pear Treo«, Sec —s. L Goodale.
A

Clothing—P. B.

Frost

House lor Sale—Sewall Goaf.
JZoligioua Notices.

Religious notices of twenty-five

of this amount will be
a line, eight words
hereafter will be rigidly adhered

all

exceM

constituting

words or less, free;
charged ten cents
a line.
This rule
to.—[Pub. Press.

tyMisa Clark proposes to speak on the “Seven
Thunders," to-morrow, at Cape Elizabeth Ferry, at

1 P. M.

£y Hon. Geo Thompson, of England, will lecture
Hall, to-morrow afternoon and eve7* o’clock.
Children's Progressive I yceazn at 9* A. M. Free
Conference 10* o’clock A M.
ty Rev. Geo. L. Walker. baviDg returned from
hi* fcitfeioru tiip, will occcpy his pulpit in state St
Church to morrow and the succeeding sabbath
cay Rev c. Fuller, of Bath, will pieach at Pine
Street Church to-morrow.
in Mechanics'
ning, at a and

Success in Life Insuranee.

Unparalleled

great Mutual Lite Insurance Co. of
New York, was tbe first Mutual Lite Insurance Co. established in this country.
Commencing In 1843 on the accumulating plan, it
lias gone on doing an immense
business, so
that its cash fund now exceeds eleven millions
of dollars, all of which is in the best securities. It has recently divided three millions
of
dollars among its policy-holders,
inThe

thereby
creasing the sums insured—in many cases
fifty per cent, being added to the policies. It
has paid out more than
$5,000,000 to the
irienas oi tnose who have
died; it gave $8,000
to the

Sanitary

looking

over

Commission the pastye^.

In

the

To all Whom It

May

Concern.

BY TELEGRAPH

To the many Inquiries made of me, respecting the true condition and character of the
Mutual Benefit Life Assurance Co.,
since the agency for Maine has been transferred to Mr. Sparrow, I have concluded to
answer in this way rather than by letter, or
otherwise. It will be safer and better for all
parties, and may be referred to hereafter.
In the first place, then, let me say, that the
“condition,' of the Company is more prosperous than ever, that it is
doing a larger and

TOTH*

Portland
-—

fore;

and

profitable business than ever bethat, in "character,'' it never stood

ed to the world.

And in the next
place—and this reply will
meet a multitude of
questions, all tending to
the same result—that after an experience of
twenty years in the business of Life Assurance, and a thorough examination of every
system that prevails, and a familiar acquain-

—-

Washington.

vic1nfiyV181llD^

the distinguishing peculiarities,
and wot kings of every office in our country, I
have come to the conclusion that no one of
tance with

Secretary

rint^n‘aint

weet a’bsencer.e,Urned

the whole unites in itself so many advantages
the assured as the Mutual Benefit

of the
Treasury, Har‘° hU post alter two

The postmaster at
Quincy, 111., lias telegraph»d to the Post-office Department that
the Hannibal and St.
Joseph railroad, which
was mjured
by a rebel raid, has been repaired
and the mails for the latter
place have been
received and those for the west forwarded.
No mails were lost going or
coming.
Files of Charleston papers, inclnding those
of the 28ih ult., have been received.
The Mercury contains a letter from Richmond admitting that the situation is serious.
Fisher’s Hill, the corretpondent says, is the
strongest position in the Shenandoah Valley,
and Early has been driven from
that, and to
insure our deliverance we must call out
every

for

yearly dividends of fifty per

cent., its large business, its moderate expenses
of administration and its prodigious reserve,
amounting now to over eighteen hundred
thousand dollars.
And finally—tuat i see no good reason why
this Company should not do—I do not say a
large business, nor even the largest business—
for that it is now doing—but why it should
not do all the Life business
of the country,
for its advantages over every other Life Insti-

ing

down of

Chambersburg
Washington only

and the

flourishes about
our fears.

military

confirmed

Time has passed on and now we have realized the fruits ot this expedition. The
army
it raised is in the
Valley of Virginia before
Gen. Early. It has defeated him in two battles, nor is this all; those two battle have
aided powerfully in the enforcement of the
draft now going on in that country and will
thus add tens of thousands more to our enemies in the field. To our apprehension it was
clear that Early’s expeoition into
Maryland
was like that of Longstreet to
Knoxville; it
was part of that division policy which has continually clogged our success and destroyed its
fruits before they were
realized; it is this
which has cost us half of Georgia. Gen. Hood
was faithful to it when he' sent all his
cavalry
away and ensured the fall of Atlanta.”
No more passes to visit the
army in front
will for the present be issued.

Gen. Banks had
ident to day.

division,
French, attacked Altoona.
Gen. Bradley has telegraphed from
Bridgport that the gunboat Gen. Thomas had arrived from Decatur, Ala., with the news that

The

In the mile heats for all ages, Ben Brace beat
Velos. Time 1-59 and 8 30.
In the four mile beats Fleetwing walked over the course,
Lexington and Path having been
withdrawn.
The mile heat was won by Surline beatiDg
three otheis. Time 1.54 1-2.
In the mile dash Seranus beat American
Eagle. Time 218 3 4The mile heats were won by
Beeswing beating Skylark in 2.01 1-4 and 2 05.

in band bills.

That Mr. Thompson is very eloquent of
speech is the least of his attractions. He is
singularly true to his convictions. For more
than thirty years, as a public speaker, he has
manifested a degree of interest and consistency on a subject of vast importance to human
welfare, rarely witnessed among the great and
good of any age,
This nation owes him a debt of gratitude
which it cau never repay. The people of
Portland will doubtless Bhow their appreciation of his character and eminent services by
their preseuce at the hall to-morrow afternoon
aud evening. They cannot fail thus to be

equally gratified

aud instructed.

U- S. Circuit Court.
CLIFFOBD, J., PBESIDINP.
fpiDAy.—In the case of Jlowen v. Goddard
the jury returned a verdict for defendant.
In the Admiralty case of Trccartin v.
ship
Kccbambeau and owners, Mr. Putnam argued
the case for defendants and Mr. O’Donnell for
plaintiff, Judge Clifford took the papers for

de piston.
The jurors

discharged

from any further attendance. Court will come in at 12
o’clock to-day for the purpose of looking over
were

the docket and hearing motions.

Jfumpipal

Court—-C)ct. 7.

John Caskley, on a search and seizure process, paid a fine of $20 and costs.

private

letter

doubt their proper presentation will educate
and refine our tastes for that which is truly

pohle and elevating in

the dramatic art.

Chbisty’s Minstrels.—This celebrated
Troupe will make tbeir first appearance, since
their return from

England, at

the new

City

IIall this evening, and will, undoubtedly, be
welcomed by a crowded house. The programme of their entertainment is a rich and
varied one, embracing many originalities.

George Christy

is a host in

himself, and

be

has gathered around him some of the beet
piinslrel talent in the country.

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 7.
In the fight near Altoona Monday pur
forces ccmpletly vanquished the rebels who

Yours, #c„

leaving

retreated precipitably,
in our hands
between 400 and 500 killed and wounded.
Skirmishing occurred all day yesterday between the Federal force of Gen. Moygan and a
role! force under Buford, Five prisoners were

p. D. V.

f‘ We broke
camp and moved to the front
about 9 o’clock A. M., and soon came up with
the enemy’s outposts.
Tney were soon driven in, auil our division
(1st) formed in line tf
battle before their works. \ was sent with my
regimeut to support the line of skirmisher;,
wi'.li orders to move forward with them, ana
deploy in their support if necessary.
i'Ue skirmish liue advanced to the
edge of
affield from cover of woods, but halted and
avoided the shot and shell with which the enemy were sweeping the Held.
I had put my
regimeut in one rank, and moved up to the

line, and seeing that they woqlci not move
readily, waved ’my hat to my men, and they
followed me with a yell. The whole line of
skirmishers started then, and op wo went
through ft singing 6re. The rebel skirmish

line ran in and we stormed the works. While
rallying the men I got a rap on the leg from
Bhrapnel, but it only bruised and lamed me.—
Our brigade (3d) took one gun and seventytour prisoners, including fopr
one a

oncers,

J was tjie op'y Held officer remaining
brigade net too much disabled to ride,
and was directed to take charge of the brig-

in the
ade.

The 9th corps came up and went to the
from.
Oen. Griffiu sent me forward with orders to move up in
support, and to advance if
Oen. 1 arks
9th corps) desired.
(commanding
I went
on the double
quick, but had hardup
into
ly got
position before the 9th corps was

breaking and flyiDg, artillery

utter

eonlusiou.

and infantry, in
shell came tearing

The
through our left, which had not got into line
and created temporary confusion. The 9th
corps entirely disappeared from cur front and
We were sustaining the lull and unbroken
shock of the enemy. I sent to Gen. Griffin
for reinforcements, and ho came up with the
2d brigade.
We bore the attack unassisted
until dark, when a battery came up and threw
shell and canni9tcr.
The old brigade stood
like a wall of fire. The tiees are cut in front,
and before the 20th the small pines are literally mowed. Qur fire swept the ground. In
the road where the enemy came down arc
pools of blood,and all along the line there was

A Suggestion.—The Argus
that the McClellan club of this

gives notice
city is to be
addressed hy KpWABp P.W80N, Esq., of
Westbrook, We would suggest that Mr. P.
ta e

for his text
a remark of his own, made
in this city within
a year
past, just after arrivng home from a protracted absence. He said
his sympathies were
with the South in the
present struggle, and if his business affairs
would justify his
absence, that he would go
South and join their army.or
words to the
same effect.
Of course he is &
supporter of
McClellan, and orthodox to the

Democratic goose.

core on

the

caituipd by Gen, Starkweather's command,
near Pulaski.
There is a report that Torrest
is enroute for Florence from Bawrenoeburg.
A latter dispalpb r< ported a large Federal
force near Florence, ami that a battle was
momentarily expected.
_

j

Accident to the Steamship Chna*pion.
New York, Osct. 7The steamseip Champion hence on the 0th
inst. for New Orleans, returned to-night, having burst one of her steam pipes. She will
repair and sail again to morrow.

A

08

o«t
Oct

York County Fair.—The Agricultural
Show and Fair for York County will be held
at Saco next week,
commencing on Tuesday.
It will bo an occasion of great interest to the
yeomanry and manufacturers of that wealthy
county. Our thanks for a complimentary

family

ticket.

0 the fun and frolic the country boys are
enjoying about this time, with their husking
parties, Indian pudding and pumpkin pie suppers ?

And then the

finding of red ears and
kissing the girls—why it's enough to make every
poor devil who has become a slave to the quill
sigh for a country residence.

Oct 4—dlw

Photographic Establishment

Washington, Oct. 7.
The subscriptions to the 7-80 lpun for the
last two days amount U> about $1,108,00Q.
Fro.m Fortress Ufonvue.
Fortress Monroe, Oct. 6.
Gen Grant arrived have this evening en
lor
route
Washington.
York

JUnrt&t
Nbw

Yonx.Oct. 7.
.QftfciOB—heavy; sales 359 bib; middling uplands
I 10(a)l 15
hlour—State and Western 20@30c higher; sale?
22,000 bbls; State? 7&fg8 50; Round Hoop Ohio9 40@
II 25; Western 7 75(a9 00; southern llrmer; sales 2300
bbls at 1" 2^@13 60 j Canada 25c higher; sales 600
bbi° at 8 30(a)l" 76.
Wheat—8@10c higher; sales 116 00" bush; Chicago
Spring 1 O0Lal 85: Milwaukee club 1 80@1 86; Amber
Milwaukee 188,5)1 92; Western, interior to good,
180@l 03.
Corn— 3g4c higher; sales 47,000 bushels; mixed
Western 1 60@1 52$.
Oats—lower.
Beef— ,-teady.
Porn-lower; salos 11,250 bbls; new me*? 40 25
@41 00; prime 41.
*>**<*—firmer; salo« 8?00 bbls at 194@21o
Butter—steady; 0116 30(0,360; State at 36@45c.

Petroleum—lower.
Naval Stores—dull.

SHaty.”":

Bt,let

Manufactory.

for all kinds of Frames, both Mirror and Pictures.
also-

Engravings,

Fancy Cards, Photograph Albums, Fancy and
Lard Frames, Cord ana Tassels,
Knobs, tcc $c.
fie returns his

3

heretofore, and respectfully solicits
the same.

continuance ol

a

Dried

LIME

1

splondid Picture, made by

Portland.
fep'21

as-

Fall and Winter
Millinery Goods,
t0 wait upon
my friends and the
8k,*11who
b? haPPy
si,
E. J.

Quarterly

Portland,

l©G4r.

YoEE’ 0ct> 7Second flrord.-Stocki
American Gold.
9nftl
United States 8's 1881 coupons..wj
United States on* yoaroertificates newit
United States 5-20 coupons,...... J!!!!i06I

love?**

Company...**’ gQ®
Cumberland Coal Company preferred ..* 521

Canton

New York Central....

Erie...»3j

Hudson.....1 pu
120
Reading...
,120
Michigan Central.
66
Michigan Soul hern...
Illinois Central scrip,...
117J

f
%jtO°

S"e‘° Bani8'.885*812^29
lrolit8. 65,809.11

APPLY

KK80UBCE8.

Square & Long Shawls!
NEW DRESS GOODS,
In great variety.

Cloths,

GOODS'

BA-ROTECEA. S,
2-4 and 3-4 Wool

D’Lains,
Thibets, Canton Cloths,
Shawls, Glens, &e.,

DRY

ocffidlw

TASTEFUL

ELEGANT!

WtiEN

Let all who have not learned to ri<Je on
horse and
♦hose who have learned, drop in afternoon or evening. ior healthful exercise, or recreative

pleasure.

Open Every Day and Evening.

parties can bo accommodated in the evening by making application to the Superintencent.
If you wish to eoj^y «ood ubaith. and
have a
merry good lime, natronize ihe Riding School.
J' VV' K0BI-'*i0N' P'°Pnetor.
Oot 1—eoilm

Deleware, Diana, Rebecca, Concord, Rodger's
Muscadine, Hartford,Prolific, Draout, &c.
Larga Vinos can be furnished for immediate fruit
,n£*
sept29 eotjOw

C. H. OSGOOD.
DENTIST,
Clapp’s Block,
P

Market

OK TLAND,

600Q
16
60

27

SONj

Square,

juneSOoodisly’64

Haying

this

day sold

DENTIST.

GENERAL’S OFFICE,
Washington Citt, Ds O.,

1864.

An Army Mcdieal Poa,rd, to consist ot Surgeon
Charles 8,-Tripler, U. 8. A., President; Surgeon
William S. Ring, U.8. A and Surgeon tjlover Perin, U. 8 A., Recordor, will meet at Cincinnati Ohio,

on the 18th of October next, ior the examination ol
candidates for admission into the Medical Staff ol
the Unitod States Army, and of such Assistant surgeons lor promotion as may be brought before it.
Applicants must be between twenty-one and thirty years of age, and physically sound.
App’icatiocs must be addressed to the S»cretary
of war, or the surgeon General,
stating the residence of tbs applicant, and the date and place o!
hu birtht they muBt also De accompanied by respec-

table testimonials of moral character
No allowance is made for tht* expenses of persons
undergoing the examination, iu it is an indispensable pre-requisite to uppointmeut
There are now five vacancies on the Medical Staff.

JOS. K. BARNES,
Surgeop Gen. U. 8. A.

To Let.
Grand Trank Railway Company’s Refresh-

Applications will be received by
subscriber, at his office for renting of ilie Refreshment Rooms at th« Grand T unk S’ation. in
Portland Possession will be g ven the first week in
November next.
CIIAS E. BARRETT.
Office G. T. R. W. Co.
rortlqnd, Oot 3,1864 —eodislm

House and

More for Sale.
House with brick basement o.n the corner of
Park and York street; the basement iccupied
as a Store.

THE

cn

Mill

about J

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Liuie street.

FOB SALE.
No. 8 Salem Street; also house in rear
Both houses are nne and
sto»y very convenient, and in good repair.
Enquire oi J. M. Hartst orn. or of
E P. MILLETT,
Oct 7—dim
No, 10 Moulton street.

HOUSE
of No 8 Salem street.
half

one

interest and relinquish-

publio patronage.

15E3XTTIST,
ftagreta Street, corner of Temple Street,

No. 236

Notice.
SPECIAL Meeting of the Stockholders of the
New England Screw Steamship Company will
be he’d at the *»t'am*h?p
iRce, end of Brown’s
Wharf, on Thursday, Oct 20t'i test, at 3 o’clock p.
m., for the following purposes:—
1st—To see whether*hey will vote to increase the
Capital Stcck to $260,COO.
2nd—To make suah a’terat’ors and amendments to
fiy’LaW8 as may be deemed expedient.
tho3d—To
act on any other business that may proper*
iy come before them.
Per O^der.
Oct 6th—utd
HENuY FOX, Clerk.
Waikkvillf, Oct.2, 1864.
Tho Waterville Horse Association will
hold their st:oond annual Fair, October 11,
12 and 13 1864 and wi.l offer Fifteen Hun-

manufacturing

to

L)jiiar- in Prem:um8
Maine Central end K*‘nneT'e3 Sc Portland Railroads will soil R**lr Fare T cketa to those attending

Graves Hill, Westb ook,
ABOUT

will

the stamp
sold at a bar-

on

be

inquire of FRANCIS B HANSON,
Babcock’s, Federal Street, or ox ASA

head of Berlin
oct 6-tf

Wharf,

at Geo. H.
UANnON.

Notice.
are

assessment of

an

dollars onfa share has boen
is payable u* cneo at the
Brown’s Wba»f.

thirty-two

Sale

of every

In every

ATKINSON & INGEBSOL,

Skirt*, (»,full assortment)Scarfs,
both Silk and Worsted.
KID

GLOVE?,

wishing to purchase

will

Call aud examine

good assortment

HENRY FuX.Treasurer,

PHILLIP8, 149 Miodle Street
I
ottldlw

of

Market,

Importations, Ifc.

onr

Stock end you will find as
G oods ns is to be found in
10 the trade.

Fancy

Portland A liberal discount
Oct 6—d4w

please apply at

ATKINSON A INGEESOL'S,
Ao. 77 Middle Street.

sept27dtf

the Best In the

and Fall

OLOTHINQ

Bags

Will receive consignments of Me' 'handise
cl
•™J description, lor public or private «»it. «»,..
Stocks and Aw.
*i*r«10®®.
ohandise solicited.
Cash advances leant, u' h
prompt sales and returns,

mchl2dly

TO

Medical

!

W °FLP respectfully announce to the cltisens
that

HO. 165
All

WILLIAM C.

Sc

BRACKETT,

order* in the city

or

from the

By Blootriclty

The Rhsnmatlo, the goaty, the lame and the
las*
.cap with Joy, and move with the agility aad t laat iothe heated brain is cooled; the frost
‘‘T of
bitten limbs restored, the unoouth
deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
Itrength; the blind made to see. the deaf to hear and
the palsied torn to move upright; the
blemishes Ol
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature Ilia
prevented; the oalamitiee of old age obviated aad
sn aottvootronlation maintained.

y,ou*h•

Who have oold hands and feet; weak stomat hi
lame and weak backs; nervous and sick headache?
dixiiness and swimming in the head, with inui -es?
tlon and constipation of the bowels; pain in the
'ids
and baek; leaoorrhosa, (or whites);
Ailing of the
womb with internal oanoers; tumors, polypus, and
all that long train os diseases will And in Llectriolty a sure moans of oure. For painful menstruation
too profiles menstruation, snd all of those long line
of troubles with young ladles, Elootrioity is a certain
specific, and will, In a short time, restore the eafi irsr
to the vigor of health.
OT Ire have an Electro-Che leaf Apparatus lO'
extracting Mineral Poison from 'he system, such as
Meroury, Antimony, ArseUo, Ac. Hundred.; who
are troubled with stiff Joints, weak books, and var
0Ui otherdUDoulthw, the direct cause of
which, la
nine oases out of ten, la the eflbot of poisonous dm, c
oan be restored to natural strength and vigor by t e
nse of from five to eight Baths.
Offloe hours from So’olook a. M. to l r.m11
” **
«l andTto 8 r. a.
OonsnltaUoa Fret.
tyUlsed

CATARRH!
DR.

ton,

Millinery Goods I

Cvercoat,

Carefully selected by himself to
prepared to furnish

Bept 20—d3w

HATS.

be sold low for

cash at

CATARRH REMEDY

Among his selections

are new

steamer and

vogue.

MATCHES

la

kinds of

into
just coming

ARIT AM NAVY SUITS IADI TO ORDER."

octt—6w
_

New Wholesale House!

Of the heat quality manufactured and for sal* by

Comp’yj

FORE STREET,
....
Portland,

salt his trade

Cloths for Bnsineaa and Overcoats, Ellegant
Styles for Paletots, and the Plaided
Goods for Pantaloons and Veats,

'<

Merrill,

Parsons &

Suoceesora to U.

Maine.

Small,

Merrill,

removed Lorn 181 to the new spacious
room* 145 Middle 8t. Evans' Building, where
a complete stock of Foreign and Dooffer
thev now
All orders in the city, or from
any part of the 1 mestie
world where our flag is
respected, promptly filled.

sep28dtf

SAMUEL B.

Surveyor
Office No.

CLAbIT

of dumber,

6 1-8 Union

PORTLAND,
Oct 6—dim

ME.

Wharf,

HAVE

[

Fancy Goods,

Worst,da, Woolen Yuras. Hosiery, Glovee, Dree,

Trimmings, Undertakers' Good,
Sept 13—dim

Ac.
U. Maumee.
L. Puneons,
Chau. Small.

House aud Store Lots to Lease.
above
Congress*, North and Cumberland,
*
the
Washington street, Including
}"!){”?
Apply t
corner of Congress and North streetsIbstt
aw
Congrees
1. r. IVLLUt,
SeplMSu

ON

AND MODS OF TREAT MKT I»

Catarrh.
Il Care*
, Rose, and Periodic
It Cures Catarrh In all It* Type* and Stages.
It Cures Catarrh and avert* Consumption.
NO

VIOLENT

8YKINQINO

Of the Head.

Imported by the last

BOSWORTH, KALER A Co,
162 Middle Street, Portland.

Portland Match

and

GARMENTS OR SDITS,

BLONDS, LACES,
STYLE

%

Coat

Of the best quality, made up according to the Latest
F -ishioos. aud m the most finished manner.

all other artiolee desirable for the UUUnery i
Trade. Also the

whloh will

Dress

Goods, Ves lag,
Atk, Ac.

VELVETS,

GOODALE’S

and Bos-

Pantaloon

RIBBONS,
FLOWERS,

LATEST

New York
full supply of

Frocl,

Comprising

And

a

R.

STREET.

Having just received from

sept28dtf

New Fall

not’

Tailor, THE ACME OF PERFECTION.

NO. 137 MIDDLE

country prompt-

ly filled.

we

BECKETT,

M erchant

MIDDLE STREET.

ol

have been in town we nave cured some ol
the worst forms of disease in persons who have tried
other forms of treatment in vain, and curing patients in so short a time that the
question is often
asked, do they stay cured r To answer this question
we will say that all that do not
stay ouied, we will
doctor the second time for nothing.
Dr. D. has been a praocloal .Jectriolan ftr twen
y»
bneyears, and is also a regular graduated pLysioi n
Electricity is
adapted to chronic Diseases
n the form of nervous or sick
headache; neuralgin
in the head, neck,er extremities;
consumption when
»«ute stages or where the lungs are
fully
Involved; acute or ehronio rheumatism, serolula hit
fracases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvati a
>f the spine, oontraoted muscles, distorted limbs,

FOB FALL WEAR.

Manufactured and for sale

Electrician,

No. 11 Clapp’s Block,
CORNER Of CONGRESS AND ELM STliKRl
g

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

DURAN

THE AFFLICTED I

STYLES OF CLOTHS,

VALISE Sj

Traveling

H«i removed to the spacious store I'd
Exchange Street, four doors below
Merchant's Exchange.

LADIES

Trimmings, Hattons, Needles, Edgings,
Laces, Veils, Aetti, Undersleeves Hoop

HOUSE,

Commission Merchant & Auctioned

as

S.H A W L, SI,

Dress

better location, or run of custom in this
oity. For one seeking business it will be found tbe
best opportunity ever offered in this class of business
in Portland.

HENRY BAILEY k Co., Auctioneers.
Oct 7—dtd

St. Vitas’Dance, deafness, stanihesitancy of apeecb, dyupepeia, indlwa®
don, oonstipation and liver complaint, piles—wc cu*#
be preeenteS; a^tHma, bronchitie, strictures of the oheet, and all forms of Amain

stlye; Hoods, Hood Nubias, Sontags, Nubias, Gloves, Hosiery, Mittane, he.

no

occupancy or iuv* fitFor particular!

mering

Fancy Goods as usual, push as Spool Cottons, (by
the dozen or case at mirkot prices.)

of customer*.

lor

paralysis,
palsy oror

(3-ood.s,

description snch

BREAK FiA S T

No. 77 Middle St.,

Parties

AND RETAIL!

'Wroolen

de irsble

auu

positive—title dear.

ou

[n th,®

CASSOCKS,

We will sell for cash both WHOLESALE and
RETAIL, at prices which nobody cm complain of.

same

office ot' tin Treasurer,
ost 4 lw

A.

perfectly

and woich are now open and reaoy for iasoeotion
at our place of business. 133 Middle Street.

for Sale 1

FOR A FIRST-CLASS EATING

,

Have just received a very large assortment of Cloaks,
C*pes and Cassocks, from New York and Boston,

One-half of the Establishment

Which draws crowds

S

A. G. 0LNEY & CO.,

FEATHERS,'

at New Orleans.
Relatives or Friend* *n this State, having deceased Soldiers buried in the vicinit
| of New Orleans,
and are depinous of having their remains taken
up
and sent homo this ♦all, by addressing
J. M WIN8LOW. Undertaker,
No. 178 Magazine Street, New Orle&DS, can have
that business
carefully and proper v attended to on
the duos’: reasonable terms. Mr. Winslow va* formerly of State, and can give satisfactory References,
The friends can have the bodies
taken up
and enclosed (without ret oving carefully
from the original
ooffln)m Wood or Metallic Burial Cases, ana forwarded to Mew York by government steamer.
cct6 d2m

gain.

A

DR. W.W.

under our old Leader.

A K

WHOLESALE

Post Office, Portland.

Deceased Soldiers

at

A

BAND

CHANDLER,

O

order all kinds ol

area

Notice to Physiciant*.
The Stock and Stand of a Physician and
Druggist, in a flourishing Village iu this State, on a
Railroad, will te sold at a bargain, aa the owner is
m business

per,

also

Eating House

A

Wood for Sale.
eight acres ot Pine Wood

teaoh

who may
octfl. dtf.

CAPES,

New' York.

or

AND

jyThe Shakespeare festival at Stratford-on
Avon has resulted in a deficiency of three thousand pounds, which the committee will have to
The musical and dramatic
make good.

pounds.

REASONABLE,

TRUNKSj

PORTLAND, MAINE.

'Mj, and that the

adjourned meeting of the stockholders of the
* B(* 8°rew bteamship Company wi l
.u
8teah»ships’ Office, end of Brown’s
5J.0®'?
J*
on
Wharf,
Thursday, Opt. 13th Inst, at 3 o'clock p
Per Order.
x.
Qct T-dtd
UENRY FOX.

are

There is

octTdtf

JOSIAH HEALD.
Oct 7—dtf

L

Dow’s Celebrated Soda Fountains,

Notice.

Oct 1, 1364

D. H.

O

be purchased at a bargain. This is tho most
Eating House in the oity, and lias a full run
of customers. It has also one of

C eveland A Toledo.101
I f.rV!Ceilt8 Savi«p8 Bank, No 102 Middle street, on
Cleveland A Pittsburg.109 1 Wednesday. October 12tli, at 3 o’clock p. m. for the
Gold dosed to-night at the Evening Board at 2 01| choice of officers. Ac.
MARTIN GORE.
Portland, Sept 28.1864 —dtd
Secretary.

formances cost two thousand

Cloajks,

central

Portland Benevolent Society.

a

and

Can

DRAKE & DAVIS.
Oct 1, 1864.

Annual Meeting -'fthe Portland Benevolent
Stockholders of the New England Screw
THE
8ociety will be held at the office of the Portland The
Steamship Company
hereby otified that

AN

of Do*

Sept 21—d&vflm

11DB
ment Rooms.
the

Notice.

as

FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER,
81 Middle St., Fox Block,

Messrs. CROCKETT 4* NR YENS,
we would
tendor our grateful thanks to our
former patrons, and cheerfully recommend them to

up the above named rooms, be would
wait ou all who may wish ter the ser-

Oct 7—dtd

well

For the Wholesale or Retail Trade, at the
shortest possible notioe.;

Bank,

Messrs. Cbockbit & NijivKjia, hope by strict attention to business to merit a liberal share of the

skillful Dentist. Kvtry branch of Leixtisiry will receive oareful attention, and perfect satisfaction will be warranted.
jy26 d8m

eept2G3tawlm

our

as a

we are now prepared to furnish Music for all
occasions whero music is wanted.
Orders left with D. H. Chandler, P. J.
Willey or
at Paine’s Mnoic Store, 168 Middle street, will be
D. H. CHANDLER,
promptly attended to.
septl, eod6w*
Secretary.

Outside Garments for Ladies’ Wear,

trade to

Having fitted

SURGEON

variety, of Foreign as
jnestic Manufacture.

#

11A VING re-organized

AND

A Card.

NO 145 MIDDLE) S'?-. FOB^LAND,
(Opposite foot of Free Street,)
10

in

And Lower than in Boston

continue their patronage at the old stand.

DR. «. H. RICH,

be happy
vices of a

P O K T L A N D

GOODS!

Near the

y ArtMcial Teeth Inserted on Gold, Silver, and
base. AU operations warranted to giro

'SURGEON

Prof. Smith having had long experience
er warrants perf-ct
satisfaction to all
attend his Scaool.

—IM———————

Oct 4—dlw

our

homestead lot of the late Reuben liolIn said County, siiuaUd in
containing lour aoreB of land,
thereon.
hOE1CK BKEW'FR. Administrator.
^
Dated
this 7th day of Sept., 1864.
2taw3w •

noon, the

said k rueport. and
with the buildings

EDWABD 01. PATTEN.

»dy's

a

ALSO OF

3000
20! 0
200^
2000 Rangor city Bonds,
4000 Portland City 6’s.

Puicamte

satisfaction,

Very large

GOVT. 5
$5000 Govt.

sup-

30 VARIETIES OP telRAPES
Have been frui|e3 the preset t y* ar at this
Nursery
and can be examined by those detirinz to
purchase
Vines, ir eluding

Ho. 8

DRY

£ We

be

Cumberland, I shall sell, by public auction, at the
dwelling house on the premises, on ihe s* venue-nth
day ol Ootober, A. D 1864, at 2 o’clock m the afteroi

13th.

a

Private lessons given at the Academy from 2
o’clock till 6 o’clock, P.M. Also a cla-s for Children will c- mmenci on Saturday afternoon,
Oct,
15th,at 2 o’clock, in which a 1 Fancy Dances will be
taught. Terms £3.00.

Of every description.

qa*A»

can now

School sfiords

bale.

given, that by virtue of allNOTICEfromhereby
the Judge of Frubaee lor the County

trally locateu

fine opportunity for New
Beginners al-o ihose who have never learnt Fancy
Dacces as he will teaoh all Fancy dances ever taught
in this City. Also. Quadrilles, Cotillons, Contra
dances, Lm-ers, $*c., q’o
Terms one course 16,'essons, Gents, $5.00. Lad v’s,
Class to commence at 7 o’olock, Gents
$10", L
at 8 o’olock.

Brokers.

plied at the Nurseries of
J, W. ADAM*, Morrill's Corner.

sight rods square.

ment.

Tharsdiy Evening, October
This

Fall and Winter

PRICES

20 RONDS.
6’s 1881.
State of Maine Bonds,
Shi First Nnlioial Bank,
shs. Manufac’rs and Trader’s
Shs. Bank Cumberland,
Maine Central R. R. Bonds,
A. & K. Bonds,
Bath City Bonds,

at Auction.
On Thursday the 13th inat., at 3 o’clock, P M.,
on the premises.
We shall sell the Double Tenement Brick Dwelling House and Lot, known as the
Westbrook Senuasry Female boarding hi me situated on Stevens Plain, Westbrook,on the li»e*i the
Forrest Avenue Horse K«il Koad. Tne loi is about

ON

Re-Organized.

Shawls

S T O C Ii N !

£000

Valuable Beal Estate

Valuable House at Auction.
Thursday,Oct 2o,at 3 o’clo> k p.m. rn the premise.-*, we eha 1 st 11 tbe tbree-eior> biicic Hou-eou
Lincoln street No. 41.
It is thorougly and faunfully built and finished, modern in i<s consti notion,
fine closets, gas, good water and
plenty of it; ceu-

Hav Dg fitted op the New Hall over Barnaul's
E *ting Saloon, on Temple Street, will commence his
Fall term, on

New and Fashionable Stock

FOB SAI.K BY

Prolific Strawberry!

residence—capital

oeutm

PROF. W. SMITH,

Block,

Have just opened

Private

WOOD 6c

at 3 o'clock r. x, we
wooden House No-—,
afreet. It is thoroughly and lsitbluJl) built,
oi the beat material and
workmanship and niiished
throughout; it has fine closets, gas through »he
house, an excellent cellar. hard and soil v a er m
abundance. It ia a pleasant and healthy location—
easily reached by Horse Railroad, excellent eighburhood, and unsurpassed for pure air and vraUr,
very pleasant for
for an investment. The lot ia about 50 by luO feet.
HENRY BAILEY A CO Anct’rs.

l»

HALL,
Evening, Oct. 11th,

Tuesday

THE
and

JFJ.

concern, a small invoiceoi Goods from the wrecked
iteaiuor Botieu.iAU. consisting ol Tweeds, Veiling*.
Btekcheu Cotton, Iiress Coeds, Toweling. Thread,
Bubber Table Covering, Bubber Cur bprtngs, buttons, Tailors Trimmings, Ac.
HENBY BAILEY * CO., Auctioneers.
Oct 8—td

Administrator's

at

GRAND DANCING ACADEMY.

Fourth door West of Post Office, Portland,

Superintendent of the above, with a splendid Troupe of Horses,is now readv for the Fall
Winter Campaign, and prices kot advahcbd.

WM,

Dancing School

OF NEW YORK,

Zunder,

81 Middle St., Fox

Riding Academy!
SOUTH STREET.

KUSSELL’S

Fruit

&

at Auction.
o'clock a. m, at

at 10

For information in regard to ths property,
to Walter B. Goodrich, mar ihe
premises, or to Wm.
L. Southard or E. Hamb.ln. I*< itland.
HENRY BaILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

For beginners in common Dancing, Quadrille, Cotillions, Contra uanoes. Lancers, &c including the
Folia. Waltz and tichottiscbe, Polka Quadrille, &c.
Terms, one course 12 lessons—Gentlemen 84 00,
Ladies 82 00. Ladies' class to commence at7 o'clock,
Gentlemen’s at 8.
oct4itd

Committee
Comm'ttee

GOODS

Feuchtwanger

Portland

AT

Corner Cor gross and Preble sts.

On

Recruiting
*

ESTABLISHMENT.

you see a gentleman wearing a hat which
attracts general attention
by the beauty of the
fabric, and its remarkable nea+n< ss aDd elegance of
style you may be assured that it is one of

B. F. HAMILTON & CO’S,

Oct 1—dtd

Oot 7—dtd

MECHANICS’

LAR&B

establishment is opposite the Post Office,
kept 22—tf

Sept 2(5—eodlm

MINSTRELSY.

oommenee a

dtf

His

B. F. Hamilton & Co.’s.

at 3 o'clock r. as., two
so. 19 Green Street will be
soid
It has nine dnisbvu room
hi, d and Suit
water. Tbo lot is about 13 feet on Ones street, running back to Mechanic street. Lot suitable lor another bo.ee ou Meobenie street. Terms liberal—sale
positive. Enquire 01 H. C. BAKNO.S, or of
HENBY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

please oall

Harris’ Latest Introductions.

Armures, &o.t

MOURNING

eept21

Suspended paper,.Bothing.
W. E. GOULD, Cishier.
Sworn before
H. Ilsur, Justice of Fesce.

AND

Will

THERE!

82.391,048.42

Cloakings,
M. D'Lains,

097!>4

10

6A»8,66
3-9 896 04
Due lrcm other Banks,.
153,619 47

bpeoe and Lawful Mom y.

GARMENTS,

IV ew Black

675,142,43

Expenses,....

10 o’clock, a. m. *t
o .misting ot
oolas,
Cuipels. Chairs,
Matieseee,
bedsteads,
Bureaus, Tables, btovee. Miners. Tin aid null
Ware. Also a complete sot of joiners Tools, with
Cneat, 4o.
HENBY BAILEY fc CO., Auctioneers.
Oct 8—dtd
au

beds,

J. Gr. .Antlioine

k

Building.

JOHN T. HULL,
henry c baker,
JOHN H. HALL,
CHARLES A. GILSON.
HENRY WILLIS,
CHARLES R. MILLIKEN.
EDWARD L. PICKARD.

nmfiiIlVC.0,lnied,5.81,206,719.09
Lnitea States Bonds,.
Estate.

NAVY,

in City

the head and

ns

Dancing_School \

T®"!'

Recruiting Office

82.891,048,42

Beal

Furniture at AuctionTuesday, Ootober 11, at
ON office,
luvoice of Furniture,

apply

the total bounties received
by tho recruit
tbree
$700 fw two tears,
The Siatc and City benmiea
wib be paid CAS0 IN HAND to the recruit in
person at the time o! his
being mustered iuto the U S
service.

S65Q non
lH7fiOrt

3meod—ltw

One and a half story House with a large lot
street. Cape Elizabeth.
Albo— Four house lota 50 by 100 ft each,
mile from Portland Bridge. Inquire of

Stock market.

ARMY OR
making

LIABILITIES.

AUTUMN, 1864!

BOUNTIES

ettner the

Capital Stock,.
Circulation.

Smalt’..tore, Duck Fund, Weetorook.
E BABBuCB. Admilii. r.trix.
E. M. FATTEN, Auct.oiieer.
octf td

House uud Lot at A action.

The Qreat IjAHON Combination
Troupe,
WILL PERFORM AT
The above Hall on Wednesday,
Thursday. Friday
and Saturday evenings, Oct 5tb, 6th. 7th, and
8tb,
Admission—Reserved seats, 60 cents. Family cirolo, 26 cents.

FOLLOWING

ADDITIONAL

ay

Wednesday, Oot 13th
ONukall
teil th« two-story
North

Deeriny Hall,

PORTLAND,

THE

^

Boheirinn Goods

Admission 25 Cents. Reserved teats 60 Cents.
Doors open at 7; to commence at 8 o'oloek.
OctS-dtd
JNO. T. SMITH, Business Agent.

To the STATE and U. S. BOUNTIES,
via:—*200
for one year's enlistment *300 for two
year.' cuiistment. *400 lor three years' enlistment into

OF THE

Artist

CITY OF

DODGE.

R»eport

First National Bank of

10th

premises

ENGLAND, and

peerlosa and alone

SELECT

!

The Citizens' Committee will
pay to any volunteer
enlisting on the quota of the

public
kindly favored me with thtir pairon
patronage during the past season
Straneers are invited to call.

OCT. 1,

noother

#1,000
#700!
#400 !

Street.

oot4d,f

Who stands
front of

City of Portland Bounties!

dtf

au

on the i teml-es,
ot octola
Ihb4.
M- S|J<1 !»■ >o ■»
ireJiuruoi, on the ruud to and
near DuoFort.aiiU.
u
oe.ut.iu. about
about .even mliei Irom
30 acre, ol excellent luniktu a good ataieoi cultiva*
U
is a row well built
The Douse on tbe
brick one of two and a half stones. 11 « iicuee can
lime
by sppJicatiou uktuku
botxarained at auy

the

13th,
ONNo.Wednesday.
3 Gait’s Floor, for account of whom it muy

6EOHGE CHRISTY,

Ac.

HAVING
sortment of

KALLOT YPES,

Plants of this celebrated

Tuesday,

FIRST APPEARANCE IN THIS CITY 8IKCE
THEIR RETURN FROM

returned from New Vork with

Particn’ar attention paid to ro-copy in g. Pho
:ographs copied from the smallest Locket, and made
ifd size. Also, Coloring in Oil and Water
Colors,
tnd India Ink, by the best of artists.

sep27eodlm

and

CHRISTY MINSTRELS.

LARD,

Apples,

of the late
“arbourol Weubrooa.will

“

-*{
i'Ouu in

and 11th.

TUB ORIGINAL AND ONL Y

STREET,

25 Free

2ST-CALL, AND SEE.^^pS

New Prints,

Saturday, lUouday
Oct 8th, 10th

IN

sept29_

thanks lor liberal patronage

New Plaid

Attention !

TO

EGGS,

nre

Farm at Auction.
The Homestead Farm

Oot.

POBTLAND, ME.

in New England, wi h
Reception and Exhibition
Kooms-on tho Ground Floor, and added to it a

FALL

Aavy,

CL1FF0Rd7

CHEESE,

Hams, Beans,

Photographic Establishment

New

and

THREE NIGHTS ONLY!

THB

HATCH, CLIFFORD & CO.,
Produce Commission
Merchants,

Having fitted np the largest and most eiogant

ALSO,

e&0 bbls ««1 7C<gl ’«*

Wool—dullUTeriW>I~8,eady

Anny

Letter

and

lot of Household 1< urui

House and Lot at Auciion.

VOLUNTEERS
FOB

elect., Fine, Koto

Tuesday, Oct lltb,
NEWOITY hall ONstory
brick bouse

Oct3dlw

ERMINE~!

SUCCESSORS

1*0,

t

ItECBUITIWG OFFICE

Less than Yew York
Prices.
BYROK GREFNOUG F& CO-

Corner of Centro, opposite Preble House.

mo

HODSDON,

Corner of Federal and Exchange Sts.

Middle St.

w%tss;$z%E£s%2Ei'a ,hi8 F“h-

BUTTER,

284 CONGRESS STREET.

A

Doors open at 7 to commence at 71 o’clock.
Tuesday—The Great Comedy, stilt Waters Sun
Deco, and Loan of a Lover.
Admission, Lower Floor 60 cents; Scoured Seats,
i5ocnts; Gallery. 30 cents.
of secured seats will commence at Dr.
,,1
®tore. Saturday morning at 9 o’clock.

Augusta, Sept. 26,1664.

IPrices,

—dfr.2m_140

AND DEALERS

id

JOHN L.

our present
stock, which is very small, is sold.
BYRON GREENOFGH A
CO.,

DANFORTH &

A. McKENNEY’S

siuceie

O T H E L LO

In Addition to City and Town Bounties.

*01*11

on

THEATRE COMPANY.

Othello, Moor of Venice, Hr. E. J,. Davenport.
Iaoo, his 1st appearance in Portland,
Mr. J. W. WiLLaca, Jr.
Miss Jbnnir Parker.
Drsdrhoha,

$300,00

*

” 1‘

the entiie

Monday Evening. Oct. 10,

$300 00

Oct 8th, at ten a. X at office,
Caaeimeraa, Satinet*, Ore ebooua,
Sti&wie, tudtr-Clothlug,

LacHMiulin*0^Woolen*,

DAVEMPOBT,

Will be presented Shakspere’s master work in 6 acts

Adjutant General.

Until

ROYAL

Bounty,
Bounty,

tbe Fu"to«

10

Last. Year’s

-OP-

All kinds of

State
U. S.

Hudson Bay Sable.
value

Oct 6

BOSTON

s

ROBINSON'S,
61 E*®l«nge St.

THi.wf“.p; SSRfcs*in

L.

_Oot6-d^w2m_140 Middle street.

FLElVTO

Frame

price

Henry C. Jarrttt.

and

HIGHEST BOUNTIES,
°f
able ^wsociatlons^nd ^ood^ffice8 Janta^e8

For Sale,
Piano;

E.

Presents a rare opportunity for good ihols to
volunteer and receive the

3J&w4w_Ho.

second-hand
Can be seen at

,

FOR THE U. S. SERVICE.

8ave y°ur freU^t from BosBHEED k TUKEY,
fO Union Streeet.

*150.

McCLUB

X. FATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 13 Exchange at.

ANnitiUy,

Engagement of the Fminexit Tragedian
me. J. w. WALLACE, JE.,
And the
distinguished Ailist

Department.

MAINE SHARPSHOOTERS!

at tbe GeDCral Agency,
wi°C8—ttie 8arae
assortment at ail times, and

Boston

War

*■

Dry and Fancy Goods at Auction.

Hall’•

Lessee and
Manager,

lias authority to raiae a Battalion of

fuU
hv°h„?inAeiieePa
0i
J
you

tin

by the

JACOB

COL.

®ul>ber« can bo bought of Bkkkd
atfeveireea and p x per cent, off from

A.

September $lst,

Financial.

Authorized

laed4w

of

cents.

From the Southwest.

Othki.lo, one of Shakspeare’s most effective and repiarkable productions, will be playetl
by Mr. Jarrell's Boston Theatre Company at
Deering Uall on Monday evening. On Tuesday night Tom Taylor’s splendid domestic
drama of Still Waters Hun
Deep” will be
brought out with Messrs. Wallack and Davenport in the principal characters. Unusual
Importance should be attached to this enterprise of Mr. Jarrett, which is to give 0ur citia row of dead bo-'les.
zens an opportunity to see some of
the best
Gen. Bartlett, our old commander, has now
to
be
witnessed
in
acting
anywhere
the coun- returned from Bick leave, and I am with the
try. The character of the plays to be pro- regiment. Our brigade ha9 won golden opinduced is of the highest order, and we cannot ions from all sorts of men.”

l

The

written by Lieut. Col. Spear, who commanded a brigade in the latter part of the late battle, may be of interest to your readers.

major.

illustrated Monthly, containing artistically prepared colored fashion plates, and
a large amount of
just such Information as all
fashionable ladies desire in relation to articles
of dress and the toilet.
Single copies 25
an

of the Indiana Conspirators.

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 7.
military authorities have arrested J. J.
editor
ol the Sentinel, Horace HeffBingham,
ron, ex-colonel cf an Indiana regiment, Andrew 4. Humphreys and L. P, Milligan, who
are charged with beiug connected with a treapan be obtained- The proceeds arising from
sonable organisation. The evidence in the
case of H. H. Dodd, Grand Commander of the
the sale of tickets after defraying the expenses
Sons of Liberty, now ou trial before a
of the course, will be devoted to the Soldiers’
military
commission, disclosed some startling facts relthan to have attempted to steal them.
Home.
ative to the purpose of this
organization
At a meeting of citizens, held last evening
the North-West.
Dodd effected
Sport.—There will be a match game of throughout
his escape from the third
at the Mayor’s office, the following Commitstory of the prison
base ball this afternoon on the ground near
this morning, about four o'clock,
by meaus of
tees were appointed:
the Arsenal at 31-2 o’clock between the a ropa furnished by his friends outside.
Lecture Committee and Committee of ArOsceola and the Active Clubs of this city.
rattpemenf*^—Hons. Jacob Mc^ellac, Israel
Washint/ton Correspondence.
Patents.—C. L. Gilpatrick, of Lewiston,
Washburn, Jr., Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., John
New York, Oct. 7.
has taken out a patent for an improved meat
The steamer Arago from fort Boyal 4th
Lynch, and M. A. Blanchard. Esq.
has arrive.d.
Finance Committee—Hons. Edward Fox, cutter, and Win. R. P. Cross of this
city has
The Commercial's Washington despatch
S. E. Spring, and George B. Davis, Esq.
one for improvement in lantern
guards.
says that activity prevails in Grant’s front
Committee on Advertising and Printingwhere the armies are engaged in throwing ap
Wp are under obligations to ktessrs. Allan eaathworks.
s' A, Foster, Esq., Joseph B. Hall, gsq,
Brothers tk Co. for Enropeau papers per steamGen. Sheridan has abundant supplies until
Treasurer—Henry P. J,ord, Esq,
new connections are formed.
ship Peruvian, at Quebec from Liverpool.
There is great activity at Alexandria.-—
Trains are ruuuing tft Manassas
Gap and CulGeorge Thompson, of England.
Mr. Thompson will lecture to-morrow after- The 11th Maine in the Battle of Septem? pepper,
Gen. Banks was at the War Department toher 30th,
noon and evening at Mechanics’ Hall, as has
day. It is understood that he will go north
soon.
been already announced in our columns, and
Pobti-axd, Oct. 7,1864.
the Editor of the Treti;
The following extract from a

This is

NEW

Turf.

New Yobk, Oct. 7.
At the Hoboken races to
day, the threequarters of a mile dash for all ages was won by
Morris’ Eclipse colt beating five others. Time

To

MIDDLE

Wholesale Rubber Store,
for Tax STATE
MAINE.

Mirof Fashion for October has come to hand.

Forrest’s tiain had been captcred, that our
forces were between him and the
Shoals, and
that he was falling back towards the river.

Larceny.—Winifred Cunningham, a married woman, residing on Union street, was detected yesterday in stealing a pair of shoes
from Lothrop’s store on Middle street. Officer Burnham took her into cystpdy and cpn;
veyed her to the lockup. Winifred will find
out that it would have been much cheaper to
have purchased the sloes and paid for them,

S
STREET.

8ePt9_

Fashion Mirror—Mme. Demorest’s
ror

Chattanooga, Oct. 7.

The rebels have disappeared from Altoona.
Our victory there yesterday was
complete.—
The rebel surgeons have surrendered their
into
our
hospitals
hands, with from lour to
six hundred rebel wounded.
Gen. Cross was slightly wounded in the
cheek; also Col. Ellet, of the 4th Minnesota,
in the thigh.
An entire
under

Arrest

136

SHARPSHOOTERS I

*

W

N B

The federal Victory ut Altoona—Position
of
the llebel General Forrest.

of lectures.

H A

Uoorlng

SALES.

AUCTION

—OF—

Now ready at

®

EJNTEli T AIK MENTS

SELECT BATTALION” THEATRE.

OF

interview with the Pres-

an

fall style

The Wood brothers, Fernando and Ben, and also
Herrick, are likely
to be allowed leave of
absence. Neither of
them has yet been nominated
by a regular
party convention.

available man.

The Mercury says: “AVhen
Early assumed
the aggressive and crossed the Potomac into
Maryland we ventured to express an opinion
that such a movement could
produce nothing
but evil to our cause. The
subsequent, burn-

MILITARY.

hats & CAPS !-

it is

Thomas J. Barr.

military authorities have afforded him facili*** Camp8 atul
hospitals in this

—

Our citizens will be gratifled to learn that
they are to be favored with another course of
lectures duriug the ensuing season, upon the
State of the Country, and that these lectures
will be from some of the most able men that

—

The regulations of the Treasury Department
will be enforced in conjunction with the military authority. The following are the names
of the agents:
George H. Ellery of New York, at Memphis; O. W. Butler of Missioui, at New Orleans ; Green Adams of Kentucky, at Nashville. The last named will resign his
position
as sixth Anditory of the
Treasury.
Major Gen. Doyle, Governor General of
Nova bcotia, dined with the
Secretary of State
yesterday and among other courtesies, the

policies paid last year, we
notice one for $4,000, where the accumulated
profit, paid in addition, was $2307.84; one for
$5000, accumulated profits, $2,623 20; another tution, though differing in character, are nearof the same amount, accumulated profit, $2,ly as great as they have been proved to be
982.79; one for $3,000, accumulated profit, over the New York Life.
John Neal.
$1,808.20; one for *2,500, accumulated profit
Mu. Pierce of Canada.—This eloquent
$498.55; oue for $1,250, accumulated profit,
$533 98, and a large number of others in the advocate of Temperance who lectured so sucsame proportion.
cesfully for a short time last fall in this State,
Many Companies are eating themselves up has returned to us for a season, and will lecby enormous expenses by travelling agents, ture before the Washingtonian Society at the
Sons of Temperance Hall” on Sunday evenand by large commissions to secure business
in that way; a very doubtful
expedient which ing next.
Mr. Pierce needs no puffing from any one
policy-holders and the public should underbut is his own recommendation whenever he
stand before going into them. As life insurho is heard. We hope this meeting will be
ance is yet in its infancy in this
country, it becomes every one to be careful with whom and
fully attended, and that the stay of Mr. Pierce
iaour vicinity may be productive of much
where they insure.
We understand
the late James Olcott
good in awaking a new interest in this vital,
Brown had a policy for $5,000 with this Com- but now too much neglected cause.
A list of appointments is announced in the
pany, which, although it has run only about
last issue of the Temperance Journal.
three years, will yield a large increase, amounting to nearly the whole premiums paid. We
Salk of Real Estate.— The Engine
refer our readers to the advertisement of Mr.
house and lot of land, the latter 33 by 44 feet,
Little, the Agent.
corner of St. Lawrenoe and Monument streets,
were sold at auction yesterday by Henry Bailey
Business at the Office of the Provost
& Co. Capt. Edward Waite was the purchMarshal,
aser at $1100.
Yesterday drafted men presented themThe recruiting office building, front ot the
selves from the following towns:
Custom House, was sold at auction by the
Baldwin, one—accepted.
same firm.
It was purchased by Patrick
Harrison, two exempted by furnishing Ward for $195. It is to be removed next
substitutes.
week, which will be grateful news to ladies
Casco, two—one exempted by furnishing and others who visit the post office. The
substitute; one accepted.
thing had got to be a nuisance.
Naples, two—exempted by furnishing subCloths and Clothing.—Wo would call
stitutes.
Umingtou, flve-^-four exempted for disa- the attention of thoso of our readers who are
bility ; one exempted by furnishing substitute. intending to replenish their wardrobe the presParsontlield, two—one exempted by fur- ent season to the advertisement of Mr. P. B.
nishing substitute; one exempted for disa- Frost, No. 94 Exchange street. Mr. Frost has
a large and elegant stock of seasonable
bility.
goods
poruish, eleven—six accepted; flve exempts which he will make up to measure }n fashion*
able Btyle, and at as low rates as any man who
ed for disability,
expects to pay for what he purchases can afDayton, one—exempted for disability.
Twenty-eight substitutes and recruits were ford to do.
passed and credited to the following places:—
Row.—At a dance in the old Dyer house
Waterboro 4, Harrison 4, Cornish 3, Portland, on Commercial
St., last night, a dispute cp
Naples, Parsonsfleld, Westbrook and South purred between the Irish apd some Sailois'
flerwiek, two each; Gorham, Shapleigh, Otis- Officers Barr and Eastman, In attempting to
fleld, Limlngton, Casco, Baldwin and Bidde- quiet them, were assaulted by a large number
ford, one each.
of Irish fellows, armed with clubs, and but
It is expected that the drafting will be refor the help of six or eight of the Cutter’s
sumed to day for the town of Kennebunk- crew would have been badly used
up. They
port.
arrested several, while three of the Mickie’a
crawled away with broken heads.
Oonrse

Independent

Draft.

MISCELLANEOUS.

true, but only by a faction of
his own forming. The
regular Tammany Democracy of his district have nominated Hon.

rule.

owing to late investigations by the Commissioners of New York
and
Massachusetts, which have been publish-

with its

■

nominated,

Washington, Oct. 7.
Special agents have been appointed for the
purchase of cotton on government account,
the object being to encourage the sending to
market the crops in the Territory under rebel

well as it does
now,

System,

»•.

■

from

much more
so

Daily

How. James Brooks.—This distinguished
Is not likely to dud Jordan a
very
easy road to travel, In his pilgrimage towards
a seat in the next O ngress.
He has been

copperhead

THE SENSE OF TASTE AND SMELL
RESTORED.
SOB centuries Cstairh has defied the skill of phv.
No me dual work ounpiciaus and avrgtOM.
tainB a piesoription that will eraoicafeit
Nolbu g
Dr
Goodale'8
►aw
Kemedy will break it up. it atot the tftaue, aid
cally destroying t*e
precluding the possibility or relapse
No form of Catarrh cm withstand I'a Bearcbirg
and no mode ot treatment ever afford*d «t h
in mediate relief, cr
gave such universal ?a iafrcflon.
It penetrate! to the
terrible oi*very Beat ot tbis
ease, and exiermi ate»
root and branch, fo evtr.

I

piiuclple

Iioaer

it,
from the Commercial Advertiser, T« York.

-Dr. K.
Han, foee anil Periodic Catarrh
ale's latirrh Bcmed) and mode
it
in
every
variety ?t
jelief
only afibrds the greatest
dlwwe fmever. tu
C atarrh, but It
one speaks well otlt.
Every
all its typesaud stages.
Fern Lor,Ion, Ccna.
From John J. Babe,

•***'**5fri,„

extinguish* ^e

botile of Goodalc’s Tatar: h BtmMGM*r»inen—The
ot the Ca’arrh ot tin
baa cured
sent
me

me
you
vesrs Standing.

edv

I gave a lew doses ot it tc thieo of
and they say it has cured th< in. I
mv neighbors,
a bottle left and would not take a
half
now
bare
thousand dollars for it if 1 could not j>r< cure more.
discovered the true cause of
Dr. Gooda’e has
Catarrh, and an unfailing remedy to curs it.
Yours truly,
John L. BKknte.
New London, Conn, June i», 18t8.

surely

Price SI.

Pamphlet
and rapid

on

Bond a stamp Ihr Dr B. CocdOeV New
Catarrh—its perfect mode oitreaiu e. t

cure

_

......

Dr. U GOODALE’S Office and Pepe*,i( Bleeker
street, one door west of Broadway, New V o.ik. Nor*
ton and Co Sole Agents
H. H llay Agent for Portland.

June Id, 18(8.

Juceldly

WAffTS, LOST, FOUND _MILITARY._

MISCELLANY,

§200 REWARD.
Board
b- for©

The Heir-Apparent of Bussii in Searoh of
A Wife.

it

bprasiug
ianguagus,
COinp.isumeuts, is wildng

to

or

a

rear

certain qu»Utr of Hay, .hipto Uio Government
»ennie Morton/’ April
a.n hoard the sohooner
y packed with dirt and stones,
iraudulent
1864,
§?'h
I will pay to
that
notice
any person
I therefor* give
to me such information as
who mil communicate
detection of the
m iv itad to the
the sum
swindlers,
dollars
oi two hundred
°

j

Duke Aicuget a wile, it is said tuat Grand
lor
olas uas only live royal princesses ottered
three
his selection; and that, unfortunately,
of these high-born ladies
the other two.
the imperial lather does not like
the heir-apparent ol
bo that, in point of lact,
can get no wile at
oue seveutu of ibe earth
a time when
Poor Nicholas. There was
ail
were allowed to pick
the Czir and nis family
a
whole flora ol
their lair partners Irom among
/air princesses. It is said of Peter the Great,
a
for
his Alexis,
wanted
spouse
that when he
he circulated a round robin among the live
scores of reiguiug families iu Germany, bid
diug them to send all their marriageable
daughters, deducting the plain ones, to Mos
The. invitation was recow lor inspection.
sponded to by a crowd of fair and Illustrious
damsels, and the fairest flower from among
them was picked lor the drunken and disso-

beir-apparent.
Subsequeuily the business was conducted
mainiy by advertisement. A hint given in
lute

j.

«.FI*I1ER,Q M.Agent,

U S. Eorage Department, (Commercial 8t
Oct 7—dlw
Portland, Me.

WANTED!

reitrence

Office,

TWO

given. A line aadre.std to
receive prempt attention.

BOB

INFANTRTj

Wanted.
SITUATION in

wholesale store, either as
bookkeeper, c erk or salesman, bv a youug
man.
Good referees. Apply S. A 8. Dally Pre»s
octdiw*
Office.

A

a

Found*
Trunk R
up ou the linoof the Grand
K., between Oxford and Mechanic Falls, a gold
watch
Tiie owner can have me fame by proving
Apply
property and paying for this
i£. 1'. (ilLBEKT.
to
octl dlw*
Woiuhville, Me.

PICKED

to

LIGHT A BEATY ARTILLERY,
AND

Hoard Wanted.
a. private
where there are no other
INboarders, forfamily,
iho wife and chi.d of an offloer in
the Revenue service,

one oi the Hamburg papers, then considered
Or a Email Rent Warned
the orgaus of the Russian government, geneIn a convenient location. Fart of a hou-e preferred
rally brought a iot of portraits to the ImpeiiAddress
STEPHEN BERRY, 172* ForeBt.
al Court, from the inspection of which resultSept 21-dtf
Princess
of
ed iurlher negoiiatious.
Clara,
Hohenhauseu Onnebrod, being held the most
Drug Clerk Wanted.
was
matrimonial
ot
the
candidates,
eligible
prefered that has had one or two years exthen invited, together with some old Ohueperience. Apply at 145 Congress street.
brod aunt, to speud a couple of weeks at the
Sept 15—dtf
k
Imperial Court, where she was kept If finally
Boarders Wanted.
approved of, or if not, returned to her loving
FEW genth-men with their wives can obtain
parents at the grim castle of Hohenhauseu.
board; also a lew Bing c boarders, at 13 Atlantic
The Congress of Vienna, when by the sweepBtreet. Enquire of MRo. BUlEEtt, on the preming away of nearly a hundred crowned heads isessepl&dS-v*
from the field of royalty, had the effect of
greatly lessening the charmed circle within
Shook Makers Wanted.
which the Czar Nicholas, when not yet heirgood workmen will find steady employmerit at the highest prices,
apparent, had to pay assiduous courtship to
by applying at
win the hand of the King of Prussia’s
oi.UKtoE'3 Shook Manufactory, South Boston, or at
daugh- his
office Mo 9India Wharf, Boston.
and
his
three yonnger sons experienced
ter,
Sept 13—dim
actual difficulty to get a bride. The young
ladies of good family, finding that they were
Wanted,
eagerly sought for, and that, in fact, the dePLEASANT and convenient tenement of four
mand was far greater than the supply, refused
or five rooms, near the centre of the city, for a
to go to Russia.
family of only two persons, touch a tenement can
They objected to the coun- be
reut.d to
paying tenant, and leased tor a
try as too cold; and to the rulers as being giv- number ot ag^odroone
who will take good care of
years
en to the ugly habit of beating their wives,
the same, by addresing L. J. D., Box 42 Portland
tf
royalty notwithstanding. Thus the circle P. O., stating location, Ac.
narrowed more r.nd more around the Czar’s
proud family, until it has now become the huanted.!
miliating necessity to declare that the heirElderberries and Cherries.
apparent of Russia cannot find a wife at all.
It is the greatest victory the ladies have TITHE highest price paid for ripe Elderberries,pick
X clean, and also Black Cherries, by W. S. Mains,
achieved in the nineteenth century.
Windnam. or
GKUEMOUGU A MOUSE,
20 Market Square.
Sept 6—dAwtf

ONE

HIGHEST BOUNTIES PAID!
APPLY AT

MAINE

Head Quarters,

Federal Street,

105
Near

TJ.

8.

Hotel,

MEAD, DAME

& BUTMAN.

SELECT HEN OF TOWNS
Should Uuse

Effort to Recruit

Every

at this Time.

and

Lost or Stolen.
GOLD WATCH,open face, a gold oolored dial,
attached to a black ribbon, witn a gold buokle
auu a gold quartz rook seal—supposed to have been
lost in gentlemens’ walk at G 1*. tt. Depot.
Whoever restores the above will be
suitably rewarded by
leaving it at D P. Conor’s office G. T. It. Depot, or

A

owner

FALL

N. 8. GRANT.

Portland, Sept 12.

Bopl3dtf

-A.noth.er

W anted.
bus!net • I

Thorough

FOR

land Post, Office.

testify

PENSIONS!

^BOUNTIES'

B If ROM

D. VEBR1LL,
and Counsellor, at No. 117 Middle 8treef,

Attorney

-AND-

Licensed Agent for ail the Departments at
Washington.
Portland, April 28.1864.
ap25 eod6m

LUMBER.
Oa.ro linn

Lumber

Company.

undersigned has been appointed bv the above
TH
Company, 8 le Agent for tne sale of lumber, lor
the Mate of New York
E

and all

orts and places nortL
of New York, and is
to furnish hard pine
lumber in any quantities, dv the cargo, sawed to any
desired dimensions, at the shortest notice; also Black
Walnut, Bay wood, &e.
JOB A. TURNER,

prepared

$100 REWARD.
Central

or
a

gray Colt,
size; whoever will return him
give information where he may be found, will
suitably rewarded, by oalUng at No. 69 Spring St.

FRANCIS E. EMERY.

be obtained by
SUITS
applying immediately at 80 Dauforth street.

May 11th.

mayludtf

HOTELS.
MOBJIT ZlK€OH

MILLOOHAU'B

PATENT

PAINT

OIL.

Perfect Substitute for Iiinseed Oil,

A

AND MUCH

CHEAPER.

FT ia used in the same manner as Linseed Oil,
dries quickly and
very hard, can be used with
colors, and possesses decided advantages lor all
establishments, depots
Aoncars, engines,
all kinds ol it on
work, for roots, antf
wherever a watter proof paiotis
required. For all
kinds of f-hip work, exposed to salt
water, it is superior to any other.
Address orders to
X

mi

CRAFT8 & WILLIAMS,
6 & 8

COMMBHCIAX, WHAEP, BOSTOV.
Boston, Aug. 27.18d4.
*ug3eodSm.

1ST

OTIOE

TROVOST MARSHAL'S OFFICE.
J
Pint District, State Maine,
}
Portland, August 11th 1884 1
TNQUnULS on .11 ordinary subjeMa connected
J with the enrolment, dratt, exemptions,
liability
to drait, credits and accounts ot men furnished
should bo addressed to the Provost Marshal of the
Congressional District, and in case he is not able to
an?
er them he will ask information of the Provost
Mai 'jal General of the State. Answers may be thus
secured more promptly than by addressing the Provost Marshal General at Washington, where moie
iroooiiant business often prevent prompt answer*to multitude ot inquiries now addresser* to the Bureau on personal and other matters of minor cense*
quence.

By Order of Major J. W. T. GARDINER.

cases

of

Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaint,

H«’iiHi’s Counterfeit Detector.
8Purio“

tf

with Engravings

Hie standard of

Mt,

n

at nfirht

v n...

luatroctiona* ifu
Which

Su£ °Kor salo at 8° b'wSX?'
No
'a, and the bookstores
geuemlfy

at

For

will

BRADLEY'S

Hi pt

J.

master, will

24—dtt'

‘»e

city.

ofon*

^dr^hrocgF

oValT
HEALH has removed
office
k e n

his

BR.Congress St. to the opposite side

(rom No 241
of the street

of CoDgrosi and Temple streets, office form-'
erly occupied by Drs Bacon ft Brewlln.
sepSdtf
comer

European Plans,

A

ONE

Inch Chain Cable—new—for sale by
MoGILVEBY, BYAN ft DAVIS.

»<p26d2w

PORTLAND, SACO

old friends.
house is pleasant, retired and quiet. The
furniture and furnishings are all new. and tberoome
cosy aud sightly. The tables are supplied with all
the dclacacies as well as the subst an rials oi the season, and the service of one of the very beat cooks in
New England have been secured.
Extensive sheds and a fine stable with roomy stall*
are among the conveniences of the establishment.
A nice Bathing House sufficient for the accommo
dation of several bathers has been erected with
steps
projecting into ten lcet of water, and the whole secured from observation by a floating screen.
Smoking Arbors grace the banks ol the Pond and
invite the indulgence of the lounger.
Hoping for a share of the public patron age the undersigned promises to spare no efloit lor the entertainmentof his guest..
GEO. W. MURCU.
Westbrook, May 21, 18G4.
may21dtf

BT RECENT ORDERS OF

Provost

Marshal General.

VETERANS AND RECRUITS

are

specially

MEAD, DAME & BUTMAN,
Maine

Recruiting Head

Quarters,

Federal

Near 17.

Street,

S.

Hotel,

PORTLAND, ME.

WE

STILL

WANT

SUBSTITUTES
AND

RECRUITS.

MEAD, DAME

&

ISTear

XT.

BUTMAN,
Street,

S.

Hotel,

Informed that the

PORTLAND,

reception
oi
pU0B ol

oc31 edtf

Custom House atPortland,Maine.

STABLINO,

^e amplyenUroWdedUVenien0e8
Halloweli, Feb,

THE

i

61

B

proposals to be either lor the whole
separate lor different kinds oi work: the
Department eeerving the right to reject or accept
the proposals hereby invited, or any part thereof,

where it deems the interest of the United Stat* 8 requires it; the Department also reserving the right to
exclude the bid of any person or persons, whom
there is just cause to believe will not lawfully perform the contract. Also all bids that upon investigation are below a fair price lor the work.
Bids will not be received in gross, and the Department having prepared a schooule oi the approximate quantities of each kind of work and material
required, (which schedule may be had at the office
of the Supervising Architect, Treasury I epartment)
tne bidder will be requirod to affix his prices thereto
lor such articles and kinds of work as he proposes to
bid for, and then carry the whole out in one gross
amount.
Ninety per cent, of the amount of the work done
and material delivered according to contract price,
(said amount to be ascertained by the estimate (fan
Agent oi the Departmtm appointed for that purpose) will be paid trom time to time as the work progresses, and teu per cent, retained until the comple
tion of the contract, and acceptance oi the work by
the Agent aforesaid, and be forfeited in the event of
the non-liilfillment of the contract.
Contracts wi.l be awarded only to Master Builders
and Mechanics, and the assignment thereol, except
by consent of the Secretary oi the Treasury, will be
a forfeiture of the same.
Each proposal must be accompanied by a guarantee, signed bv two responsible persons, (qprtified to
be so by the United States District Judge or Attorney ol said DIstriot), in the sum of #6,000,00 lor the
whole work, or of a proportionate amount if for any
part, that the bidder will, when required, if his proposal be accepted, enter into a contract and bond,
with suficient securities for its faithful performance.
Forms of the bond and certificate required; also
the plans, specifications and working drawing- will
be turnis-ied on application to the Supervising Architect pf the Department.
No bid will bo considered, unless it fully complies
in all its doi&ils with the requirements ol this advertisement.
rl he Proposals must be sent to this
addressed to Isaiah Rogers, Supervising Architect,
and plainly endorses*!:
“Proposals for the Portland Custom House."
Proposals will also be received at the same time
for the old Custom House building and materials
therein, (the four granite columns on Fore street
(60) days from
excepted) to bo removed within
date of the award, and in case the sale of the same
be awarded to the successtul bidder forthenew Custom House, the amount of same will be taken as part

EECTMEIV,

1864.

10,000

mch26eodtf

AMERICAN HOUSE,
Boston,

akctiis ine,

FILL YOUR QUOTAS!
Getting

Too Many!

o"f thePh™rti0B for the

growth and Inxnri-

first
stages'"y
"uy“ptt'
monary Con,ump.
lioH
i„ r“b
'rhey are-blt'
sellable for
?/_*.*'.?*"
in theciadieas
patientJrfret
olthree
yeara and

GIVE

US

A

v

DAME AND BUTMAN

MEAD,
105

Federal

Street,

a

soore

Oratorsandsli who

over-

Ibe vocal org.ns receive
Sola bv all
instant relief by their
Prepared by t. M. SK1NNRR, ( hemist, 27 Tremont
•treet, Boston. H. H■ Hay, oor. Free and Middlo
tax

use.

•treets, (applying agents.

Druggist,

iep27eod$reow6m

or

sending proposals 1

BUFFUM,
Treasurer American Wood Paper Company.

CALL!

m

B

particulars,

please address

B.

AngJS—d8m

,ep,9dlln

PLLMONALE.S
2&H2&"
“T;Heely reli,V<- Coughs,

to contract
For farther

are

Providence.

Canadian Bears’ Grease!
ance

desired for cargoes of the following woods, vizWhite or Canadian Poplar,
Hemlock. Baswocd, or American Linden, Beech’
Yellow Birch, and White or Red Elm and White
Spruce—all to be sound and merchantable.
Offers may be made to furnish by the cord, or in
the log of 8 or 12 or 16 feet long, irora 6 inches in
diameter upward, to be delivered on navigablo water
for vessels drawing when loaded nine feet. Parties
please state the kind of wood, and the amount they
can furnish, where they wish to deliver for
shipment, and when it will be delivered there, and the
lowest cash price per cord or 1000 feet, as they desire

PROPOSALS

THE ARMY HEEDS THEM AIL!

[BT ROYAL LETTERS.)

Logs Wanted,

NOW IS THE TIME TO

Dcn’t Be Afraid of

HICe7Proprietor.

Cords Wood and

NTear XJ. S.

Hotel,

PORTLAND, ME.

Asbt.

4.1.

No. 66
Government will require in ail purchases of
Hay on Its account in the 8tat« of Maine a
strict adherance to sections 88. 36 and 87. Chanter
88 of the He' is- d Statutes of Maine of ’868.
The lawisjust and proper for the prevention and
detection of fraud, and must he strictly complied
8. L BROWN. Capt andA.Q.M.
with.
J B. Fishkb, Q M. Agent, No. 90 Commercla, 8t.
Portland, Maine.
Sept 20—dim

THE

Notice.
stranger in this city, would like
to form the acquaintance of a middle aged
gentleman of wealth. No o‘ners need answer All
correspondence strictly confidential. Address for
B. H. D. MASON.
three days.

A

roun»

lady,

By the nee of the CHEROKEE REMEDY and
CHEROKEE INJECTION— the two medicines at
the same time—ail improper dischargee are removed
and the weakened organs are speedily restored to

statement,

full

Positively

on Free street for Sale.
valuable real estate on Free street, known
as the ''Furbish property.” The lot is about 106
feet on Free street and extends back about 174 teet.
Said estate will be sold as a whole, or the easterly
half of the dwelling bonne, with lot about 40 by 175
feet, will be sold by itself.
Application may be made to James Furbish, Esq.,
on the premises, or to
GEO. E. B. JACKSON,

THE

jnlyldtf69 Exchange street.

Cure the Worst of Yon,
1
I

of

ASP

Dow,

Jeremiah

34 500

28,900
24,600
4,000

H. J.

Cram,

N. O.

IT

Wm.

Moulton.

Portland, August 1,1864.— isd3m

STATEMENT OF THE
ifltna Insurance

Company,

Prioe, CHEROKEE INJECTION, *2 per bo
three bottles iter 86.

I

Honse and

Lot, situated
story
with Stable and other out buildings.
A land street,
lots
Also two
on

Port-

adjoining
containing about eight
thousand square feet. Enquire of N. STEVENS,
No. 47 Portland street.
juneSdtf
To Let.
|

first class tenements at the corner of Salem
and Brackett Sts.: also one tenement on Green
St. Inquire of JABEZ C. WOODMAN, Jr., Heal
Estate Broker, 81 Exchange St-, or NATHAN M.
WOODMAN, 28 Oak St.

TWO

teptfidtt

TWO story wooden house, No. 18 Adams street,
11 finished rooms, oonrenient for two families;
plenty of good water. For particulars inquire o 1
B. J. WILLARD.

A

Portland, May 14,1364.mayUeodtf
Let.

FTo

OUR Offices single »r in suites, oyer Stores Nos.
162 and 154 Exchange Street, Qpnositc the I nterustions! House. Apply ou the premises to
A. t. BROWN.
jy4 dtf

To Le*.
£tTORE now occupied by as.
O immediately.

To Let.
Store now occupied by E.
Mechanic Hall. Enquire of

E.

Little, under

C. P. KIMBaLL,
Preble Street.

STORE in Galt's Bloek.
H. T.
Apply to

MACHIH,

HOUSE

septSUdlw

does dtf

PARTICIPATION.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Company.
This Company will issue Polices to be free after the
payment oi si*, eight or ten Premiums at the option
of tbe insured ami a* rates as low as any other'
Company. The Issue of Free Volieies renders it at
V ’least equal if not superior to the participation

.ljpanies.

Sold by all druggists, everywhere.

AVERY
28

a

street.

House

Lei.
oci4dlw#

to Let.
2 Cotton St., suitable for a
honse.
Fossesrton given immediately. hoarding
Inquire of
E. E. fapUAM A SON.
Sept 11—dtf

NO.

I

Company
Broadway.

Of New York, Office 113

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.
WM. E.

WARREN, Prddeni,

HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Secretary
’Portland Board of reference :
Johh B. Bbowh (c Son, IJbbskt Flktohbk k Co.
H. J. Libby k Co.
Josh Lyupn k Co.
The undersigned haring been appointed Aokttr
and Attobwby for this Compa-y, is now prepared
to issue Polioies on insurable Property at ourrent
rates.
fig-Portland Office, 166 Fore Street.
JOHN W.
June 3.1864 —dtf

.HUNGER, Ageut.

'riiANSIMl' PRICE LIST
POK

Blocking

Pelt

Hats for
AT

Bweetsir's
On

Bleaohery,

Saratoga, CJnJstiana

312
and

cents.

1864,

Congress

St.

Eugenia shape,

60

Jooky Crown and English ehiurt, 60 cents.
Blocking Felt Bonnets, 60 cents.
F°r coloring, 20 cents additional to the above

prices.

Milliners prices in proportion.

sept22 dtf

ORANT8 COFFEE ASPICS HILLS.
ORIGINAL SSTABLISmiRNT.

J.

a1ST T

,

Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of

OOFF'EE, SPICES,Sulceratus ft Cream Tartar,
New Coffee and Spire Mills, 13 and 15 Union si reel.
Portland, Me.
Coffee and Spices put up 'or the trade, with any

address, in all variety of packages, and warranted
represented.
Gotten roasted and ground for the trade at shon

notine.
KT* All goods entrusted a ‘the owner's risk.
marohlOdtf

Whittemore, and have taken the store formerlvnu
cepied by Honry Fling, No, 91, Commercial afreet'
whore they intond doing a Commission
and Whole!
sale business, in Teas, Tobacco, W. I Goods fi,n
uooas, brooeries and Provisions.
HENRY FLING.

Portland

July 8.

iff***”

WHI™ORE.

Notice of Dissolution,

rtt HE firm heretofore
existing under the nameand
Cloudman, Stevens & Co., is hereby dis.
~_*ttbyte°f
solved
mutual consent. Messrs. Cloudman ft Stevens are authorized
to settle and adjust the affairs of
the late Arm.
JOHN CLOUDMAN,

Portland, 8ept. 1,

STEVFNS,

JOSEPH WALKER.
1864.

Messrs. Cleudman ft Stevens wilt continue tbs
theold s.and No. 153 Commercial

same business at
street.

_"eplSeod.lw

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing between
as Attornevs at
Cleaves
and
Sweat
Law, is this
by mutual consent. TheatTairsol the
day dissolved be
will
firm
adjusted by either party.
late

Mr. sweat will continue in business at offioe No.
117 Middle street, Mussey’s Row.
Mr. Cleaves at the office of Howard ft Cleaves, No
»1 Middle street, over Casco Bank
L. D M. SWEAT,
NATHAN CLEAVES.
Portland, July 18th, 1864.
Jyl8d8m

KTOltS,

69 Liberty St., New York.

Cherokee

Cure !

TKJt e&IAt

INDIAN MEDICINE,
COMPOUNDED FUOM

BOOTS,

BABKd

AND

LBAVBS

An unfailing cnre for Spermatorrhea, Semina
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseasot
caused by self polution; such as Loss of Memory,

Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimness of
Vision, Premature old Age, Weak Nerves, Difficulty
of

Breathing, Trembling, W&kefolness, Eruptions
the Face, Pale Countenance, Insanity, Consumption, and all the direfol complaints caused by departing from the path of nature.
This medicine is a simple vegetable extract, and
one on which all oan rely, as it has been used in our
practice for many years, and, with thousands treated,
it has not failed in a single instance. Its curative
powers have been sufficient to gain victory over the

COE’S DYSPEPSIA CUBE!
Sick-Headachc, Sickness at the
Stomach,Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Pains
in Stomach or Bowels,
Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeliug of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,

most stubborn
—

COE'S DYSPEPSIA
word

as men

case.

To those who have trifled with their constitution
until they think themselves beyond the reach of
medical aid, wo would say, Despair not! the CHER

will not and cannot exist where the cure ia
used
It removes the disease oy removing the
eause, not
like Alcoholic Bitters which cover up your bad feelings tor a few moments by their exhilarating effeots.
Beware ofsuch remedies or beverages, but in
their
plaoe use a remedy that will restore the diseased
funotions to their normal condition, and set in motion the entire human mechanism in
perfect harmony, and upon principles synonymous with well
defined physeiogieai laws. Thatsaoh wiil be the elfeot or

OKEE CURB will restore you to health and vigor,
quack doctors have failed.
For foil particulars get a circular from any

and after all
store iu

CURE,

i
“lists—our favorable acquaintance withitbe people as
proprietors of the World-renowned “Coe’s Cough I
Balaam,” if it is used according to our directions
wbioh may be found with cacti battle.
We add below some testimonials from our
neighbors and townsmen, to wbioh we ask your oareful 1
attention.

SOLH

feb8

eod&wly
DR.

J.

B.

BM

Liberty 8t., New York.
UUGHKM

FOUND AT Bll

he oan he ooueulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at afl
hoar* daily, from 8 a. n. to 9 r. u.
Mr. H. addresees those who are sufifering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of seli-abuse.
Devoting bis entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he lecls warranted in Cjuau*
AHTgKigu A Cubs in ali Cashs, wbethor of lo«|
standing or reoc-ntly contracted, entirely removlrj
the dregs of disease from the system, and making
perfeot and PERMANENT CORE.
He would call the attention ol' the afflloted to
(
fact of his long standing and well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and mo

WHERE

through our City Papers.
“?,ken’ Cou“ J“ne 18. 1864.
>

_Falhjba

Met.

Lyma*.

Madison, Conn Jane SO, 1864.
From the benefit derived by the use of Coe’s
Dyspepsia Cure in my family, i am prepared to say that

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

Every Intelligent

intend to be without it and advise aU who
afflicted with Dyspepsia to fry it.

never

Philakpu Lewis.

Those who know my constitution, what my condihas beep lor the last thirty years, will believe
with me that a medicine that will reach my case will
reach almost any one.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure has
enabled me to eat anything I please, and It is verr
seldom I now have to use the medicine.
It relieved
me in an mstant when 1 was in
great pain
Mv
whole system is being strengthened by its nse.
ANli
Daooott.
lieu Haven, June 29,1864.

and thinking person mast know
that remedies handed out from general nse should
have their efficacy established
by well-tested expo*
rienoe in the hands of a
regularly educated pbysi*
olan, whoso preparatory study fits him for all
duties he must fulfill; yet the oountry ie flooded with
poor nostrums and oure-ails,
purporting to be the
host in the world, whioh are not only useless, bnt al*
ways injurious The unfortunate should be fabtio*
ulak in selecting Ms
as it Is a lamentable
yet incontrovertible tact that many syphilitic anUents are made mleerable with ruined constitutions

this

ou

tion

ROOMS,

No. 3 Temple Street,

--S-.
Messrs. Editors
.—Allow me, through yonr columns, to acknowledge my gratitude tor the benefit 1
have received from the use of Coo's Dyspepsia Cure
Although I was a great sufferer from Dyspepsia
the first dose gave instant relief, and ore
ounce has
enabled me to eat anything 1 please, without
pain
1 have now stopped using the medicine, as 1 no

are

PBOPBIXTOOS,

No. 69

PRIVATE MEDICAL

TESTIMONIALS.
from the Pastor of the Methodist M.
Church, Madison, Conn.
I have used Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure in
my ikmily.
and oan willingly testily to its value as a medicine
H“*Y«io*AhP,Tastor M. E. Church.
a,
Madison, Conn., June 80th, 1864.

I

the Proprietors, who
desiring the same a full

write

DB. W. R. MER WIN ft Ow.,

CAM

longer need it.

or

will mail free to any ono
treatise in pamphlet form.

and Instantaneously, we
pledge our
of honor—our reputation as i’harmace-

Voice from home
New

Drug

the country,

Prioe, 92 per bottle, or three bottles for *6, and
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.
Sold by all respeotable druggists everywhere.

;

physician,

by maltreatment from inexperienced physicians la
general practice; fbr it Is a point generally oonoeded
by the beet syphilogruphere, that the stndy and management of these compl&inte should engroes tho
whole time of thoee who would be competent and
successful in their treatment and cure. The Inexperienced general practitioner, having neither op*
portnnlty nor time so make himself acquainted with
their pathology, commonly pnsrues one system of
treatment, in most eases making an lndltorlra'-ittc
use of that antiqaaied and dangsroo. weapon, Mar*

snry.

Im ortant to
While journeying

Travelers,

on the cure,
my stomach besevere pain in my
Had it been on the water it would have
beenoalled sea-siokness. A lady sitting by me,
knowing my eonojtion, reached out a bott.e saying,
“taka a swallow." 1 did so. and io less than live
minutes my trouble was ei.dca. The medicine was
"Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,” and from the cllbet it bad
upon the Stomach, and what 1 have learned or it
since, t think it must tip an excellent remedy for
8ea-siokness and Dyspepsia.
MK8. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, June 30th, 1844.
oame

head.

badly (it-ranged, oaueing

Hew Haven, Jane 23th, 1864
Messrs. C. G. Clark t Co.—Gentlemen-.—1 desire
to make known the almost instantaneous effects of
■
’Coo’s Dyspepsia Cure," In cases of cholera norbut.
I bad been Iflr twenty four hours purging at the
stomaoh and bowels, every fifteen latnutcs. f went
into your drug store to procure sotae brandy, us i
had always been told that It was a good remedy for

Dysentery.

My pallid

face and my weakness at
once attracted tne attention oi the clerk in charge,
and he asked mo at once “wnatistho matter?" I
“I have been lortwentry-four hours vomiting and purging, and I am unable to stand or walk,
from weakness, anil this deadly sickness at my stomach completely prostrates mo/' He produced a bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure, saying, "take a large
swallow of that; it isnow 11 o’olock; taken another
alter dinner.”
From the moment I took that first dose of the
medicine my sickness at stomach was gone—its effect
was Instantaneous. In an hour 1 eat my dinner with
as good » rolieh as ever hungry man partook (aa I
was well cleared out of food.) and
by a
teaspoonful of cure. I have not suffered a *
oartii V
ol inconvenience since I took the remedy
Its action was so wnnderfttl end so Immediate
that I could hardly believe the evidence
of my
senses, and I desire to
publicly make known
tacts, that the whole world may avail
of
Its use. Like bread, it thould find
a
In every
one’s house, and I believe that no place
one should
bo,tI° of “ ia “a *
or where It could b«
quickly made available

replied:

followed’

o^

tE

themTe"ves

2

pocket!

STVw.,1?*a
Truly yours,

GEO.

X. 6MAKE.

Gas qf (Ac Twenty-five.
New Haven, July llth, 1864
Mb.
I?*—Str:—Having been troubled with the
Dyspepsia for come eignt or twelve months I have
taken the usual kindsof medicines, which have done
me no good.
I saw your advertisement 0f g
m9(l|.
cine to cure the Dyspepsia. I have tried It and
found it to bcTH« modicine. The first 16 drops (the
7th of June.) that I took, relievsd me in one minute
I have takon it throe or tour
times, but have had no
distressing toehngin my stomach since taking the
first 15 drops; al(hough before, I could not bat a
med, and sometimes no more than three or fbur
mouthfulls w.thont
distressing me
3. F. WOODBCFF.
Beipeotlnlly,
u

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned havo this day formed a CopartT1HEnership under the name and style of Flint? k

PBOPKI

No.

Instantaneously.

backed up your statement concerning
only used half a bottle, and can eat pine
apple Bhorteakeor anything el, e, without trouble
It acts like a oharm. The relief it affords is instantancous.
Jakk A, Lowest
How Haven, June 18,1864.

INTERNATIONAL

reoeipt of the

WILL

gave me has
it. I have

k'ehl* dfcwt*

on

D&. W. R. MEKWIN X Cm.,

Mr, Coe .—The bottle ot Coe’s Dyspepsia Coro

Office No. 103 Middle St.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pres.
EDWARD SHAW. Sec

THE

plasant unfurnished room to l*t at No.
Danlorth

any address

on

A

No. 4 Iron Block, Portland Pier.

ALBERT B.

For Kale.
and Lot No 216 Comberland
street. Enquir- at City Clerk's Office.

To

88.036.879 74

J. C. CHUBCHILL, Ageut,

j

To Let.

ONE

follow,:

8176,411 84
4ge or adjusted,
Amount at risk, estimated,
116,616,479 Of
THUS. A- ALEXANDER, President.
Lucius J. Hannas, Secretary.
Hartford, Nov. 7, 18®.

Possession given

Also, a Front Offloein Hanson Block.
H. J. LIBBKV A CO.
tan8 dtf

THE

as

Total Assets,
Amount of Liabilities for Losses not

For Kale.

i

is invested

Real estate, uninounibcred,
887,962 IS
Cash iu hand, on deposit, and in agents’
hands,
318,960 56
United Stales Stocks,
613,847 60
State and City Stock., and Town Bonds, 669,460 00
Bank and Trust Company Stocks,
1,047,270 00
331,960 00
Mortgage Bonds,
Atlantic Mutual ins. Co’s sorip, 1863-3,
16,886 60

~

TWO

tttrplae

On

For Kale.

CUFF COTTAGE, containing over 30
t rooms,large stable and sheds—situated two
and one-hall' miles from Portland, and the
lineet situation in Cape Elizabeth for a watering plaoe. and snmmer boarders. For
GEO. OWEN,
enquire of
particulars
—*
Itf
W1 Commercial Street, Portland.

by Express to

Sent

by

immediately
and with tin

a

prioe.

thos enabling yon, by hearty
eating, and the use oi
the oure after eaoh meal, (as often as the food distresses yon, or .‘Odra on yonr stomach,)
you will get
in a very few days so that you oan do
without the
medleine, except
and by the time the
first bottle is used up, we wdl
guarantee you free
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat,
digest and enjoy
as hearty a break.ast as
you over sit down to in lour
healthiest hours, and wo will forfeit to yon the price
of tho bottle, upon yonr
showing that our s'stoiuent
is not correot.
Tho medicine is powerful but harmless, and whilst
a Single teaspoonful will at onoe relieve
the dyspeptic auflferer, the whole oottle would not
materially
injure him, aa it is entirely vegotable and contains
no opiates
All classes oi disease that havetheir origin in a disordered stomach and bowels, are dispelled in the same instantaneoas way,
the use of

On tbe 1st day of November, A. D. 1S6S, ks required
by tbe Laws of tbe State of Maine.
the Capital Stock is.Sl.600.000

or

or

occasionally,

956,800
61,81*0

H. N. Jose,
Libby,
J.N. Winslow, G.W. Woodman,
Andrew Spring, Alv&h Conant, U 1. Robinson,
Philip H. Brown, C. H. Haskell, 8. C. Chase,

aorcs

river
St. Lawrence,
Canada Ksjf It is interceded by
two considerable rivers with eligible Mill sits. Well
wooded with every description of timber, snch as
pine and sprnoe in largo quantities, and Mania,
oereh, beech, thtnarao ana bass woedtoany amount.
H. T. MACH1N, Portland.
Enquire of
Portland, Feb. 1864.
fetttSeodtf

Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, *2 per bottle,
three bottles for 86.

DYSPEPSIA CURE I

D. W. Clark,
H. I. Robinson.

John Lynch,

St. John Smith,
H. M. Payson,

For Sale.
t'Jook
land, of about 73000
oi wood laud, oa the south side of the
ASQOABE
in

strength.

and

full particulars get onr pamphlet Item any
drug store in the country, or write us and we will
mail free to any address, a full treatise.

not in a year—not in a month—nor in a week-but
you shall see its benetioial iufluence at once inlinediately, and the day you take it. To you who have
lived ler years upon Graham Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any tiling the least-wise
hearty—
flrst, because the Dootor has ordered the plainest
food, and secondly for tear the distress it causes—
rising aud souring on your stomaoh, wesay sit down
to your dinner, eat as hearty a meal as you wish
and as soon as the food begins to distress you, follow it by a single teaspoontiil of

TRUBTEB8 :

a

a-ati«l

vigor

For

Fever and Ague,

directors:
8. E. Spring,

J. B. Brown,
J.B Carroll,

a

of
B., a few miles from Portland. This is a good ehauce for aparty with a small
Expenses
eapital.
small,- rent only live dollars a
month. Will be sold low for oash—change ol business cause of sale.
Presont quota of the tow;i to be
tilled by enlistments. Call on or address immediO.
W,
ately
BUBNHAM,
International House, Portland, Me.
Aug. 23,1864.—dtf
on

iug26

Quaktkb Mahtkb’b Office,
\
I
forage Dpartment,
Cedar 8treet. N. V dept. 12,1864 I

$200,000.

JEREMIAH DOW, Secretary.

Fire Insurance

House For Sale.

The Largest and Best Arranged Hotel
IN NEW ENGLAND.
LEWIE

and

town,

_

andLumbermen.

St.

Slock
fixtures of
Provision Store,
THE
favorably located in
thriving manufacturing
the hno
B.

Department,

To Wood, Dealers

House for Stile.
story dwelling house on Congress

Provision More for Sale.

ISAIAH ROGERS,

SE

two

p0Pular Lot<’1'

Hanover Street....

0016ly

mA

or

Sept 2—dtd__

tions.

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE"

generally

and St.

nearly opposite the castellated Villa of S. L.
Carlton. Esq., and oo the line of the Horse
itailroad. This house contains fourteen finished
and is well adapted to accommodate twp families,
with seperate out buildings, stable, &c., and a well
of ater in the yard. A large part of the purchase
money can lay on mortgage if desired
This property will be offered at Auotion on the first
of August, if not sold before.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, July 21,1864.

PROPOSALS

Supervising Architect.

IN

follows

9200,000

Dwelling

I
Department,
August 26,1864
)
will be received at this department
until the first November 1864, at 12 o'clock
noon, for the construction oi the Custom House authorized to be elected at poitland, He, according to
the plans and specifications prepared at this Depart-

payment of his contract.

boarders.
att*B"on wil1 ■>* given to tbe oomfort ol

as an ally
CHEROKEE REMEHY.uu
should be used in conjunction with that medicine in
all oases of Oonorrhca, Qlect, Fluor Albuzor Wkitei
Its effects are hoaliug, soothing and
demulceut; re
moving all scalding, heat, choadee and pain, Instead
of the burning and almost unendurable pai that In
experienced ypth nearly all the cheap quad injec-

Its subjects a particle of nourishment or
hearty iood. without paying the penalty in the most
distress, and oftentimes complete prostraon. To meet ihe terrible
ravages of this worst of
ail diseases, we have prepared

Believe You

This Company is now prepared to issue policies
upon all kinds of property in the city or country,
liable to loss or damage by fire, at as low rates as is
taken by any ctber office.
The patronage ol the
merchauts and oitizen*
ot Portland and
is
most
.lolioited.
vicinity,
respectfullv
A. K. 8HURTLEFF, President.

Hotel for Sale.

sixty

ME.

as

Bonds,

LINE.

The '-Caledonian House/' situated on
Or, en street, with a front on the street of
86 fre* and running through to « anhon St.,
together with the buildings and lot on east_ifrly *ide of Canton street. Also the stable
an«» 46 by 10:) on the westerly tide of Green street.—
Thelof8contain aoout 11,000 leer; ail the uuoooupied land
g ceptable to nr provtments. 1 he buildoodoruerand now rent for $600 per
ings are i
annum
r terms inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime street.
Sept 29 -dtf

Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.

building,

CHEROKEE INJECTION is intended

or assistant to the

Nausea

COE’S

$500,000.

Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate at twothirds its value,
Loans on pledge of Uni tod States Securities,
Loans on pledge of City Scrip,
Loans on pledge of Bank Stocks,
Loans on pledge of Stato of Maine* Bonds,
Loans on pledge of Androscoggin County

Qoean Insurance Company Building,
No. 27 Exohange St.

Freight trains leave

Portland, Oot. 30,1863.

PAID

Invested

Ang. 3—dtf

ment; said

105

*“<* well known Hallowbll
iftlOU9',OOBTeDieDt
‘ke center of Uallowell, two miles from
from T°g“«
h£
"fi <?ur mi,le"
is open for the Spring,
rnished, and

T

lOllOWS:
cepted)
Leave Portland lor Boston, at 3.45 A. m. and 8.06
V. M.
Leave Boston for Portland at 7.80 a.m. and 3.00
P.M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland, at 10.00 a. m. and
5.80 p. u.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
OS

Treasury

AT

J™'*'in
guested

ex-

FOB ERECTING THE

105 Federal

DENNIS, Proprietor.

gta*

PROPOSALS

XE W FURXITURE ft FIXTURES I

.-tjf T&> POblbJ

will leave the

Will find it to their advantage to enliet with

REOPENED!
8.0.

Passenger Trains

tion, Canal street, daily, (Sundays

stations.

The

HALLOWELL HOUSE

Commencing April 11th, 1864.

rarrafi1

Capital,

CAPITAL

will heat every part of the house. Cistern lor rain
water and a never failing well of drinking water.
On the prem see are a good
Copper pomps, Ao.
barn and sheds. The lot is about 126 by 44 feet. The
house can be examined any day from 10 A. M. till 5
P. M., by calling on the subscriber who will furnish
particulars and terms of sale.
J. B. BBAZIEB,

ARRANGEMENTS

SUMMER

ease.

refusing

28 EXCHANGE ST.

Authorized

MThe

raIlegad.

INVALID CORPSI

OFFICE

House and Lot No* 31 Danforth St,, For
Sale.
two and a half storied wooden dwelling
Rouse and lot, No. 81 Danforth St
contain*
iug ten good sized rooms, with a bathing
room—piped for gas throughout—a furnace that

PORTSMOUTH

A

and »ig„r; thus
roInoyiI1g lromthe
system all pernicious oaus»s which have induced dis-

Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,

and we pledgo our reputation upon our
when we say it will

LSAVKS

original purity

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

deol4

WatervUle. November, 1863.

Agt,

Insurance Co. of Portland, Me.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A.M,, and retorningis doe inPortland at 1 p.m.
Stages connect with trains at prinolpal stations,
dally for most of the towns North and East of this
C. M. MORSE,Sup’t.
lino.

Physical Disability,

BROOK.

ten.

Chain Cable for Sale.

for

the

go into

Rt«

This elegant suburban Watering Place,
&
cSfSUtolocated upon a pleasant eminence near CaPond, but 2£ miles from Portland, havJLbHLnpisicbeen
P.laced in the most amnio order by
MrBrM1?®
L£J£iLnthe subscriber, he most respectfully solicits
the attention of the
public, and cordially invitee a
oall from his

Forsambythej^^
rent

or

CA.P*I8IC_ITOTJSE,
WEST

AVERY

Rare Chance.
mo pnroh.se a stock of
1 o «h< butatod.,. Millinery, -y.h

of term qf service,

Pleasant Suburban Resort.

House for Sale.
DESIRABLE CC1TAUF, HORSE en
MynleSt. nearOxirrd, lighted with gas and
well supplied with
good water, will bo sold low.
terms ea-y. Apply to
F. BRIGHAM BISHOr,
27 Franklin street.
Sept 8o—d8w

whether discharged in consequence of Expira-

my,

_junelSdBm

OCIVI2*"-'

Bangor.

who has served two years in the Ar-

soldier

HOTELj

This House is si.nated directly opposite
fethe Grand Trunk Raiiroaj
Depot, ana head
■ot Boston and Portland oteamers’ Wharf.
■ Connected with this House is a first clast
and Dining Hall.
JaMLU BRADLEY, Jr., & CO., Proprietors.
P. H. Bradley.
Bradley, Jr.

cnabb

The good Sch Kate Aubrey Jacob.
have immediate dispatch
For freightapply to the master on board
D.T. CHASE
bead of Long Wharf, or to

/7f\T\
-bbAViriy

jySw

Zircon, Jnly 29,1864.

A .°.'.e£g' representing

fall and oompletc

Any

Grav-

el, Stone in the b.audcr, and others rimilar I warrant a oure by the use of the water.
Splendid scenery and rides. At the short distanoe of lour miles
can be seen Rumford Fats, the
largest in New England. Horses and Carriages to let.
Good Trout
fishing in streams’ and ponds. A new road was
built to the House last June, making the access easier than to any other Mountain Douse.
Daily ooach
from Br> ant's Pond station of tho Grand Trank
Railway to the House.
Poet Offioe address, Mt. Zircon, Me.
D. D. W. ABBOTT, Proprietor

and permanent

CHARLES H. DOUGHTY,
Provost Marshal 1st District Maine.
a
Any.
13—rt3m

ANan3fal,cr.led“e^“d

Springs,

Mtlton Plantation, Me.,
Is now opened to the publio, and no
pains
will be spared tuis Bcasuntomeetthe wants
and tenner pleasant and
interesting tne
stay of guests. Aud also as usual, 1 still
1_iooarfi cheaper than any other hammer
H us. in New England.

J__flLHOyster

SAMUEL BROWN, President,
WILLIAM RAYNOR, Booretar.
EDWARD SHAW Agent, 102 Middle Street
o*t27 lyeod

State Aid, Jto.

oan now

UOU»L,

Celebrated Mt. Zircon Mineral

For

a.

at

ABD

It is diuretio and
alterative in Its aotlon; purifying
and cleansing the
blood, causing it to flow in all its

indisposition

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation,

SOOTS, BASKS

IRON

aOltB

John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Mourners acetrly »e 3 P. M., on the day that then
leave Portland.
For freight or passage ap
EMERY A FOX, Brown
H. B. CROMWELL A OO., Mo. 88 W«*tStreet,
Hew York.
Deo. 6,1833.
dtf

Bangor and intermediate stations at 1,25 r .K.
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. K., and
arrive in Portland at 8.30 a.m. Leave Bangor at
7.30 A. M.,and arrive in Portland at216 p. M. Both
these trains oonneot at Portland with trains for

Stale

DIRIGO

Wharf, Portland, overy WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4P. M., and ioavu Pier
»North River, New York, evory WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8o’clook, p. M.
Thoso vessels are fitted np with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
oomfortablo route for travellers between New Y ork
and Maine. Passage 87,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,

For

tion

OF KEW YORK.

Building*. Merchandise, llounr-

7 a.
Information given oonoerning Bounties, Pensions,

SPARROW,

Mutual Benefit Lifo Insurance Co.

as follows:
Leave Browns

Portland, Grand Trank
and Anborn, at

Dyspepsia is not only the sure forerunner of death
It has well
but the companion of am-serable life.
been called the Nation's scourge; tor more persons,
suffer
from its
male
and
and
lemale,
both old
young,
ravages, than from all o'lier ailments combined. It
and
of
irs
robs tne whole system
vigor
energy, gives
to those once
weariness and total
strong and active; renders the stomaoh powerless to
digest the food, and has lor its attendants,

Central Office No. 30 Exchange St,
8eptl7—dtf
Portland, Me.

splendid and fast Steamships
“LOCUST POINT,” Capt-WiLim,
and “POTOMAC,” Captain Sherwood, will,until further notioe, run

Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport

Balsam
_

as

WARREN

The

Boston.

Board.
Rooms, with Board, can

of

SEMI-WEEKLY

Center for West Buxton, Bonney Eagle South Limington, Limington and Limcriok.
At Saoo River tri-weekly, ior Hollis, Limorick,
Ossipee, Newlield, Parsonsflold, Elhngnam, Freedom, Madison, r aton, Cornish, Porter, 4c.
Fares 6 oents loss when tickets are purchased in
the Oflioe, than when paid in the Cars,
DAN. CARPENTER,Supt.
iff
Portland April 7,1864.

Trains leave

well

INJECTION.

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the great udian Dluetio, cures all di-eases of the Urinary i. gans, such
as Incontinence of the
Urine, Inflamation of the
rlUdneys, Stone in the Bladder, Stricture, Gravel,
Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended in
those cases of Fluor
Albuz, (or Whites in Females)
where all the old nauseous medicines have
failed.
It is prepared in a
highly concentrated form, the
dose only
being from one to two teaspoonfuls three
times per day.

Prepared, by the Proprietors of “Coe’s Cough

samejtrinclples

Portland and New Verb. Steamers

ton. N. H.
At Buxton

SUBSTITUTES!

on the nonforfeiting ten year plan
in all the other usual forms.
Every considerate man who will apply to Life Insurance the
that would guide him
in making other investments,or in themangeirent ol
his own business will assuredly investigate the advantages of the Mutual Benefit System, as illustrated in the history of this Company, belore
injuring
his life io any other. By neglecting to do so be will
probably pay from 10 to 25 dollars on every 9100 as
the price of his failure to inform himself.
Remem jci*. the Dividends are SO per cent. The
fit st one is paid you just four years from the date of
your policy; a Dividend is paid you every year
thereafter, while toe Undivided Surplus from which
all dividends are made is nearly 91,001.000,
larger
than that ot any other Company in America.
Beliable information in reference to all the coin
panies win be freely given at this office, from Commissioners Reports for successive years.

ii!lW»
Will, until further notice, run as
a-vtatefrAJ. follows:
Leave Atlantio Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o’clock F. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o’olock P. K.
Fore in Cabin.,,..83.00
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every 8600 additional valuo.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Feb. 13,1803.

passenger cars attacncd.
Stages connect at Sacoarappa daily for South
Windham, Windham Center and Great Palis.
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish. Steep
Falls, Baldwin. Sebago, Bridgton, Hiram, Limington, Cornish, Denmark, Brownfield. Level, Fryeburg, Conway,Bartlett, Albany, Jackson and Ea-

CHEROKEE

Sgomzing

$3,400,000.00
Policies issued

as

forest City, Lewiston and Montreal

Saco Elver lor Portland at 6.46
(Freight Train with Passenger
Cara) and 9.16 a. m., and 8.30 p. m.
Leave Portland for Saco River, 7.46 a. m. and
2.00 and 6,20 p. m. The 2.00 P. M. train out, and 6.45
A. m. train into Portland, will be freight train- with

ex-

ceeds

THE STEAMERS

riBSPHXMstation. for Lewiston

Portland, July 18,1864.—dtf

Cor, of Commercial & India

laald Furniture, Rent*, Leawm Ve,•el* an the Stack*, and athcr Per■anal Praperty at tne Lowest rrte*.

ALIEN

while the total amount paid lor olaims by death

Remedy

TUB

STOMACH AND BOWELS.

$2,350,000,00

Portland and Boston Line.

On and after MONDAY, April
lth., 1864, trains will leave as
follows, until further notice:

absolute *

now insuring in this Company participate
benefits of this targe and increasing surplus.
This Company has paid to the assured in Dividends,

Through tickets procured of the Agentsand Clerk
on board Steamers.
Freight reoeived till 4 o’clock P. M., Mondays and
Thursdays.
C. C. EATON, Agent.
maygdtf

York A Cumberland Hallroad.

I Cherokee

aividends,"

or

Parties

and Boston.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

or

be

9HPSBn[Port.anu

two years.

in the

_

Passenger t rains leave Skowhegan for
aud Boston, at 8.46 A. M., Au11.Oj
A.
M. and Bath 12 10 P. M. Au&rusta
gusta,
for Portland and Boston at 6.30 A, M.; Bath 6.30 A.
M.
Portland for Bath, Augusta, Waterville,Kendall's
Mills and Skowhegan, at 1.10 P. M.
Portland for Bath and Augusta 8.16 P. M.
Passengers for bcations on the Androscoggin Rail*
road will charge cars at Brunswick.
The 110 h. M. train from Portland connects at
Kendall's Mills with Maine Central Railroad lor
Bangor, &c., arriving same evening.
Stages leave Ba*,h tor Rockland at 3 A.M. and 3
P M.
Stages leave Augusta for Belfast at 4 P. M.
Stages leave Skowhegan at 6 10 P. M. for Anson,
Solon, fco.
Through Tickets for all the stations on this and
the Androscoggin Railroad, can be procurrcd in
Boston at the Eastern or Boston and Maine stations.

annu-

oeptions.

On and after Monday, March 38,
the superior sea-going steamer
NEW BRUNSWICK, Capt. E. B.
Winchester, will leave Railroad
Whari, too. of State Street, every Monday at 6
o’clook F. M.,and the Steamer NEW ENGLAND,
Capt. E. Field, every Thursday at 6 o’clock P. M.,
for Eastport and St. John, N. B., connecting at
Eastport with steamer Queen, for Robinson, St. Andrews and Calais, and with Stage coaches lor Machias, and at at. John with steamers for Frederioton and with steamer Emperor ior Digby, Windsor and Halifax, and with the E. A N. A. Railroad
for Shediao and all way stations.
Returning, will leave St. John every Monday and
Thursday at 8 o’clock A. M., for Eastport, Portland

Commencing Monday, April 25,1864

Declared

Indigestion !

m

$1,807,630,17

TWO TBIPS PEB WEEK.

SPRING k SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

DISCOVERED at LAST.

Remedy

OOMPOUKDUD

This surplus is nearly 91,OO:,000,00 larger than
that of any other Life Company in the United States
ana 91,600,000 larger than any other, with two ex

Calais & St- John.

Eastport,

TM LO«e BODUHT FOB

Diseases

Cent.

and every other liability, contingent
and leave a clear net surplus of

International Steamship Company.

MAINE C Eft TICAn. lUiLBOAD.

a

Exchange

Oapiial $200,000,

Veteran
AND

100

Lost.

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!
n.ure

IS

irom tho pasture of Mr. Franois RobSTRAYED
erts, Westbrook, last month,
throe year old
small

American and

I

Wanted I

FOB

around the Grand Trunk
Calf Skin Wallet containing aoousidrable sum of money, and papers of no
value to any one but the loo“er. The finder will be
rewarded as above on returning the same to No.
8 Central Wharf, or 72 Brackett street.
Portland, Aug. 81 1864.
aug81 dtf

ON Depot audwharf,
yard;

No.56 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Aug. 10,1864.
eodSm

American

be ltened.'

Principals

LOST.

AT T1IX

Are obtained for Wounded Soldiers
(discharged
and the friends of doceased soldiers who are entitled
to the same by

toon

septOdtf

Hanson Block, middle Si., No. 1*1
Scholarships good in uny part of the United State*
lie Principal has had 20 years experience; is alway*
oo the spot, and attends to his business ; and prom
lies, as during the past 12 years, no pains shall bt
snared in the future. Five hundred references ©3
tb? lirst class business men, with
many others of this
to the practical utility, capaciouscity, will
ness and completeness of my systems and mannei
of leaching, and citizens oi other oitics have testified
to the same. Diplomas will be awarded for thorough oourses. Able Assistants secured. Bartlett’s
Plan, the founder of Commercial Colleges, strictly
adhered to as regards not copying. Certain time*
will be devoted to Commercial Law elucidations,—
Come all who have failed to be taught a business
hand-writing and 1 will guarantee to you success.
Applications solicited for Accountants. Separate in
struotion given. Students oan enter any time. Separate rooms lor Ladies. Tuition reasonable. Intricate accounts adjusted. Ladies and Gentlemen that
desire to take lessons, or a full, or a separate course,
in either Book-Keeping, Navigation, Commercial
Law, Phonography, Higher Mathematics, Civil Engineering. Surveying, Native Business Writing,
Commercial
Carc
Arithmetic. Correspondence,
Marking. <and teaching irom printed copies ard
Text Books wCi be avoided please call, or address
the Principal.
R. N.BROWN.
PortJand. Oet.2,1868.
oc29 eodkeowly

Will

lour (no small children) a nice
family
genteel two storied house, in the centre ol the
in
a
block. Adar.sd Box 110 Portoity, Beparafeor
oi

Gall I

4.—isdtf_

Unfortunate.

ALL

AHD

is declared and
paid upon BA OH and
payment made, whether the partv is living
or not.
No other
in the United States
company
does this.
of Docen»ber last, as shown
h
v^?e.31at
by the New York Insurance Commissioners’Report,
were sufficient to prov.de for its
-Computed premiurn reserve,’ the payment of -AU
its

apply

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

CAMPAIGN.

paid aft er

A dividend

and

OF

Por

CUBE!

every

maylSdtf

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate
of one passenger for every 8600 additional value.
C. J. BRI DGES, Managing Direotor.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
nov5
Portland, June 26, 1864.

Dyspepsia

now

boon for several years.

« ly ? an‘I

Lynn.

<£aJ|friMC¥**>a

Monday, June 27,1864,
daily, (Sundays fcxoept-

follows:

Up Trains.

HOB THl'

and from

to

One of the following first-class
steamers of this Line viz:—Peruvian,
7T1'Hibernia. North American, Jura.Btur<Qn
Nova Scotian, Moravian, Dannucuo, wiu sail from Quebec, KVkKY Saturday
lor
Liverpool via Londonderry.
Morning,
Also the steamers St. David. 8t. Gkorgr, St.
tri monthly from Quebec
St.
Patrick,
Ajidkkw.
for Glasgow. Prepaid and return tickets issued at
For
rates.
to H. A A. ALLpassage
reduced
J. L. FAKMEK,
AN, Montreal, or to
No. 10 Exohange street Portland.

Leave Portland for South Paiis and Leu iston at 7
A M aod lor Island Pond, Montreal and the West
at 1 25 P. M.

Gen. Sherman,

HUD MBH

tor a

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

B. U. CUSHMAN, Superintendent.
April IS, 1864.
ap28tf

Gen. Grant

Fifty
and have

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go.

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R.R

W

Evening,

RAILWAY

Jnne

Down Trains.

A

Located I80O.

tr Passengers for California, by the Old Line
Panama Railroad, may be secured
by early application at this otlioe.
may26afcwtt
Mail Steamer and

as

are

Good New* lor the

--FOR-

The Annual Dividends of this Company

For more extended inlormation, apply to J. O.
Kendrick, Bangor; the local Agents at tho various
landings; the Depot Masters of the P. 8. A P.,
Eastern, and B. A M. Railroads; Abiel Somerby,
Portland; Lang A Delano, Boston, or
CHAS. SPEAK, General Agent.

l eave South Paris at 6.45 A. M., and Island Pond
atC 60 A, U.

AFEV

and

Upturning will leave Eailroad Wharf, foot of
Stato street, Portland, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clock, connecting with
the Eastern, Boston and Maine, and Portland, Saco
and Portsmouth Kailroade, from Boston and Way
Stations, leaving Boston at 3 o’olooa, F. M.
The Boat will touch at Rockland, Camden, Bel
thst, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden, both

W. L>. LITTLE, Agent.

run

§*6,000,000.00

6

ticketed through
ways. Passengers
Boston, Lowell, Lawrence, Salem and

The World’* Great

Its own history after 20 years' experience is the
’rest evidence of its superior management, an? 01 tne
great advantages it atfoids to thou© who insure.
Special attention is asked to the following facts:

1NO, June 6th, Leaving Bangor evand Friday Mornings, at
ery Monday, Wednesday

(OP STAIRS,)

TRUNK

rHIS

ROIX,

2

NAVIM

THE

BYsTeFsIA

COE’S

most successful of all Life Assurance Comof over
panics, has now a net accumulation

Will commence her Sommer Aron MONDAY
MOKN-

rrTy

Travelers will find it greatly to their advantage to
prooure theirtiakets at the
Union Tiekct Office, 31 Exchange Street,

GRAND

R.

VOk

Charter Perpetual.

Incorporated, 1846.

LAND,

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL,_

INSURANCE CO.

LIFE

^Ife^-A-r-rengement

t

On and after

Recruiting

iso4.

COMMODIOUS

LADE

WILLIAM

CAPT.

oheerfully granted.

CBKt’S*# trams will
td) until further notice,

A

open Day
18Education.

LITTLE,

XS

MARINE CORPS.

a desirable location. Rent fromS207
Address, Box 1999, Portland Po0t office.

a

I>.

Agent for all the great leading routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee
Galena, Oskosh, St. Paul, LaC'rosse, Green Bay’
Quincy, St. Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo
eto., eto., and is prepared to tnrnish Through
Tiokbts from Portland to all the principal cities
and townB in the loyal States and Canadas, at the
lowest rates of fare, and ail needful information

Rent

septk7dtf

the

West, North West & South West! STEAMEB
i

Of Oanada.

HOUSE In

A to &500.

Arrangement,

THE NEW, STAUNCH AND

THE-

Mutual Benefit

Penobscot River,

and

Summer

TO TRAVELERS

-TO

CAVALRY,

advertisement

Wttnfed

IMPORTANT

W.

P&LSora, (no children )

will

ratUT iPortland

mm REDUCED

Built expressly for this route,

ONE AND THREE YEARS!

of
Be-t 01
Tress
A. D.,
tf

INSURANCE.

STEAMBOATS.

__

—fob—

W united Immediately.
NEAT CONVENIENT KENT, fora lazily

A OMLY

uTn

R E C R

a

cauuoi

wed, yet

Sur*

ot

Mead. 8 C Auu. 23d,
convened at Hilton
WmrkFAS
Portjaiid, solo
parties, at
that cer’a

The heir-apparent of Russia, the future
master of a realm of more than seveu millions
of square miles—au empire comprising ouesevcuth of the territorial part ot the globe,
aud about one twenty-sixth of its entire sur
lace—is in want of a wile, and cannot Uud one.
Tula asiouudiug piece of news, says the Louilon Glooe, is going the rouuds ol the conti
ueulal papers.
Grund Duke Nicholas, heir
apparent ol all the Russias, twenty-one years
old, lull, good looking, in splendid unhorm,
ac
uve
and with all the

a

ippRred

RAILROADS.

New Haven, June llth, 1864
„„ „__
bottle of Dyiipepaia
yoUf j-ave instantaneous
^eoelyedtrom
*
wfien
usfdit
food distressed me.
nay
on*ytlike
it ww about
taking two done* to-day, one tomorrow, then eyery other day, inorogging the qua»and d«**easin$ the
medioine.umU I w*a
enabled to cat without taking anything at all
Mv
ease was an extreme one. having suffered
tor seven
years. I now consider myself cured, and bv usinw
only one bottle of medioine in the snare
of two
V
months. The dose was a teaspoontal.
Eubb 8. Allxh.

JfnAf0 ITei

JJfj

whore

^*n

»nd country, every

Price $1.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mail, from either dealers or consumers,
promptly attended to.

C. G. CLARK A CO.
Wholetalt

Dntggittt,

Bold in PorUand by W.
Md all other dealers,

Haven, Conn.,
Proprietor*F. PhHllpa, H. H. Bay,
morch3sodlyM
Hew

HAVE COUKIMCHC*,
All who have oommitted an eases. ot
any kind,.
whether it be the solitary vice e! youth, or the sties,
iag rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer

years,
SEEK FOR AX AXTIDOTA IN SEASON.

Idle Pains and Aches, aad Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that m»y follow Impure Coition, are
tiro Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to A»l.
low, do not wait fbr Unsightly Ulcers, tor
Disabled Limbs, for Lues of Beauty
and

Completion.

now MAN! THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.
young Men troubled with emkeione in sices, a
result of a bad habit in

complaint generally the

ranted

or no
a

Hardly

c^lr-o'maSo'7’&I><1

day pslses but

6

Perf'1'jt *>“»«

**r-

we are

consul ted By one
or more young men with the above
disease, same ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they
had tho consumption, and bv their friends
supposed
to have It. All such ossea
yield to the proper sad
only correct course of treatment, and in a abort time
are made to rejoioe in perfect health.
MIDDLE 49 SD
Thero are many men at toe ng*
„oer*
troubled with too lheguent evacuations irom the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting 01
burning sensation, and weakening the system In a
manner the patient ounnot aeooant for. On examining urinary deposits » ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or tbe color will be of a thin
mllklsh hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearunoe. There are many men who die of this
difficulty, ignorant of the oause, which Is the
..

_

SECOND STAGE OP SEMINAL WEARNESS.
I oan warrant a perfeot enre in such oases, and t
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organa.
Persons who otinnot personally oonsult tho Dr.,
oan do «o by writing ia a plain manner a description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded Immediately.
All »orrespondence strictly confidential and will
be returned if doclred.
DB. J. B. UU6HP8.
Address,
No. 5 femplo Bt., (oorner of Mlddlo) Portland,
gybecd 3 tamp for circular,

eclectic Redical

Infirmary.

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly Invites all Ladies who
need a medical advisor, to oall at hit rooms, Ho.
5 Temple Street, which they will find arranged foi
their especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines arc unrival*
led in eflioaoy and superior virtue in rognlating all
Female Irregularities. Their notion is upeciiio and
certain of producing relioi in a short time.
asAPIES wiildndit inv4luable in all oases of obstruction* after ell other remedies have b«en tried la
vain Itp viiroiy vegetable, containing nothing ip
the least injurious to (be health, and may be tike»
with perfect safety at all times.
Sunt to an; part 0»theoountry with full directions
DB. RU6HE8.
by add rowing
Vo. * Temple Street, oorner of Middle, Portland.

DU.

V. B.—LADIES desiring may oonsult one ol theli
A lady of experienoe in oonstant attend

own sex.

ance.

lanldAwly

PORTLAND DRY DOCK COMPANY*
assessment of Eight Dollars per share on the
Capita! Stock of the Company Is now due and
payable at the oflloe of the Treneurer, 117 Comae,*
sid street.
C. M. DAVIS, Treasurer,
Jnly »0tb, 18*4.-41/

AN

